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1 .Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to define the objectives of the Oil and Gas Supply Model (OGSM), to describe 
the model's basic approach, and to provide de@ on how the model works. This report is intended as a 
reference document for model analysts, users, and the public. It is pripared in accordance with the Energy 
Jnfomation Administration's (EIA) legal obligation to provide adequate documentation in support of its 
statistical and forecast reports (Public Law 93-275, Section 57(b)(2). 

. 

Projected production estimates of U.S. crude oil and natural gas are based on supply functions generated 
endogenously within National Energy Modeling System @EMS) by the OGSM. OGSM encompasses 
domestic crude oil and natural gas supply by both conventional and nonconventional recovery techniques. 
Nonconventional recovery includes enhanced oil recovery @OR), and unconventional gas recovery (UGR) 
from tight gas formations, Devonian shale and coalbeds. Crude oil and natural gas projections are fkhe r  
disaggregakd by geographic region. OGSM projects U.S. domestic oil and gas supply for six Lower 48 
onshorekgions, three offshore regions, and Alaska. The general methodology relies on forecasted drilling . 
expenditures and average drilling costs to determjne exploratory and developmental drilling levels for each 
region and fuel type. These projected drilling levels translate into reserve additions, as well as a mod25cation 
of the production capacity for each region. 

OGSM also represents foreign trade in natural gas, imports and exports by entry region. Foreign gas trade 
may occur via either pipeline (Canada or Mexico), or via transport ships as liquefied natural gas (LNG). 
These import supply functions are critical elements of any market modeling effoa 

OGSM utilizes both exogenous input data and data from other modules within NEMS. The p m  
exogenous inputs are resource levels, finding rate parameters, costs, production profiles, and tax rates - all of 
which are critical determinants of the expected returns from projected drilling activities. Regional projections 
of natural gas wellhead prices and production are provided by the Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution 
Module (NGTDM). From the Petroleum Market Model (PMM) come projections of the crude oil wellhead 
prices and production at the OGSM regional level. Important economic factors, namely interest rates and 
GNP(GDP) deflators flow to OGSM from the Macroeconomic Module. Controlling information (e.g., 
forecast year) and expectations information (e.g., expected price paths) come from the integrating, or system 
module. 

1 

Outputs from OGSM go to other oil and gas modules (NGTDM and PMM) and to other modules of NEMS. 
NGTDM and PMM employ short-term supply functions, the parameters for which are provided by OGSM 
for oil and gas production and natural gas imports. The short-term supply functions reflect potential oil or gas 
flows to the market for a one year period. These functions ak used by NGTDM and PMM for the 
determination of equilibrium prices and quantities of crude oil and natural gas at the wellhead. OGSM also 
provides projections of natural gas production to PMM to estimate the corresponding level of natural gas 
liquids production. Other NEMS modules receive projections of selected OGSM variables for various uses. 
Oil and gas production and resultant emissions are forwarded to the Systems Module. Forecasts of oil and gas 
production, & well as capital expenditures at the wellhead, go to the .Macroecopomic Module to assist in 
forecasting aggregate measures of capital ahd outIju?. . 

' 
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OGSM is archived as part of the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS). The archival package of NEMS 
.is located under the model acronym NEMS96. The version is that used to produce the Anrtual Energy 
Outlook 1996 (AE096). The package is available through the National Technical Information Service. The 
model contact for OGSM is: 

Ted Mccallister 
Room 2H-026 

Energy Information Administration 
lo00 Independence Avenue, S.W. 

Phone: 202-586-4820 

Fom~tal Building . 

Washington, D.C. . .  

This &SM documentation report presents the followkg major topics concerning the mbdel. 

0 Model'purpose 

0 Model overview and rationale 

0 Modelstructure 

0 Inventory of input data, parameter estimates, and model output 

0 DetaiIed mathematical description. 

. 

I 
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2. Model Purpose 

OGSM is a comprehensive framework with which to analyze oil and gas supply potential and related issues. 
Its primary function is to prociuce forecasts of crude oil, natural gas production, ana natural gas imports and 
export3 in response to price data received endogenously (within NEMS) from the Natural Gas Transmission 
and Distribution Model (NGTDh4) and the Pemleum Market Model (PMM). To accomplish.this task, 
OGSM does not provide production forecasts per se, but rather parameter estimates for short-term domestic 

. oil and gas production functions and naairal gas import functions that reside in PMM and NGTDM. 

PMM and NGTDM utilize the OGSM supply functions during a solution process that determines regional 
wellhead market-cleaIing pr im and quantities. After equilibration is achieved in each forecast year, OGSM 
calculates revised parameter estimates for the supply functions for the next year of the forecast based on 
equilibrium prices and quantities received from PMM and NGTDM. OGSM then sends the revised 

. parameters to NGTDM and P a - w h i c h  update the short-term supply functions for use in the following 
forecast year. The determination of the projected natural gas and crude oil wellhead prices and quantities 
supplied occurs within the NGTDM and PMM. As the supply component only, OGSM cannot projext prices, 
which are the outcome of the equilibration of demand and supply. The basic interaction between OGSM and 
the other oil and gas modules is represented in Figure 1. Controlling information and expectations come from 
the System Module. Major exogenous inputs include resource levels, finding rate parauieters, costs, 
production profiles, and tax rates - all of which are critical determinants of the oil and gas supply outlook of 
the OGSM. 

' 

OGSM operates on a regionally disaggregated level, further differentiated by fuel type. The basic geographic 
regions are Lower 48 onshore, Lower 48 offshore, and Alaska, eakh of which, in turn, is dividd into a 

* number of subregions (see Figure 2). The primary fuel types are crude oil and natural gas, which are further 
disaggregated based on type of deposition, method of extraction, or geologic formation. Crude .oil supply 
comprises production from conventional and enhanced oil recovery techniques. Natural gas is differentiated 
by nonassociated and associateddissolved gas.' Nonassociated n a w  gas is categorized by conventional and 
unconventional types. Conventional natural gas recovery is differentiated by depth between formations up to 
15,000 feet and those at greater than 15,000 feet (in the context of OGSM, these depth categories are referred 
to as shallow or deep). The unconventional gas category in OGSM consets of resources in tight sands, 
Devonian shale, and coal bed methane formations. 

. 

OGSM provides mid-term (15 to 20 year) forecasts;as well as serving as an analytical tool for'the 
assessment of various policy alternatives. One publication that utilizes OGSM forecasts is the Annual 
Energy Outlook (AEO). Analytical issues OGSM mi address involve policies that affect the profitabiity of 
drilling through impacts on certain variables including: 

a 

a 

a 

drilling costs, 

production costs, 

regulatory or legislatively mandated envifonmental costs, . 

'Nonassociated (NA) natural gas is gas not in contact with sigdificant quautities of crude oil in a reservoir. Associateddissolved 
natural gas consists of the combined volume of natural gas that oc'curs in crude oil reservoirseither as free gas (associated) or as gas 
in solution with crude oil (dissolved). 
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-Figure 1. OGSM Interface with Other Oil and Gas Modules 
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key taxation provisions such as severance taxes, State or Federal hcome taxes, depreciation 
schedules'and tax credits, and 

the rae of penetration for different technologies into the industry by fuel type. 

The cash flow approach to the determination of national expenditure levels enables OGSM to address some 
financial issues. In particular, the treatment of financial resources within OGSM allows for explicit 
consideration of the financial aspects of upstream capital investment in the petroleum industry. 

OGSM is also useful for policy analysis of resource base issues. OGSM analysis is based on explicit. 
estimates for economically recoverable oil and gas resources for.each of the sources of domestic production 
(i.e., geographic regiodfuel type combinations). This feature allows the model to be used for the analysis of 
issues involving: 

. .  
0.  the uncertainty surrounding the economically recoverable oil and gas resource estimates, and 

0 access restrictions on much of the offshoie Lower 48 states, the.wildemess areas of theonshore 
Lower48 states, .and the 1002 Study Area of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR). 

e- 

In%eneral, OGSM will be used to foster a better undentanding of the integral role that the oil and gas 
extraction industry plays hth respect to the entire oil and gas industry, the energy subsector of the U.S. 
economy, and the total U.S. economy. I 
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Figure 2. Oil and Gas Supply Regions 
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3: Model Rationale and Overview 

Introduction 

This chapter provides a brief overview of the rationale and theoretical underpinnings of &e methodology 
chosen for the Oil and Gas Supply Module (OGSM). First a classification of previous oil and gas supply 
modeling metlyxlologies is discussed, with 'descriptions of relevant supply models and comments on their 
advantages and disadvantages. This leads to a discussion of the rationale behind the methodology adopted for 
OGSM and its various submodules, including the onshore and offshore Lower 48 states (excluding enhanced 
oil recovery), the foreign natural'gas supply submodule, and the Alaska submodule. 

. -  
I 

Overview of Oil'and Gas Supply Modeling. Methods 
Oil and gas supply models have relied on a variety of techniques to forecast future supplies. These techniques 
can be categorized geneay  as geologidengineering, econometric, "hybrid - an approach that combines 
geologic and econometric techniques, and market equilibrium. The geologidengineering models are further 
disaggregated into play analysis models and discovery process models. 

GeologicEngineering Models 

Play Analysis 

According to the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), a play a group of geologically related, known or 
undiscovered accumulations (prospects) having similar hydrocarbon sources, reservoirs, traps, and geologic 
histories. A prospect is a geologic feature having the potential for the trapping and accumulation of 
hydrocarbons. Prospects are the tggets of explor$ory drilling. Play analysis relies on detailed geologic data 
and subjective probability assessments of the presence of oil and gas. Seismicjnfomation, expert 
assessments, and information from analog areas an? combined in a Monte Carlo hulation framework to 
generate a probability distribution of the total vo1um-e of oil or gas present in the play. These models are 
primarily used as a source assessment tool, but they have been used with an economic component to generate 
oil and gas reserve additions and production forecasts. 

An example of a play analysis model is ELA's Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Supply Model (OCSM)', 
which.was developed during the late 1970s and early 1980s. The OCSM used a field-sizedistribution 
approach to evaluate Federal offshore'supply (including production from the Gulf of Mexico, Pacific, and 
Atlantic offshore regions). The OCSM drew on a series of Monte Carlo models based on the.work of 
Kaufman and Barouch? These models started with lognormal field-size distributions and examined the order 
in which fields are discovered. The OCSM also drew on an alternative approach taken by Drew et al.? which 

*- 

. 'Outer Continental SheC(0CS) Oil and Gas Supply Model, Volume I ,  Modd Summary mrdMethodology Description, Energy 
Information Administration, Washington, D.C., December 1982, DOE/ELA-O372/1. and Farmer, Richard D., Harris, Carl M., 
Mu hy, Frederic H., and Damuth, Robert I., "The Outer continental Shelf Oil and gas Supply model of the Energy Information 
A&stration," Norrh-Holland European Journal Of Operation Research, 18 (1984). pages 184-197. 

zKaufinan, G.M.. and Barouch, E., "The Interface Between Gemtatistical Modeling of Oil and Gas Discovery and Economics," 
Mathematical Geology, 10(5), 1978. 

3Drew, LJ., Schuenemeyer, J.H., and Bawiec, WJ., Estimation of the Future Rare of Oil and Gas Discovery in the Gulfof 
Mcxico, U.S. GeologicSwey Professional Paper, No. 252, Reston, VA, 1982. 
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was an extension of the Arps and Roberts approach to resource as~essrnent,~ falling between simple 
extrapolation and Monte Carlo simulation. This alternative approach explicitly represented an exponentially 
declining exploration efficiency factor (in contrast to that of Kaufmadand Barouch, in which declining 
efficiency Was related solely to the assunied decline in field size). Under this approach, finding rates for the 
number of fields 
finding rate)-an approach involving massive data requirements. 

a collection of size categories were estimated (as opposed to determining an aggregate 

Key differences between the OCSM and other field-sizedistribution models included the fact that OCSM 
was based on (a) geological data on undiscovered structures obtained from the U.S. Department of the 
Interior (as opposed to data simulated from aggregate're$onal information), (b) a highly detailed 
characterization of the supply process, (c) a relatively sophistica@ treatment of uncertainty, and (d) explicit 
consideration of investment decisions at the bidding, development, and production stages, in addition to the 
exploration stage, 

Although the OCSM had &any superior qualities, it w+s highly resource intensive. In particular, the-OCSM 
required (a) maixitenance of a large database on more than 2000 prospects in thirty offshore plays, (b) 
considerable mainframe CPU time to execute completely,&kcting the highly complex algorithmic and 
programming routines, and (c) h t e n a n c e  of a wide range of staffing skills to support both the model and 
the underlying data. Since all these problems violate basic key attributes required of an oil and gas supply 
model 0pe-g in the NEMS environment, adopting a similar play analysis approach for the OGSM was 
rej-. 

Discovery Process 

Kaufman, Balcer and Kmyt described discovery process modeling as "building a model ofthe physics of oil 
and gas field discovery from primitive postulates about discovery that are individually testable outside the 
discovery model itself." Unlike play analysis models, discovery process models can only be used in well 
developed areas where infomation on exploration activity and oil and gas discovery sizes is readily available. 
Discovery process models reflect the dynamics of the discovery process and do not require detailed geologic 
information. They rely instead on historical exploratory drilling and discoveries data. 

 though the details of discovery process modeis vary, thej all rely on the assimption that the larger the oil 
or gas field, the more likely it will be discovered. This assumption leads to discovery rates (the amount of oil 
or gas found per unit of exploratory effort) that typically decline as more of an area is explored. Discovery 
process models usually specify a finding rate equation using a functional form such that discoveries decline 
with cumulative drilling. 

. -  
a 

, 

Discovery process models have generally been applied to specific geologic basins, such as the Denver- 
Julesburg basin ( A r p s  and Roberts 1959). They have also been used in studies of the Permian Basin5 and the 
North Sea. Discovery process models do not usually incorporate economic variables such as costs, profits, 
and risk Returns to exploratory effort are represented in terms of wells drilled or reserves discovered. 

since there are generally no economic components, discovery process modeis cannot project time paths of 
future drilling and reserve additions without using a! hoc constraints (for example constraints on rigs or 
expenditures). The constraints chosen become to some extent deciding factors in the model outcome. 

I 

4Arps, J.J., and Roberts, T.G., "Economics of Drilling for Cretaceobs Oil on East Flank of Denver-Julesburg Basin," American 

'Fuhtre Supply of Oil and Gasfrom the Pennimr Basin of West Texas andSouthemtern New Mako, U.S. Geological Survey, 

. 
Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin 42,1958. 

Washington DC, 1980 
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Typically factors such as cash flow or the availability of rigs are constrained to enable the model to forecast 
satisfactorily. 

The OGSM is intended to support the market analysis requirements of NEMS, thus it includes both an 
economic and a geologic component, A model of industry activity was developed for the OGSM that predicts 
expenditure and drilling levels each period of the forecast horizon. The estimated levels of drilling are used to 
determine oil and gas reserve additions in each period through a finding rate function. The modujar nature of 
OGSM does allow for f u b n  consideration of an alternate geologic approach such as a pure discovery process 
model. Whereas many discovery process models specify one finding rate function, OGSM uses three to 

‘ capture the varying influences of new field wildcat, other exploratory, and development drilling on the 
discovery process. 

Econometric .Models 

Many econometric models do not include a description of geologic trends or characteristics - for example, 
average discovery sizes do not vary systkmatically with cumulative exploratory drilling as in discovery 
process models. Additionally, these models, for the most part, have not been based on a dynamic optimization 
model of firm behavior and do not incorporate expectations of future economic variables - a limitation that 
also applies, for the most part, to the geologidengineering models. 

Recent econometfic models have made some inroads in overcoming these problems. Rational expectations 
econometric models have been developed by HenMcks and Novales and by Walls which are based on 
intertemporal optimization principles that incorporate uncertainty and inherently attempt to capture the 
dynamics of the exploration pmss .6  Geologic trends also are accounted for, though not in as much detail as 
they are in play analysis and discovery process models. 

These improvements are not without cost, The theoretical specifications ofrational expectations econometric 
models must be highly simplified’in order to obtain analytic solutions to the optimization problems. This 
feature of these models means that it is impossible to describe &e oil supply process with the level of detail 
that @e more ad hoc approaches allow. In addition, a long time series of historical data is necessary in order 
to obtain consistent parameter estimates of these models. Sucha time series does not exist in many cases, 
especially for frontier areas such as the offshore or at the regional levels required for NEMS. Finally, because 
of the degree of mathematical complexity in the models, forecasting and policy analysis often turn out to be 
intractable. 

Econometric methods have been employed primarily for studies of a single region, either a relatively limited- 
area such as a singe state or more broad-based such as the entire Lower 48 states. An example of the former 
is the work by Griffin and Moroney (1985), which was used to study the effects of a state severance tax in 
Texas. Recent work on large scale aggregate data appear in studies by Epple (1985) and Walls (1989). These 

’ studies link models of individual dynamic optimizing behavior under uncertainty to the use of econometric 
techniques. In genera€, the firm is assumed to maximize a quadratic objective function subject to linear 
constmints on the processes governing the stochastic variables that are outside the firm’s control. In the Walls 
model, an oil exploration fixin chooses the number of exploratory wells to drill in each period to maximize the 
expected discounted present value from exp1oration;providing a clear link between a theory ofthe 
exploration finn’s’dynamic behavior under uncertainty and the econometric equations of the modeL However, - 
in addition to other considerations, the model is so mathematically complicated that ‘:...it is impossible to 

%endricks, Kenneh, and Alfonso Novales, 1987, Estimation of dynamic investment function in oil exploration, Draft 
manuscript. Walls, Margaret A., 1989, Forecasting oil market behavior: Rational expectations analysis of price shocks, Paper 
Eh487-03 (Resources for the Future, Washington, D.C.) 
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describe the oil supply process with the same level of detail as the ad hoc models. In other words, it is , 

difficult, if not impossible, to model ali of the stages of supply in a realistic way.**' Such a model would not 
be appropriate for the intended role of,NEMS, although it can be quite useful in other applications. 

Hybrid Models . 

Hybrid models are an improvement in some'ways over both the pure process models and the econometric 
modek. They typically combine a rewvely detailed description of the geologic relationship between 
,discoveries and drilling with an econometric component that estimates the response of drilling to economic, 
variables.'In this way, a time path of drilling inay be o b w e d  without sacriiicing an accurate description of 
geologic trends. Such a hybrid approach has been directly implemented (or incorporated indirectly, using the 
results of hybrid models) under a variety of methodological hneworks. Such frameworks include the system 
dynamics methodology used iri the FOSSIL2 model, which underlies the recent National Energy Strategy 
and numerous related studies. 

The Gas Research Institute's (GRI) Hydrocarbon Supply Model (HSM) is one example of a hybrid model. 
The HSM employs an enhanced discovery process component to estimate discoveries from the underlying 
resour& base and an economic component to prbvide costs for exploration, development and production of 
oil and gas accumulations. Overall industry activity is subject to an econometrically determined financial 
constraint. 

The American Gas Association's Total Energy Resource Analysis model ("E8U) employs an econometric 
approach to detemine changes in agpgate Lower 48 onshore drilling based on a profithility index. 
Offshore Lower 48 supply is evaluated offline for inclusion in the outlook New supplies flow from 
discoveries that depend on a finding rate. This finding rate does noE rely on an explicit resource estimate, but 
does reflect resource depletion ghen cumulative increases in reserves. Technology influences the finding rate, 
but it primarily manifests itself in lower costs by reducing the number of dry holes experienced in the supply 
process. 

Data Resources Inc's oil and gas supply model also employs a hybrid approach. Lower 48 exploratory drilling 

supplies occur from discoveries that depend on a finding rate. The finding rate itself is based on 2x1 analysis 
of recent trends in observed data. The extppolative technique used does not incorporate an explicit estimate 
for economically recoverable resources. Techology is not explicit within the model, but it is&eated on an ad 
hocbasis. . 

. depends on projected net revenues. Developmental drilling is a function oflagged exploratory wells. New 

Market Equilibrium Models 

Matketguilibrium models connect supply and demand kgions via a transportation network and solve for the 
most efficient regional allocation of quantities and corresponding prices. Market-equdibrium models t&d to 
be single energy market models that concentrate on the economic forces that efficiently balance markets 
across regions without explicit representation of othp fuel market conditions. Consideration of the processes 
that alter supply and demand are not necessarily modeled in detail, stylized regional supply and demand 
curves are postulated. 

1 

. -  
/ 

.. 
' w a l l s ,  hargant A., Mddeling and forecasting the supply of oil and gas: A k e y  of &@zg approaches, R~ources and 

Energy 14 (1992), North Holland, p 301. . 
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An example of a market-equilibrium model is Decision Focus Incorporate& North American Regional Gas 
Model (NARG). Regional supplies of indigenous production are based on a representation of the gas resource 
base as a continuous, ordered stream of reserve increments that will be discovered and developed over a range 
of prices. As prices rise, ,thus covering increasing costs, additional portions of the resource base 
rsystematically become available to the market, Regional supply curves also reflect an assessment of the 
expectgd cost characteristics of the technically recoverable resource base. 

. 

Supply regions are linked to demand regions throughout the United States and Canada by a network of 
existing and prospective pipelines, with specified capacity constraints and tariffs. Within the framework of 
this model, 17 supply regions are specified: 12 in the United States and 5 in Canada.' Each region has its owd 
gas supply curve bakd on estimates of the resource base and associated costs of discovery and development 
from the Potential Gas Committee (United States), the Cankan Energy Research Institute, and the Canadian 
National Energy Board. 

The partial equilibrium nature of these models is contrary to-the requirements of an oil and gas supply model 
operating within the integrated environment of NEMS. Moreover, the solution from a market equilibrium 
model consists of a volume of gas produced, rather than a supply schedule as required by the Natural. Gas ' 
Transmission and Demand Model. Finally, the forecasting capabilities of this approach are open.to question 
given that many of the key parameters are not subjected to the discipline of validation against historical data. 

OGSM Rationale 
None of the models described are able to address all the issues that would be required of the OGSM. For 
example, some models might have reasonable representations of the onshore supply process, but completely 
lack an offshore or unconventional fuel component. Some models only provide a representation of the gas 
supply industry while almost completely ignoring oil supplies. Some models provided only limited ability to 
be simulated under Werent fiscal and policy environments. OGSM had to be developed keeping in mind the 
overall goal of NEMS - the ability to address many of the likely physical and policy variables that might 
affect future U.S. ail and gas supplies. 

An important consideration reg&g many of the models discussed above is that they typically tend to be 
highly resource intensive, both (a) in tern of personne1 requirements for development and maintenance and 
(b) in terms of execution time and other computational ksoun&requirernents. It was for these reasons that 
the OCSM model, the EIA's offshore play-analysis model, was ultimately retired. 

' 

Another difficulty with many of these models is that the relationships in the models are typically not 
subjected to the discipline of validation against historical data-in fact, there are usually too many parameters 
in the models to estimate econometrically. As a result, the models cannot project time paths of future oil and 
gas supply without the use of ad hoc constraints that turn out to be important determinants of the f o d t s  
generated by the models. , 

. Accordingly the OGSM uses some features of the discovery-process approach, but does not employ any of 
the traditional discovery process models discussed earlier because they are too data intensive. The.chosen 
OGSM design helps to satisfy some of the specification requirements set forth for the NEMS: which 
emphasize, among other attributes, model transparency and model efficiency. The OGSM, as a r@onaUy 

*Mexico has been introduced into the model as' a net import flow in recent work €or the National Petroleum Council's Natural 
Gas Study. 

'See, for example, Requirements for a National Energy Modeling System, December 1991, and Recommended Design for rhe 
National Energy Modeling System, October 1991. 
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aggregated discover&process model, does not determine iktivity levels on the basis of an explicit economic 
evaluation of discrete production units, such as individual producing fields (oil and gas from Alaska is the 
exception). The requirements for performing a disaggregated field analysis were prohibitive in the context of 
the time and resources needed to develop a d  maintain such an approach, without necessarily affecting the 
modeling results appreciably. The OGSM, however, simulates endogenously separate discretionary levels for 
exploratory and developmental drilling ih contrast to the fixed relationship between exploratory and 
developmental drilling that characterizes many other models. 

The Alaska Oil and Gas Supply Submodule (AOGSS) and the liquefied natural gas (LNG) component of the 
Foreign Natural Gas Supply Submodule WGSS) are the exceptions to the above paragraph. Both 
methodologies take more of an engineering approach. In the case of Alaska this is because of the relative low 
number of fields (compared to the Lower 48 states) expected to be economically viable in Alaska. The 
representation of LNG in OGSM is unique because field production is not part of domestic operations. The 

- stages of the LNG process to be modeled primarily concern the receipt of LNG at importation facilities and 
its subsequent conversion into gaseous natural ge. 

- 
I .  

. 

The remainder of this section provides a brief discussion of the rationales and methodologies of the OGSM's 
_ I  

. submodules. 

Lower 48 Oil and Gas Supply 

A hybrid economedddiscovery process approach was used to model Lower 48 states conventional oil and 
gas supply and UGR supply in the OGSM.l0 The geology is represented in the model's discovery-process 
components, while the economics of exploration, development, and production are captured by the model's 
econometric equations component. The methodology was designed for two basic purposes: (1) to generate 
f o m t s  of future drilling activity, and oil and gas supplies under alternative scenarios and (2) to provide a 
framework for analyzing the potential impacts of policy changes on future drilling activities and oil and gas 
supplies. The OGSM was designed to meet these two requirements in a transparent and efficient manner, 
while simulating the supply behavior of the oil and gas industry and incorporating essential behavioral and 
physical relationships without resorting to extraordinarily complex functional forms and/or algorithms. 

The Lower 48 states component is comprised of 119 equations, with 3 11 parameters. Eploration and 
. development expendims are detennined using a partial recursive model; with oil and gas prices the principal 
driving variables as they affect expected profitability for drilling investments. Regional oil and gas prices are 

. determined exoienously from the OGSM and are received from the Petroleum Market Module and the 
Natural Gas Transmission and ,Distribution Module respectively. 

Drilling levels a& determined by the industry's overall level of investment in exploration and development. 
Relying on basic research on the determinants of business investment, it is assumed that the industry's level 
of ddmestic exploration and developmental drilling expenditum is determined by several major factors, 
including: the expected profitab~ty of domestic exploration and developmental drilling and the economic 
and geologic risk associated with exploration and developmeptal drilling. This model thus assumes that the 
firms in the industry are profit. maximizers and that cesources tend to flow into activities with relatively higher 
expected profitabiljty, ceteris paribus. The numbeiof wells drilled in each region is derived by dividing 
regional expenditures by average drilling costs. 

* 

. 

/- 

''A slightly different approach was employed to represent EOR supply activities and this method is d e m i  in the following 
section. 
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The expenditure equations are econometrically based. Specifically, the levels of exploration and 
developmental expenditures are forecast on the basis of econometrically estimated equations that relate 
historical exploration and developmental drilling expenditures to the explanatory variables given above. The 
econometric approach was chosen over a linear programming approach or a hybrid linear 
programmingkonometric approach of the type used in PROLOG, the OGSM’s predecessor, for two major 
reasons., First, incuning the additional computational burden associated with solving a linear programming 
problem with mdtiple constraints seemed inefficient relative to forecasting directly from the estimated’ 
historical ielationships. This is especially critical given that NEMS requirements include the goals of quick 
execution and the efficient utilization of computer resources. Second, the linear programming approach 
quires the explicit specification of the objective function while an econometridy based approach does not. 
If the true objective function is unknown or cannot be specified without adding undue complexity and 
computational burden to the model, then an .econometric approach is more sensible. For empirical purposes, 
implementation of the econometric approach does not require specification of an explicit objective function, 
but only the identification of explanatory variables whose movements can be related, on average, to changes 
in investment that are driven by a particular behavioral objective, e.g, profit maximization. 

’ 

* 

. The econometric method of determining drilling activity levels on the basis of expiomon and developmental 
drilling expenditures, which in turn are based on expected profitability, is certainly in line with the 
methodologies of several other respected oil and gas supply models. For example, overaU industry drilling 
activity in the Hydrocarbon Supply Model (HSM) of the Gas Research Institute (GRI) is subject to an 
econometrically determined financial constraint. The Total Energy Resource Analysis (”ERA) model of the 

. American Gas Association (AGA) employs an eConometric appruach to’determine changes in aggregate 
lower 48 onshore’drilling based on a profitability index. The DRVMcGraw-Hill (DRI) model forecasts 
exploratory drilling on’the basis of projected net revenues. Though the specific details differ across the 
models, their unifying trait is an explicit recognition of the importaut linkages among profitabfity, 
exploration and developmental drilling expenditures (financial resources), and drilling activity levels. 

. 

Spending levels for each specific drilling activity are converted to the total number of wells drilled by dividing 
the expenditure levels by estimates of drilling costs per well, which vary by region and fuel type. Based on 
historical proportions, exploratory wells are separated into new field wildcats and other exploratory wells. 
Differentiation between types of exploratory drilling is a feature that is not found in most other hybrid 
models. It enables the discovery process component to more realistically model the rekerves additions 
process. 

Proved ieserves comprise the only source for production, and the discovery process is the me& by which 
nonproducing resources (i.e., undiscovered economically recoverable resources or inferred reserves) are 
converted into proved reserves. The discovery process component in OGSM consists of a set of finding rate 
equations that r e m  the volume of reserve additions to drilling levels. Three discovery processes are 
specified: new field discoveries from new field wildcats, field eension volumes from other exploratory 
drilling,and reserve revisions due to developmental drilling. New field wildcat discovery volumes are 
separated into proved and inferred reserves based on the historical relationship bebeen a field’s ultimate 
recovery and its initial discovery size. Inferred reserves qre converted into proved reserves in later periods 
through other exploratory and developmental drilling. This differentiation in finding rates provides a more 
accurate representation of the &serves discovery pr&ss in the oil and gas industry. Exogenous estimates of 
the undiscovered economically recoverable resou& base are incorporated in the new field wildcat finding 
rates. This allows.user assumptions concerning the resource base to be specified for purposes of policy 
analysis, such as offshore drilling moratoria. The distinction between proved and inferred kserves is also . 
fo6d  in GWs HSM, though the separate impacts of new field wildcats and o&erexploratory wells‘on the 
reserves discovery process is not modeled there. 

. 
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Enhanced Oil Recovery Supply 

The Enhanced Oil Recovery Supply Submodule (EORSS) uses a modified form of the previously described 
methodology, which is used for conventional oil supply and all natural gas recovery types. A more thorough 
description of the EORSS methodology is presented in Chapter 4 of this report. All submodules in the 
OGSM share the similar basic attributes, but the representation may differ in the particulars. This section 
presents a discusiion of the general differencesbetween the methodologies. 

. 

The b&ic supply process for both EOR and the other sources of crude oil and natural gas consists of 
essentially the same stages. The physical stages of the supply process involve the conversion of unproven 
resources into proved reserves, and then the proved reserves are extracted as flows of production. A key 
element of economics on the supply side is that investment funds are directed more heavily to exploration and 
development opportunities that have greater ezrpected profitability. 

The significant differences between the methodology of the EORSS and the other su<modules of OGSM 
. concern the conversion of unproven resources to proved reserves and the determination of supply activities. 

The transfer of resource stocks from unproven to proved status in OGSM is handled by use of finding rate 
filnctions that relate reserve additions to cumulative drilling levels. The EORSS uses discovery factors that 
convert a specified fmction of unproven resources into proved reserves. These factors depend on the expected 
profitability of EOR investment opporbnities, and not on drilling levels. 

- 

Greater expected financial returns motivate the conversion of larger frktions of the resource base into proved 
reserves. This is consistent with the principle that funds are directed toward projects with relatively higher 
returns. An explicit determination of expenditures for supply activities does not oc&r within the EORSS as it 
does in the OGSM. Given the role of tlie discovery factors in the supply process, the implicit working 
assumption is that EOR investment opportunities with positive expected profit will attract sufficient financial 
development capital. EOR investment does not compete with other oil and gas opportunities. EOR recovery 
is sufficiently different, and its product not entirely similar to the less heavy oil most often yielded by 
conventional projects, that this assuhption is considered appropriate. 

. 

Foreign Natural Gas Supply 

The Foreign Natural &IS Supply Submodule consists of three key components: Canadian gas trade, liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) trades and gas trade with Mexico. Different methodological approaches were taken for 
each component in recognition of inherent differencesbetween the various modes of import and the different 
ci.rymstances affecting both supply capacity in the source country and its.potential availability to the United 
States. The process by which Canadian gas flows to the United States is essentially the same process as that 
for U.S. supplies in the Lower 48 states. LNG imports are very different however, with available 
regasification capaci6 and the unit costs of transportation, liquefaction, and regasification being the most 
important determinants of import volumes. Production costs in countries currently or potentially providing 
LNG are a relatively small portion of total unit costs for gas delivered into the U.S. 'transmission network. 
& has not been imported from Mexico in the eight year period ending in 1992, Mexico began exporting 
very small volumes of gas to the United States in 1993. Further development of Mexi& gas production 
capability depends more on institutional rather than tkonomic factok. Consequently a third, scenario-based 
approach was chosen to model gas imports from this source. 

"€x<Foreign Natural Gas Supply Submodule is comprised of approximately 23 equations, with 8 parameters, 
It is a recursive type model, kith oil and gas prices as the principal drivirig variables; Regional oil and gas 
prices are determined exogenously from the OGSM and are received from the Petroleum Market Module and 

' . the Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Module respectively. 
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Canadian Gas Imports 

Gas imports from Canada are modeled using a hybrid approach similar to the one taken for the Lower 48 
States. The model hsts two key components, a discovery process component and an economic component. The 
e c o n o ~ c  component forecasts drilling activity as a function of discounted cash flows constructed for a 
representative Canadian oil and gaS project. Within the DCF, variables such as prices, flow rates, costs, and 
taxes are specified and can be manipulated for analysis purposes. The discovery process component relates 
reserve additions per period to wells drilled. Like the Lower 48 module, it is assumed that the size of the find 
declines exponentially with cumulative drilling. 

A hybrid method was chosen for modeling Canadian gas supplies since this approach most effectively meets 
the numerous analytical requirements of OGSM. Also, sufficient data are available for the Canadian oil and 
gas industry. Finally, although this approach is a somewhat simplified version of the Lower 48 methodology 
(for example, explicit drilling expenditures are not estimated in the Canadian model), the two models are 
methodologically consistent. 

Liquefied Natural Gas 

LNG has been included as an explicit element of some natural gas models. LNG is represented .in one of two 
ways, depending on the basic nature of the model. It has been included as a basic element in models such as 
the .World Gas Trade Model (WGTM)." It also has been added to an expanded version of the Hydrocarbon 
Supply Model (HSM) that was used for the National Petroleum Council Natural Gas Study (1992). ,' 

Global trade models are based on a disaggregation of the world, in which countries or groups of countries are 
separated into consuming and producing regions. Egch region has a stylized representation of supply and 
demand. Regions are connected'via a transportation network, characterized by interregional transportation 
costs and flow constraints. LNG is incorporated into global trade models as possible gas trade between two 
noncontiguous countries. The model solves for the most efficient regional a l l w o n  of quantities and 
corresponding prices. The extensive scope of these models (and commonly encountered limitations of the 
necessary data) does not allow for detailed representations of gas supply or demand. 

The incorporation of LNG trade into each model generally has occurred as an enhancement of established 
models. Both LNG imports and exports are included, with LNG exports from Alaska as an exogenous factor. 
LNG imports are represented as gas supply available to the appropriate U.S. regions according to a 
prespecified schedule reflecting industry announcements. The model solution includes an endogenous 
determination of flows through LNG facilities and new capacity in response to price. 

' The LNG algorithm in OGSM differs from the OGSM supply approaches for domestic and Canadian 
production. It utilizes supply curves for LNG imports, but it does not model explicitly the exploration*ahd 
development process. These supply curves are based on the estimated cost of delivering LNG into the - ' 
pipeline network in the United State and include all cos& associated with production, liquefaction, shipping, 
and regasification. The supply cqves mark the unit costs, which serve as economic thresholds that must be 
attained before investment in potential LNG projects-will occur. Extensive operational assumptions were 
made on current import terminal capacity and the &g of planned capacity expansions. 

, / -  

"The World Gas Trade Model (WGTM) basically is a global expansion of the NARG, using the Generalized Equilibrium 
Modeling System (GEMS). This model will not be described in detail because of the extreme similarity of the two models. 
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. Gas Trade with Mexico 

& trade between the United States and Mexico tended to be overlooked in earlier modeling efforts. This 
tredment (or lack thereof) seemed justified for a number of reasons. Except for a brief 5 year period in the 
early 1980s, neither gross nor net flows of gas between the United States and Mexico were significant 
Additionally, reliable data regarding Mexican gas potential were not readily available. 

A scenario basis was chosen to handle gas imports f&m Mexico because of uncertainty and the significant 
influence of noneconomic factors that affect Mexican gas trade with the United States. Much of the source 
material for the construction of these scenarios was drawn from the National Petroleum Council's 1992 study, 
The Potential for Natural Gas in the United States. Many of the models described previously make use of 
such exogenous o f h e  analyses to forecast certain variables. For example, DWs offshore oil and gas 
production forecasts are handled offline and integrated Iater into their mah forecasting model. 

. 

Alaskan Oil and Gas Supplies 

Alaska has a limited history as a source of significant xolumes of crude oil and natural gas. Initial commercial 
flows of crude oil from the Alaskan North Slope began on June 17,1977. Interest in analyzing the volumetric 
potential of Alaska as a source of oil or gas supplies arose after the late 1960s discovery of the Prudhoe Bay 
field, which is the largest in North America. During the years since the mid 1970s, there have been numerous 
special studies of either a one-time nature or limited in scope. An early study by Mortada (1976) projected 
expqcted oil production through 2002.12 The results of this analysis were used in Congressional hearings 
regarding the construction and operation of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS). A Department of the 
Interior (Dol) study (1981) analyzed the supply potential of the National Petroleum Reserve - Alaska 
(NF'RA). This work was used in the consideration of leasing the NPRA for exploration and development 

Generalized models that deal with both oil and gas potential for Alaska are not as common as those for the 
Lower 48 states. Most forecasting agencies, including the EZA, have not devoted a large amount of resources 
'towards the development and maintenance of a detailed Alaskan oil and gas representation in their domestic 

. production models. Generally, forecasting groups either adopted a projection from another agency, or u& 
other projections as the basis for selected ad hoc modifications as appropriate. The latter approach occurs in 
EIA's previous modeling work regarding Alaskan supply in PROLOG. 

W seeming inattention to building an Alaska oil and gas supply model arose from the limited extent of the 
projection horizon that was needed until recently. Projections in EIA had been for periods of 10 to 15 years, 
and up to 20 years only recently. This period length limits the flexibility in Alaskan activities, where lags of 
10 to 15 years affect the discovery and development process. Thus, the bulk of oil production for at least 15 
years under virtually any scenario depends almost wholly on the recovery from currently known fields. 
Marketing of natural gas from the Alaskan North Slope is not expected prior to the beginning of the next 
decade at the earliest, because of the lack of facilities to move the gas to Lower 48 markets and the interest o 
the operators and the State of Alaska in using the natural gas to maximize recovery of oil from Prudhoe Bay. 

The present methodology for the Alaska Oil and W Supply Submodule (AOGSS) differs from that of the 
Lower 48 States representation. A discovery process approach with ad hoc constraints was chosen €or the 
AOGSS. Tbkj method was chosen because of the unique nature of industry operations in Alaska and the 
limited number of fields do not lend themselves readily to.application of the Lower 48'approach. 

# .  

%ortada International, l'iie Determination of &&le Pricing Levels for North-Slope AIaskan Crude Oil, (October 1976). 
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The AOGSS is divided into three components: new field discoveries, development projects, and producing 
fields. A discounted cash flow method is used to determinethe economic viability of each project at netback 
price. The netback price is determined a3 the market price.less intervening transportation costs. The 
continuation of the exploration and development of multi-year projects, as well as the discovery of a new 
field, is dependent on profitability. Production is determined on the basis of assumed drilling schedules and 
production profiles for new fields and development projects, and historical production patterns and 
announced plans for currently producing fields. 

. 

The AOGSS is comprised of approximately 11 basic equations. Oil and gas prices are the principal driving 
variables and are nxeived from the Petroleum Market Module and the Natural Gas Transmission and 
Distjbution Module respectiveIy. , 
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4. Model SSructure. 

Introduction 

This chapter describes the Oil and Gas Supply Module.(OGSM), which consists of a set of submodules 
(Figure 3) that perform supply analysis regarding domestic oil and gas production and foreign trade in natural 
gas between the United States and other countries via pipeline or as liquefied natural gas. The OGSM provides 
parameter estimat& representing crude oil and natural gas supplies by selected fuel types on a regional basis to 
support the market equilibrium determination conducted within other modules of the National Energy Modeling 
System @EMS). The oil and gas supplies in each pefiod are balanced against the regional derived demand for 
the produced fclels to solve simultaneously for the market clearing prices and quantities in the disjoint wellhead 
and enduse markets. The descrjption of the market analysis models may be found in the separate methodology 
documentation reports for the Petroleum Market Module (PMM) and the Natural Gas Transmission and 
Distribution Model (NGTDM). 

. 

Figure 5. Submodules within the Oil and Gas Supply Module 

’ I  
Domestic 
Oil & Gas Natural Gas 

The OGSM mirrors the activity of numerous firms that produce oil and natural gas from domestic fields 
throughout the United States or acquire natural gas from foreign producers for resale in the United States or sell 
U.S. gas to foreign consumers. The OGSM encompasses domestic crude oil and natural gas supply by both 
conventional and nonconventional recovery techniques. Nonkonventional recovery includes enhanced oil recovery 
@OR), and unconventional gas recovery (UGR) from tight gas formations, Devonian shale and coalbeds. Crude 
oil and natural g& projections are further disaggregated by geographic region. The OGSM represents foreign 
trade in natural gas as imports and exports by entry region of the United States. These foreign transactions may 
occur via either pipeline (Canada or Mexico), or vi@ips transported as liquefied natural gas (LNG). 

‘ 

The model’s methodology is shaped by the basic principle that the level of investment in a spicific activity is 
determined largely by its expkted profitability. In particular, the model assumes that investment in exploration 
a d  development drilling, by fuel type and geographic region, is a function of the expected profitability of 
exploration and development drilling, disaggregated by &el type and geographic region. . -  
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The OGSM includes an enhanced methodology for estimating short-tam.oil and' gas supply functions. Short-term 
is defined as a one year peri0d.h the OGSM. This enhancement improves the procedure for equilibrating the 
natural gas and oil markets by allowing for the determination of regional market clearing prices for each fuel, as 
opposed to the previous modeling system that only equilibrates markets at a national market clearing price. 

. . 

Output prics.iuflumce oil and gas supplies in distinctly different ways in the OGSM. Quantities supplied as the 
result of the annual market equilibration'in the PMM and NGTDM are determined as a diiect result of the 
observed market price in that period. Longer-tern supply' responses are related to investments required .for 
subsequent production of oil and gas. Output prices affect the expected profitability of these investment . 
opportunities as determined by use of a discounted cash flow evaluation of representative prospects. 

, 
- 

The OGSM, c o m p d  to the previous EIA midterm model, incorporates a more complete and representative 
description of the processes by which oil and gas in the economically recoverable resource Ease' convert to proved 
reserves? n e  previous model treated reserve additions primarily as a function of undifferentiated expioratoj 
drilling. The relatively small amount of reserve additions from other sources was represented as coming from 
developmental drilling. 

The OGSM distin&ishes between drilling for new fields and that for additional deposits within ald fields. This 
enhancement recognizes important differences in exploratory drilling, both by its nature'and in its physical arid 
economic returns. New field wildcats convert resources in previously undiscovered fields3 into both proved 
reserves (as new discoveries) and inferred reserves: Other exploratory drilling and developmental drilling add 
to proved reserves from the stock of inferred reserves. The phenomenon of reserves appreciation is the propss 
by which initial assessments of proved reserves from a new field discovery grow over time through extensions 
and revisions. This improved resource accounting approach is more consistent with recent literature regarding 

. 

resOurce~VeIy? 

The breadth of supply processes that a& encompassed within OGSM results in methodological differences 
between the lower48 methodology and that for Alaska oil and gas production and foreign gas trade. The present 
OGSM consequently comprises a set of three distinct approaches and corresponding submodules. The label 
OGSM as used ih this report generally refers to the overall framework and thehplementation of lower 48 oil 
and gas supply in both onshok.and'offshore regions. The Alaska Oil and Gas Supply Submodule (AOGSS) 
represents industry supply activity in Alaska. The Foreign Natural Gas Supply Submodule (FNGSS) models trade 
in natural gas between the United States and other countries. These distinctions are reflected 3n the presentation 
of the methodolo& in this chapter. * 

'Economically recoverable resources are those volumes considered to be of sufficient size and quality for their production to be 
&mmerciaUy profitable by current conventional technologies, under specified economic assumptions. Economically recoverable 
volumes include proved reserves, inferred reserves, as well as undiscovered and other unproved resources. These resources may be 
recoverable by techjiques considered either conventional or unconventional. Economically recoverable resources are a subset of 
technically recoverable resources, which are those volumes producible with current recovery technology and efficiency but without 
reference to economic viability. 

. 

2Provedreserves are the estimated quantities that analysis of geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty 
to be recoverable in fuhrre years from known reservoirs undei'existing economic and operating conditions. 

3Undiscovered resources are located outside of oil and gas fields in which the presence of resources has been confinned by 
exploratory ddhg, and thus excluderesehves and reserve extensions; however, they include resources from undiscovered @Is within 
confinned fields to the extent that such resources occur as unrelated accumulations controlled by distinctly separate structural features. 
or&atigraphic conditions. 

4~nfened reserves .. are that part of expected ultimate recovery from known fields in excess of &dative production plus current 

%e, for example, An Assessment of the Natural Gas Resource Base of the United States, RJ. Finley and WL. Fisher, et al, 1988, 
reserves. 

and lEe Potential for Natural Gas in the United States, Volbme II, National Petroleum Council, 1992. 
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The following sections describe OGSM grouped into four conceptually distinct divisions. The first section 
describes most oil and gas supply in the lower 48 states, including onshore lower 48 conventional oil and gas 
supply, offshore oil and gas supply, and Unconventional Gas Recovery? This is followed by the methodology 
of the Enhanced Oil Recovery Supply Submodule, then the Alaska Oil and Gas Supply Submodule. The chapter 
concludes with the presentation of the Foreign Natural Gas Supply Submodule. A set of three appendices are 
included following the chapter. These separate reports provide additional detail on special topics relevant to the 
methodology. The appendices present extended discussions on the discounted cash flow @CF) calculation, the 
detennination of unit costs for delivered LNG, and the finding rate. function. 

. .  Lower 48 Onshore and Offshore Supply Submodule 

Introduction 
, 

. .  
This section describes the structure of the models that comprise the lower48 onshore (excluding EOR) and the 
lower 48 offshore submodule of the Oil and Gas Supply Module (OGSM). The general outline of the lower 48 
submodule of fhe OGSM is provided in Figure 4. The overall s t r u c h  of the submodule can be best described 
as recursive. The structure'implicitly assumes a sequential decision making process. A general description of the 
submodule's principal features and relationships computations is provided fixst. This is followed by a detailed 
discussion of the key mathematical formulas &d computations used in the solution algorithm. . 

TheOGSM receives regional oil and gas prices from the PMM and NGTDM, respectively. The PMM calculates 
the regional oil prices as functions of the world oil price. Using demand functions received from the demand 
modules, data on transportation costs, and short-run supply functions of gas, the NGTDM determines the 
equilibrium wellhead price of natural gas for each region. Using these prices in conjunction with data on 
production profiles, co-product ratios; drilling costs, lease equipment costs, platform costs (for offshore only), 
operating costs, severance tax rates, ad valorem tax rates, royalty rates, state taxmtes, federal tax rates, tax 
credits, depmiation schedules, and success rates, the discounted cash flow @CF) algorithm calculates expected 
DCF values in each period associated with representative wells for each region, well type (exploratory, 
developmental), and fuel type (oil, shallow gas, deep gas, and unconventional gas). 

Intraregional E&D drilling expenditures by fuel type and region are predicted as functions of the expected 
profitabilities of the fuel and region-specific drilling activity. 

. 

I 

. . The fuel and region-specific E&D drilling expenditures are divided by regional estimates of representative 
drilling costs to determine the number of wells drilled within each region per period for each weli and fuel type: 
Based on region-specific historid pattens, exploration wells are broken down into new field wildcats and other 
exploratory wells. 

The forecasted numbers of new field wildcats, other exploratory wells, and developmental wells are used in a set 
of finding rate equations to determine additions- to oil and gas reserves each period. New field wildcats determine 
new field discoveries. Based on the historical relationship between the initial quantity of proved reserves 
discovered in a field and the field's ultimate recovery, reserves from new field discoveries are categorized into 
additions to proved reserves' and inferred reserves. Inferred reserves are converted into proved reserves 
(extensions and revisions) in'later periods by drilling other exploratory wells and development weus. 

. 

. 
) 

/- 

'%hand oil recovery @OR) supply was not implemented as an endogenous so& of produced,oil as described in the Component 
Design Report for EOR. EOR production for the AE094 was incorporated into ?e model as an exogenous input to OGSM. 
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Figure 4. Flowchart for Lower 48 States Onshore and Offshore Oil and Gas Submodules 
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Reserve additions are added to the end-of-year reserves for the previous period while the current period's 
production (deterhind in the NGTDM and the PMM) is subtracted to yield the end of year. reserves for the 
current period. These reserves along with an estimate of the expected production to reserves ratio for the next 
period are passed to the NGTDM and the PMM for use in their short-run supply flnctions. 

The Expected Discounted Cash Flow Algorithm ' 

For each year t, the algorithm calculates the expected DCF for a representative well of type i, in region r, for fuel 
. type k The calcuiation assumes only one source of uncertainty-geology. The well can be a success (wet) or a 

failure (dry). The probability of success is given by the success raw, the probability of failure is given by one 
minus the success rate. For expediency, the model first calculates the discounted cash flow for a representative 
project, conditional on a requisite number of successful wells. The conditional project discounted cash flow is 
then converted into the expected discounted cash'flow of a representative well as shown below. 

Onshore Lower 48 Development 

A representative onshore developmental projat' consists of one successful developmental well along with the 
associated number of dry holes. The number of dry developmental wells associated with one successful 
development well is given by [(l/SR) - 11 where SR represents the success rate for a development well in a 
particular region r and of a specific fuel type. Therefore, (l/SR) represents the total number of wells associated 
with one successful developmental well. All wells are assumed to be drilled in the current year with production 
from the successful well assumed to commence in .@e current year. 

For each year of the project's expected lifetime, the net cash flow is calculated as; 

NWNbb = (FEV - ROY - PRODTAX - DRILLCOST - EQUIPCOST - 
, OPCOST - DRYCOST - STATFTAX - FEM'Ax)*,, for i  = , 

r = 1 thru 6, k =.l thru 6, s = t thru t+L 

where, 

NCFON 

REV 
ROY 

. PRODTAX 
DRILLCOST 
EQUIPCOST 

OPCOST 
DRYCOST 

FEDTAX 
i 
r 

STATETAX 

annual undiscounted net cash flow for a representative onshore development . 
project 
revenue frdm the sale of the primary and co-product fuel 
royalty taxes 
production taxes (severance plus ad valorem) 
the cost of drilling the successful developmental well 
lease equipment costs 
operating costs 
cost of drilling the dry developmental wells 
state income tax liability 
federal income tax liability 
well type (1 = exploratory, 2 = development) 
subscript indicating onshore regions (see Figure 5 for OGSM region codes) 

%quations (1) through (6) in this section and the following one describe the computation of the expected discounted cash flow 
estimate for a repnSentative onshore explomtory or developmental well, denoted as DCFON, in equations (4) and (6). An equivalent 
set of calculations determine DCFOFFku the expected discoun@ cash flow estimat(: for a representative offshore exploratory or 
developmental well. In these quatiom, the suffix "ON" is replaced everywhere by "OFF," with all other particulars remaining the same. 
These alternate equations are not shown to avoid redundancy in the presentation. 
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k . = subscriptindicatingfueltype 
s = subskipt indicating year of project life 
t = currentyearofforecast 

L I = expected project lifetime? 

Figure 5. Lower 48 Oil and Gas Supply Regions with Region Codes 

Pacific 

The calculation of REV depends on expected production and prices. Expected production is calculated on the 
basis of individual wells. Flow from each successful well begins at a level equal to the historical average for 
production over the first 12 months. Production subsequently d e h e s  at a rate equal to the historical average 
production to reserves ratio.  he cIefauIt price expectation is that A prices will remain constant over theproject's 
expected lifetime. The OGSM also can utilize an expected price vector provided from the NEMS system that 
reflects a user-specified assumption regarding price expectations. The calculations of STATETAX and FEDTAX 
account for the treatment of tangible and intangible drilling expenses, lease equipment expenses, operating 
expenses, and dry hole expenses. The algorithm also incorporates the impact of unconventional fuel tax credits 
and has the capability of handling other.forms of investment tax credits. For a detailed discussion of the 
discounted cash flow methodology, the reader is referred to Appendix 4-A at the end of this chapter. 

The uhdiscounted net cash flows for each year of &e project, calculated by Equation (1). are discounted and 
summed to yield the discounted cqh flow for the representative onshore developmental project (PROJDCFON). 
This can be written as: 

' 

i 

./ 

*Abandonment of a project is expected to occur in that year of its life wh& the expected net revenue is less than expected operating 
costs. When abandonment does OCCUT, expected abandonment costs are added to the calculation of the project's discounted cash flow. 
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where, 

SUCDCFON . = 

DRYDCFON = 

the discounted cash flow associated with one successfi?. onshore development2 
well 
the &&unted cash flow associated with one dry onshore developmental well (dry 
hole costs). 

Since the expected discounted cash flow for a representative onshore developmental well is'equal to: 

it is easily calculated as: 

DCRINb, = PROJDCFON*, * S k k ,  for i = 2, r = 1 thru 6, k = 1 thrb 6 

. where, 

DCFON = expected discounted cash flow for a representative onshore developmental well. 

Onshore Lower 48 Exploration 

A representative onshore exploration project consists of one successful exploratory well, 1(1/SR,,&l] dry 
exploratory wells, q successful development wells, and ~ [ ( l / S Q & l ]  dry development wells. AU exploratory 
wells are assumed to be drilled in the current year with production from the successful exploratory well assumed 
to commence in the current year. The developmental wells are ass&ed to be drilld in the second year of the 
project with production from the successful developmental well aSsumed to begin in the second ye&. . 

The calculations of the yearly net cash flows and the discounted cash flow for the exploratory project are identical 
to those described for the developmental project The discounted cash flow for the exploratory project can be 
,decomposed as: 

. .  

DRYDCFON*,] + (( 2) - 1) *DRYDCFON,, 
SRlrk 

where, 

./ m, = ' number of successful developmental wells in a representative project 

The first two tern on the right hand side represent the discounted cash flows associated wit& the successful 
exploratory well drilled in the first year of the project and the successful and dry developmental wells drilled in 
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, 

the second year of the project. The thirdterm represents the @pact of the dry explomtory wells drilled in the first 
year of the project. 

Again, as in the development case, the expected-DCF for a representative onshore exploratory well is calculated 
by: 

Since the OGSM forecasts an aggregate level of drilling expendipms for unconventional gas recovery rather 
than forecasting seperately drilling expenditures for tight sands, devonian shale, and coalbed methane, an 
aggregate expected DCF for unconventional gas recovery is calculated for each onshore region except region 
6. This aggregate expected DCF for unconventional gas recovery is calculated for each well class and region , 
as a.weighted average of the expected DCF,'s for each unconventional gas category. The weights are equal to 
the share of total-unconventional gas wells in a particular unconventional gas category in the previous period. 
specifically, 

(7) wkl, = WELLS*kt,-lfxWELLS*kt,-l, for k = 4, 5, 6 
k '  

and' 

wherei 

WELLS = wellsdrill4 . .  
UGDCFON = . expected DCF for unconventional gas recovery. 

Offshore Exploration and Development 

While most of the expenditure forecasting dquations use the expected DCF of the specific drilling activity at the 
. . well, region, and &el type level as the projy for expected profitabiliv, there are a few instances where more 

aggregated measures of expkted profitability are used, e.g., expected DCF's aggregated at the regional and/or ' 
national levels. A description of these weighted-average calculations are described below. 

The calculations of the expected discounted cash flows for the lower 48 offshore regions (i.e., DCFOFF*&J are 
identical to those described for the lower 48 okhore. In addition, the economic assessment of an offshore 

. development well matches that in the onshore. The sole difference relates to the specific charactebtion of an 
offshore exploration project, which is reflected in the input data for the offshore. 

.4 

Specifically, an offshore exploration project consists of: (1) two successful new field wildcat wells drilled in the 
first year of the project from which there is no production; (2) three successful other exploratory wells.that 
deheate the new field and begin producing in the second year of the project dong. with the requisite number of 
dry other exploratory we% (3) eight successful developmental wells that are drilled and beg& producing in the 
third year of the project along with the requisite number of dry developmental wells; and (4) one successful 
developmental well that is drilled and begins producing in each of the next seven years of the project along with 
the requisite numbr of dry holes. 

* 

. 
5 
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Calculation of Regional and National Expected DCF's 

For each well type i, weighted average expected DCF's for each lower 48 onshore and offshore region are 
calculated. The weights are equal to the share of total wells of type i drilled in regionr of fuel type k in the 
previ~us period. Specifically, 

' 

where, 

The regional onshore and offshore DCF's for a representative well are derived using the following equations: . 

m N t ,  = w*stt * m N * & ,  for i = 1,2, r = onshore regions, k = 1 thru 6 
k 

m F ~ J  ,= wbb * DCKlFFk&, for i = 1, 2, r = offshork regions, k = 1, 2 
k 

where, 

RDCFON = onshore regional expected discounted cash flow per well 
RDCFOFF = offshore regional ex*ted discounted cash flow per well. 

Similarly, for each well type i, the national onshore and offshore DCFs are calculated as weighted averages of . 
the regional DCFS. The weights are equal to the regional shares of total wells of type i drilled nationwide the 
previous period. Algebraically, the weights are calcdated as: 

The national onshore and offshore expected DCF's for each.well type are equal to: 

m N b  = E w ~ , ~  *RDCFONkJ, for i = 1, '2, r = onshore regions 
r 

N D ~ F ~ F ~ , ' =  wkJ * RDCFOFF~~, for i = I, 2, r = offshore regions 
r 

c . .  
where, 

. /  NDCFON .= , national onshore expected discounted cash flow per well 
NDCFOFF = nation@ offshore expected discounted cash flow per welL ' .  

Additionally, for offshore expenditure estimation purposes, an overall Gulf of Mexico expected DCF, 
GDCFOFF, is calculated by well class and fuel type as: 
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GDCF€)JT* = xwku*DCFOFFku, for i = 1 ,2 ,  k = 1 , 2  
r 

Lower 48 Ekploration and Developmental Drilling Expenditures 

Lower 48 Onshore Expenditure Forecasting Equations 

The level of drilling expenditures by well class, onshore region, and fuel type is forecasted, generally, as a 
function of expected profitability as proxied by the expected DCF for a representative well of class i, in region 
r, for fuel type k In some specific cases, a forecasting equation may use an alternative proxy for expected 
,profitability and may incorporate the impact of structural changes through the inclusion of dummy variables? 
For unconventional gas recovery, expenditures for each unconventional gas type are dekrmined by applying 
regional historical shares to total unconventional gas drilling expendies for each onshore region. The specific 
forms of the equations used in forecasting onshore Lower 48 drilling expenditures are given in Appendix B. 
. These equations can be expressed in the following generalized forms. 

SPENDON- = mob& + (ml& * D O N b k t  ) + (mZ,, * DUMl, ) + (m3, * DUM2J 

where, 

SPENDON 
=ON 

RDCFON 
DUMl, DUM2 
. mO,*mI, d 

' i  
r 

- k  
- t  

lower 48 onshore drilling expenditures by fuel type, region and well type 
expected DCF for a representative onshore well fora specific fuel type, region, 
andwelltype 
expected DCF for a representative onshore well by well class and region 
dummy variables (equal to 1 or 0) 
estimated parameters 

lower 48 onshore regions 
fuel type 
year: 

we!type 

Additionally, a few equations include a mmtion  for autocorrelation as given by: 

where, 
./ p = autocorrelationparameter. 

%ome of t h a  dummy variables rn only applied to historical years and will appear in the estimation description in Appendix E but, 
becak they are qual to ~ r o  in the projection period, will not appear in the mathematical description in Appendix B. 
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Lower 48 Offshore Exploration and Developmental Drilling Expenditures 

The level of offshore drilling expendims is generally forecasted as a function of the expected profitability of 
the specific offshore drilling activity as measured by the expected DCF. Some specifics, however, should be 
noted..For each of the Gulf of Mexico regions (Western, Central, and Deep waters), the model forecasts total 
exploration drilling expenditures gS a function of a proxy for: the expected profitability of exploratory drilling 
in the offshore. These expd i tms  are then allocated to oil and gas on the basis of historical average shares. For 
the. Pacific offshore region, both exploration and development expenditms are allocated entirely to oil. The forms 
of the forecasting equations are given below, with further explanation provided where necessary. * a 

Offshore fxpforafioh Expenditure Forecasting Equafiuns 

I * [ S W w k l  for i = 1, r = 6, k = 12 (23) 
a@,u+al$REND+a2@DCFoFFm~l SPENDOITG,, = [e 

. I  

Offshore Development Expenditure Forecasting Equations 

aOd+alwpcFoFF SPENDOFF,,, = e W: for i = 2, .r = 3, k = 1 

SPEND OFF^^, = [edh+alwpvMszl * GDCK)FF$, for i = 2, r = 3, k = 2 . 

a @ , u x + a l & W + ~ F F m : l  SPENDOFF?,*, = e , fori = 2, r= 5, k = 1. 

a a d + a l m F €  SPENDOJTbkt = e utr-l, for i = 2, r= 6, k = 2 

where, 

SPE&JDOFF 1 = lower 48 offshore drilIihg expenditures by fuel type, region and well type 
. DCFOFF = expected DCF for a representative offshore well by wellclass, region, and fuel 

.type . . =- 

RDCFOFF ' = expected DCF for a representative offshore well by well class and region 
NDCFOFF = .expected DCF for a repqent?ive off5hore well by well class 
GDCFOFF = expected DCF for a representative offshore well in the Gulf of Mexico by well. 

/- class and fuel type 
'% SH&E = average share of total exploratory drilling expenditures by region, accounted for 

by fuel type: 
0.06375 for i=l, 1=9, k=l (average over 1987-1990) . 
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0.93625 for i=l, 1=9, k=2 (average over 1987-1990) 
0.134 for i=l, 140 ,  k=l (average over 1988-1990) 
0.866 for i=l, ~ 1 0 ,  k=2 (average over 1988-1990) 
0.5 for i=l, ~ 1 1 ,  k=l and 2 (average over 1989-1990) . 

a time trend beginning in 1986 
dummy variable equal to 1 from 1981 onward 
dummy variable equal to 1 from 1982 onward 
dummy variable equal to 1 from 1986 onward 
dummy variable equal to 1 from 1989 onward 
estiinated parameten 
well type, 1 for exploratory, 2 for development 
lower 48 offshore regions 
fuel type (1 ='oil, 2 = gas) - 
Y W -  

TREND 
DUM81 
DUM82 
DUM86 
DUM89 

EO, ccl, a2 
i 
r 
k 
t 

Wells Ueterminabon 

The number of wells drilled in each region by class and fuel type is forecasted by dividing the relevant regional 
drilling expenditures by the corresponding drilling cost per well. Specifically, 

SPENDON*, 
=ONkk, = , for i = 1,.2, r = onshore regions, k = 1 thru 6 

COST*& 

. SPEND0FFbb 
WELLSOFE,, = , for i = 1.2, r = offshore regions, k = 1,2 

COST*,, 

where, 

onshore lower 48 wells drilled by fuel type, region, and well type 
.offshore lower 48 wells drilled by fuel type, region, and well type 
onshore lower 48 drilling expenditures by fuel type, region and well type 
offshore lower 48 drilling expenditures by fuel type, region and well type 
expected drilling cost per well, the sum of successful and dry well drilling costs 
weighted respectively by the success rate and the failure rate 
well type (1 = exploratory, 2 = development) 
lower 48 regions, onshore and offshore 
fueltype(1 =oil, 2 =shallow gas, 3 =deep gas, 4 =tight sands gas, 5 =Devonian 
shale gas, 6 = coalbed methane) 
Y W -  

WELLSON 
WELLSOFF 

SPENDON 

COST 
SPENQOFF 

i 
r 
k 

' 4 .  

The number of successful wells in each category is determined by multiplying the total wells drilled in the 
category by the corresponding success rates. Speciii.dy, 

SUcwnSON, = WELLSON*& * SR,*, for i  = 1,2, r = onshore regions, 

SUCWELSOFFbk, = WELLSOFFI,, * SR**, for i = 1,2, r = offshore regions, k = 1,2 

(33) 

(34) 

k A l t h r u 6  
./ 
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where, 

SUCWELSON = 
SUCWELSOFF = 

WELLSON = 
.WELLSOFF = 

SR = 
i =  
r =  
k =  

t =  

successful onshore lower 48 wells drilled 
successful offshore lower 48 wells drilled 
onshore lower 48 wells drilled 
offshore lower 48 wells drilled 

well type (1 = exploratory, 2 = development) 
lower 48 regions, onshore and offshore . 
fuel type (1 =oil, 2 =shallow gas, 3 =deep gas,4 = tight sands gas, 5 =Devonian 
shale gas, 6 = coalbed methane) 
Y=* 

drilling success rate 

_ -  Dry wells by class, region, and fuel type are'calculated by: 

DRYWELON*,, = WELLSON*, - SUCWELS0Nt,, for i = 1,2, 

W , 
DRYWELOFFbkc = WELLSOFf~,.t - SUCWELSOFF*,.t, for i = 1, 2, 

r = onshore regions, k = 1 thru 6 . 

r = offshore regions, k = 1,2 
here, , 

(35) 

DRYWE~ON 
DRYWELOFF 
SUCWELSON 

SUCWE~OFF 
WELLSON 

I WELLSOFF 
i 
r 
k 

t 

, -  
number of dry wells drilled onshore 
number of dry wells drilled offshore 
successful lower 48 onshore wells drilled by fuel type, region, and well type 
successful lower 48 offshore wells drilled by fuel type, region, and well type 
onshore lower 48 wells drilled by fuel type,, region, and well type 
offshore lower 48 wells drilled by fuel type, region, and well type 
well type (1 = exploratory, 2 = development) 
lower 48 regions, onshore and offshore 
fuel type (1 =oil, 2 =shallow gas, 3 =deep gas, 4 =tight sands gas, 5 = Devohian 
shale gas, 6 = coalbed methane) 
Ym- 

. 

Drilling, Lease Equipment, and Operating Cost Calculations 

, The cost of complying with environmental regulations is accounted for in OGSM through adjustments to the 
drilling costs and operating costs. These adjustments are based on work done by Energy and Environmental 
Analysis, hc. @EA) in support of the National Petroleum Council (NPC) study "The Potential for Natural Gas 
Supply in the United States." EEA developed f ac t a  that OoNd be applied to drilling and operating cost estimates 
to account for the additional costs of complying with impending environmental regulations. The factors are 
expressed as proportional adjustments to estimates of drilling costs and operating costs. These factors were 
developed by depth class and region, with the regions being those of the EEA's Hydrocarbon Supply Model 
(HSM). 

These environmental compliance adjustment factors were incorporated isto OGSM through a weighting scheme. 
Edlh state within an OGSM region was assigned the compliance factor of the HSM region in which the state is 
located. American Petroleum Instithe (MI) well data werk used to weight each state level factor by that state's 
share of drilling within the OGSM region; - 
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. 
, -  

The implementation in OGSM of theemiromntal cost adjustment factors occurs incrementally over the period 
1992 to 1996. During each of these five years an equal share of the total proportional adjustment is introduced. 

. After m h h g  their full magnitudes in 1996, the factors remain at those levels throughout the remaioder of the 
forecast period. 

The environmental cost adjustment factor for drilling costs is deteimined as specified below: 
. .  

0; if t c 1992 

ECcDRLA8,,; if t > 1996 
FCfJ)F&48, * (t-1992+1)/5; if 1992 t 5 1996 (37) 

where, , 

ECCDRL48 = incremental cost of environmental compliance measured as a fraction of drilling 
. . ~ costs. 

The environmental cost adjustment factor for operating costs is determined as shown below: 

1 -  O ; i f t < 1 9 9 2  

ECC0PL4Srh; if t > 1996 
EccopLA8,,, * (t-1992+1)/5; if 1992 i t i 1996 

. .  

. where, 

ECCOPUS = hcremental cost of e n h m t a l  compliance measured as a fraction of operating 
costs. 

Drilling Costs 

Onshore 
In each period of the forecast, the drilling cost per successful well is determined by: : 

. .  
DIULLCQSTrh = e hC% * wEwrs&q> * e w E m y ,  * * 

(1 + EccDRIA8,,), : '  (39) 
for r = 2 through 5, k = 1, 2, 3; 
for r = 1, 6, k = 1, 2 

a 

. .  

where, 

DRILLCOST = drilling cost per well 
'WELLSON = total onshore lower 48 wells drilled 

DEITH = depthperwell __. 
TIME = time trend - proxy for technology 

. r = OGSMlower48onshoreregion 
. .  

k = fueltype (1 =oil, 2=shallow gas, 3 =deep gas) 

t =. year. 
.-s S ; O , S ! , ~ ~ , S ~  = estimatedparameters 

In each period of the forecast, the &g cost per dry well is deteimined by: 
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where, 

DRYCOST = drilling cost per dry well. 

OfjEshore 
In each period of the forecast, the drilling cost per successful well is determined by: 

where, 

DRILLCOST = drilling cost per well 
WELLSOFF = total offshore lower 48 wells drilled 

DEPTH = depthperwell 
- ? 1 [ M E =  time trend - proxy for technology 

k = fUeltype(l=oil,2=gas) 

t = year. 
60, 61, 62,63 = estimated parameters 

In each period of the forecast, &e drilling cost p& dry well is determined by: 

. .  
where, 

DRYCOST = drilling cost per dry well. 

Lease Equipment Costs 

In each period of the forecast, lease equipment costs per successful well are determined by: 

where, ./ 
LEQC = oil and gas well lease equipment COQ 

SUCWELL = lower 48 successful onshore wells (oil, gas) 
' TIME = timetrend-proxyfortechnology 
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E O , E l , E 2  = 
r =  
k =  
t =  

estimated parameters 
OGSM lower 48 onshore region 
fuel type (l=oil, Zshhallow gas, 3=deep gas). 
Year. 

Operating Costs 

In each period of the forecask operating costs per suc~ssful well are determined by: 

where, 

oil and gas well operating costs 
lower 48 successful onshore wells (oil, gas). 
average well depth 
time trend - pioxy for technology . 

OGSM hwer 48 onshore region 
fuel type (l=oil, Zshhallow gas, 3 = d ~ p  gas) 
year. . 

estimated paramekrs 

The effects of technological change also are reflected in adjustments to the resource base, as shown in equations 
in the section below that discusses the finding rates. 

Reserve Additions 

The Reserve Additions algorith dculates units of oil and gas added to the stocks proved and inferred 
reserves.'o Reserve additions are calculated.through a set of equations accounting for new field discoveries, 
discoveries in known fields, and incremental increases in volumetric recovery that arise during the 
development phase. There is a 'finding rate' equation for each phase in each region and for each fuel type. 

Discoveries of previously unknown fields per period are modeled as a function of the number of new field 
wildcats drilled per period. Each newly discovered field not only adds proved reserves but also a much larger 
amount of inferred reserves, Proved reserves are reserves that can be certified using.the original discovery 
wells, while inferred reserves are those hydrocarbons that require additional drilling before they are termed 
proved. Additional drilling takes the form of other exploratory drilling and development drilling. Within the 
model, other exploratory drilling accounts for proved reserves added through new pools or extensions, and 
development drilling accounts for reserves added through revisions. 

The volumetric yield from a'successful new.field wildcat well is divided into proved reserves and inferred 
reserves. The proportions of reserves allocated to ihese categories are based on historical reserves growth 

J 

''An important advantage inherent in OGSMs design is its modularity. The present finding rate specification of OGSM was 
developed to meet the analytical requirements and schedule for NEMS. Modifications will be made to the present discovery process 
methodology and r e s o w  accounting in the future. - 
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statistics. Specifically, the allocation of reserGes between proved and inferred reserves is based.on the ratio 
of the initial reserves estimated for a newly discovered field relative to ultimate recovery from'the field." 

Functional Forms 

Oil or gas reserve additions from new field wildcats are a function of the cumulative number of successful new 
field wildcats drilled, the initial estimate of economically recoverable resources for the fuel, and the rate of 
teihnological change.I2 

Total successful exploratory wells are disaggregated into successful new fieId wildcats and other explomtory 
wells based on a historical ratio. For the rest of the chapter, successful new field wildcats will be designated by 
the variable SWl, other.successful exploratory wells by SW2, and successful development wells by SW3. 

The major inputs to the new field reserve addition equation are new field wildcats drilled and the resource base. 

This approach relies on the finding rate equation: 
.-- 

.where, 

FRl = newfieldwildcatsfindingrate 
SWl = successful new field wildcats 

61 = findingratedeclineparameter 
r = region 
k = fueltype(oil0rgas) 
t = year. 

(45) 

The yield from new field wildcat drilling begins at the initial finding rate, FRl, and declines exponentially 
tkmfter;for a given specification of theinitial Snding rate, FRl, and the decline parameter, 61.13 The decline 
parame&, however, is conditional on the remaining econoinicaly recoverable resource estimate which varies in 
each period because.of technological change. Technological change expands the economically recoverable 
resource v o l h e  beyond the initial estimate. The expansion of recoverable resources affects the finding rate 
decline parameter, 61. It reflects the assumptions that technological change occurs over timenand its effect is 
partly realized in the expansion of the recoverable resource estimate, thus enhancing drilling productivity in 
successive periods by lessening the decline rate affecting the finding rate; the effects of technological change are 
also reflected in costs, as shown in Equation (46). The growing recoverable volume necessitates recomputing 61 
in each period as shown in the following equation: 

where, 

*!A more complete discussion of the topic of reserve 'sow& for producing fields can be found in Chapter 3 of The Domestic Oil and 

!&A more complete discussion of the finding me equations and the enhancement to include technological change is available in 

uAn exponentially declining finding rate is a feature common to a number of Wtional  discovery process models, none of which 
wen employed primarily because of the extensive data requirements involved. One might note, however that since the determination 
of expenditures and the allocation of drilling effort within each period is done independently of the determination of physical reurns 
to drilling, a traditional discovery process model could be modulary substituted at some future date. 

Gas Recoverable Resource Base: Supporting Analysis for the National Energy Strategy. 
, 
, Appendix 4-C of this report. 

. 
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FRl = new field wildcats finding rate 
mi = minimum economic finding rate for new field wildcat wells 
QTECH = undiscovered economically recoverable resource e s k t e  adjusted for expansion 

due to technological change 
cumulative proved and inferred reserve discoveries over the projection period 
(initial value = 0) 

CUMRES = 

t = forecastyear. 

ID the numerator, the minimum economic finding rate is set as a perceniage of the initial finding rate. The 
percentage is constant over the forecast, but varies among fuels and regions. The denominator reprksents the 
remaining economically recoverable resource estimate in undiscoiered fields, so the cumulative reserves found 
over time must bk deducted. 61 is constrained not to fall &low 0. 

The above equations provide a rate at which undiscovered resources convert into proved and inferred reserves 
as a function of the number of new field wildcats drilled. Given an estimate for the ratio of ultimate recovery from 
a field relative to the initial proved reserve estimate, K,, the X;, reserve growth factor is used to separate newly 
discovered resources into either proved or inferred reserves. Specifically, the change in proved reserves from new 
field discoveries for each period is given by integrating the finding rate with respect to wells drilled each period. 

' 

where, 

X = resei-vesgrowthfactor 
AR = additions to proved reserves. 

f i e  terms in equation (47) are all constants in period t, except for the SWl. X is derived fromhistorical data and 
it is assumed to be constant during the forecast period. FRl,,;, and 61, are calculated, prior to period t, based. 
on lagged variables and fixed parameters as shown in equations (45) and (46). 

Reserves move from the realm of i n f d  to proved with'the drilling of other exploratory wells or'developmental . 
wells in much the same way pmved and infeed reserves are modeled as moving from the resource base as 
described above. The volumetric return to other exploratory wells and developmental wells is shown in the 
following equations: 

where, 
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where, 

F W  = developmental wells finding rate 
SW3 = successful development wells. 

The derivation ofupdated decline factors for the.exponentially declining functions are shown in the following 
equations for other exploratory drilling and developmental drilling, respectively. 

where, 

. I = '  initialinferredreservesestimate 
DECFAC = decline rate adjustment factor. 
FRMIN2 = minimum economic finding rate for other exploratory wells 
FRMIN3 = minimum economic finding rate for developmental wells 

The conversion of iderred reserves into proved *meryes occurs as both other exploratory wells and 
developmental wells exploit a single stock of inferredieserves. The specification of equations (50) and (51) has 
the characteristic that the.entire stock of inferred reserves can be exhausted through either the other exploratory 
wells or developmental wells alone. This extreme result is unlikely given r'easonable drilling levels in any one 
year. Nonetheless, the shultaneous extraction from infexred reserves by both drilling types could be expected 
to affect the productivity of each other. Specifically, the more one drilling type draws down the inferred reserve 
stock, there could be a corresponding acceleration in the pqhctivity decline of the other type. This is because 
in a given year the same initial recoverable resource value (i.e., the denominatorexpression in the derivation of 
6, and a3) is decremented by either type of drilling. 

DECFAC is present in the computation of a2 and 63 to account for the simultaneous drawdown from ide& 
reserves by both other exploratory wells and developmental wells. DECFAC is a user-specified parameter that 
should be greater& or equal to 1;O. Values greater than 1.O'accelerate the productivity decline in fi;lding mtes; 
The parameter values for the Annual Energy Outlook 1996 are 1.0 for both the onshore and the offshore. 
Subsequent to recent resource updates, the relative drawdown of inferred reserves in any year was judged 
insufficient to significantly impact the resource accounting in either case. 

Total reserve additions in period t are given by the following equation: 

SW1; swzt, * *  -&I 

.-- 

1 J FRl,,d(SWl) + FR2,,d(SW2) + J .FR3,,d(SW) 
XrJL 0 0 0 

4 .  

Finally, total end of year proved reserves for each period equals: 
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. .  
. R = reserves measured as of the end-of-year 

Q = production 

Production to Reserves Ratio 

The prdudion to reserves ratio, as the relative measure of reserves drawdo?, represents ,the rate of extraction, 
given any stock of reserves. For each year t, it is calculated as: 

Q ?& = - 
Rl-1 

where, 

PR, = production to reserves ratio for year t 
. Q, = 
&-l = 

production in year t (received from the NGTDM and the PMM) 
end of year reserves for year (t-1) or equivalently, beginning of year reserves for 
Yeart. 

PR,represents therate of extraction from all wells drilled up to year t (through year t-1). To calculate the. expected 
rate of extraction in year (t+l), the model combines production in year t with the reserve additions and the 
expected extraction rate from new wells drilled in year t. The calculation is given by: 

where, 

P&+l = expected production to reserves ratio for year (t+l) 
PRNEW = 

& = 
long-term expected production to reserves ratio for a l l  wells drilled in forecast 
end of year reserves for y~ t or equivalently, beginning of year reserves for year 
(t+l). 

The numerator, representing expected total production for year t+l, comprises the sum of two components. The 
first represents production from proved reserves as of the beginning of year t. This production is the expected 
production in year t, &-,*PR, adjusted by 1-P& to reflect the n o d  decline from year t to t+l. The second 
represents production from reserves discovered in y m  t. No production in ye& t+l is assumed from reserves 
discovered in year t+l. 

'PR, is constrained not to vary from PR,-l by more than 5 percent. It is also ccmstrained not to exceed 30 percent. 

The values for R, and P&+l are passed to the NGTDM and the PMM for use in their market equilibration 
algorithms which solve for equilibrium production and prices for year (t+l) of the forecast using the following 
short-term supply function: 

J 
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where, 

- 4 - 
PR, = 

P =  
Apt+, = 

end of year reserves in period t 
extraction rate in period t 
estimated short mn price elasticity of supply 
(Pt+l-PJPt, proportional change in price from t to t+l. . 

The P/p ratio for period t, PQ, is assumed to be the approximate extracjion rate for periodt+l under normal 
operating conditions. The product Rkt * PR, is the expected, or normal, operating level of production for period 
t+l. Actual production in t+l will deviate from expected depending on the proportionate chkge in price from 
period t and on thevalue of short m price ehticity. The OGSM passes estimates of P to the NGTDM and PMM 
that can be used in solving,for the market equilibria Documentation of the equations used to estimate P is 
provided in Appendix E, pp. E29 through E37. 

’ 

Associated Dissolved Gas 

Associated dissolved (AD) gas production is estimated as a kc t ion  of crude oil production: The basic form of 
the equation is given as: 

ADGAS,, = e”(’& * OILPROD$ 

where, 

’ ADGAS = associated dissolved gas production 
OILPROD = crude oil production 

r = OGSMregion 
t =  Year 

a$ = estimatedparame~ix 

- (57) 

This simple regression function is used in the estimation of AD gas production in onshore regions 1 through 4. 
A time dummy is introduced in onshore regions 5 and 6 and offshore regions of California and the Gulf of Mexico 
to represent loosening of restrictions on capacity and changes in regulation. Specifically, 

- eln(a~+ln(al)pDWg * OILPRODrJ P4*Pl?=DuM86, 
’ M A S ,  - 

where, 

DUM86 = dummy variable (1 X-1985, otherwise 0) 
~ o , ~ I , P o , ~ I  = estimated p m e t e r i .  
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Enhanced Oii Recovery Supply Submodule 

This section describes the struc& of the E&anced Oil Recovery Supply Submodule'(E0RSS). The EORSS is 
designed to project regional oil production in the onshore lower 48 states extracted by use of tertjary recovery 
techniques: This +$ion provides an overview of the basic approach including a discussion of the procedure for 
projecting production from base year reserves and the methodology for deyelopment and subsequent production 
from preiriously unproven reserves: 

Introduction 

All submodules in the OGSM share similar basic attriiutes, but the EOR representation differs in the particulars. 
TheEORSS uses a modified form of the previously described methodology, which is used for conventional oil 
supply and all natural gas recovery types in the lower 48 states. This section presents a discussion of the general 
differences in the EOR methodology. 

The basic supply process for both EOR and the other sources of crude oil and natural gas consists of essentially 
the same stages. The physical stages of the supply process involve the conversion of unproven resources into 
proved reserves, and then the proved reserves are extracted as flows of production. The significant differen& 
between the methodology of the EORSS and the other submodules of OGSM concern the conversion of unproven 
resources to proved reserves, the extraction of proved reserves for production, and the determination of supply 
activities. 

. 

The EORSS uses discovery factors that convert a.specified fraction of .unp.roven resources into proved reserves. 
These factors depend on the expected profitability of EOR investment opportunities. This approach is a substitute 
for the approach used elsewhere in OGSM in which the transfer of resource stocks from unproven to proved 
status is accolllplished by use of finding rate functions that relate reserve additions to cumulative drilling levels. 
Greater expected financial returns motivate the conversion of larger fractions of the resource base into proved 
reserves. This is CoIlSistent with the principle that funds are dinxted toward projects with relatively higher returns. 

An explicit determination of expenditks for supply activities does not occur within the EORSS as it does 
elsewhere in the OGSM. Given the role of the discovery factors in the supply process, the implicit working 
assumption is that EOR investment opportunities with positive expected profit will attract sufficient financial 
development capital. The exploitation of economic EOR resources without an explicit budget constraint is 
consistent with the view that EOR investment does not compete directly with other oil and gas opportunities. This 
assumption is c o n s i a  acceptable because EOR extmction is unlike the other oil and gas production prokesses, 
and its product differs sufficiently &om the less heavy oil most often yielded by conventional projects. 

EOR Production from Proved Reserves . 

Input reserves differentiated by unit operating costs (constitutes price-supply table)I4 

. i 

'"he EOR price-supply tables used in this submodule are of critical importance to any outlook The estimates provided in these 
t a 6  are generated from an elaborate preprocessor routine, that performs economic evaluations intended to be consistent with the. 
detailed geological, engineering,and economic information maintained in the Tertiary Oil Recovery Information System (TORIS). 
TORIS is a 1arge.analysis system maintained by the Bartlesville Project office of the DOE Office of Fossil Energy (OFE). TORIS 
originally was developed for use in the analysis sponsored by the National Petroleum Council in their comprehensive 1984 study on 
EOR A complete description of the EORSS preprocessor and its relationship to the EORSS will be published in the spring of 1996 
as a s@al appendix to this document 
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For every year of the forecast horizon, the remaining proved reserves in the price-supply table that continue.to 
be economic are identified. Proved reserves that have unit operating costs that exceed the current net price do not 
contribute to current production. The net price is the current price less royalty payments and severance taxes, 
which are unavoidabie costs per ~ t .  n u s ,  the net price measures the unit revenue that acmes to the producing 
h S .  

' 
. 

production fiom a given stock of proved reserves is determined by the application of an assumed production-to- 
reserves ratio (Figure 6). . 

Conduct comparison test 
between current net price 

and unit variable costs 

New EOR Projects 

Input reserves differentiated by unit operating costs (constitutes price-supply table) 

Use cunrent year price to identify the economic portion of remaining unproven inferred reserves (Egure 7). 
Economic pr0jects.m transferred to undeveloped k e d  reserves status. The economic portion of undeveloped 
inferred reserves become proved reserves based on net difference lbetween price and unit cost. The rate of 
conversion is a fraction determined as the inverse of the expected number of years for development (see table 
below). The new additions to this stock are economic given the c k n t  price as indicated by the economic test 
in the previous step. Subeconomic portions of the preexisting undeveloped stock are not developed, because the 
development fractions (i.e., the inverse of the expected years for development) are zero if unit costs ex& the 

, . .  

* 

net current price. 

Figure 6. Procedure for EOR Production from Proved Reserves . 

Depictions of processing steps in each period 

I. I 
ldentii remaining . 

economic proved reserves 

~xtract fraction of economic 
reserves using P/R ratio 

I 
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'Figure 7. Development of New EOR Projects 

Depictions of processing steps in each period 

Identify remaining economic 
portion of unproven 
inferred reserves 

- Move, to undeveloped status 

1 
Set fraction of undeveloped 
inferred reserves for each 

price category 

Move newly developed 
portion into proved reserves. 

Production occurs as 
described in Figure 6 

Expected Development Schedule for Economic Undeveloped 
Inferred Reserves EOR Projects. 

Difference in Price over Unit Expected Years for 
cost Development 

$0-1.00 . 

$1 :01-2.00 

$2.01 -3.00 

$3.01 -4.00 . 

$4.01 -5.00 

40 

36 

32' 

28 

24 

20 
. .  

> $5.00 

.d 

The conversion of the appropriate volume of undeveloped reserves into proved reserves is followed by the 
extraction of a fraction of proved reserves as production. Production fiom a given stock of proved reserves 
is determined by use of the assumed production-to-reserves ratio. 

' 

/- 
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Cogeneration 

Cogeneration of electricity by EOR projects is determined by a streamlined algorithm. This method assi&s 
a level of new congeneration capacity based on the EOR expansion from new projects. Electricity from 
existing capacity occurs according to assumed utilization factors. 

Alaska Oil and Gas Supply Submodule 

This section describes the structure for the Alaska Oii and.Gas Supply Submodule (AOGSS). The AOGSS is 
designed to project field-specific oil and gas production from the Onshore North Slope, Offshore North Slope, 
and Other Alaska (prikily the Cook Inlet area.) This section provides an overview of the basic approach 
including a dischssion of the discounted cash flow @CF) method. . 

AOGSS Overview 

The AOGSS is divided into three components: new field discoveries, development projects, and producing 
fields (Figure 8).Transportation costs are used in conjunction with the relevant market price of oil or gas to 
calculate the estimated net price received at the wellhead, sometimes called the netback price. A discounted 
cash flow @CF) method is used to determine the economic viability of each project at the netback price. 
Alaskan oil and gas supplies are modeled on the basis of discrete projects, in contrast to the Onshore Lower 
48 conventional oil and gas supplies, which are modeled on an aggregate level. The continuation of the 
exploration and development of multi-year projects, as well as the discovery of a new field is dependent on 
its profitability. Production is determined on the basis of assumed drilling schedules and production profiles 
for new fields and developmental projects, and historical production patterns and announced plans for 
currently producing fields. 

Calculation of Costs 

Costs differ within the model for successful wells and dry holes. Costs are categorized functionally within the 
model as: 

0 Drillingcosts 

Lease equipment costs 

Operating costs. (including production facilities and general and administrative costs). .- 

All costs in the model incorporate the estimated impact of environmental compliance. Whenever 
environmental regulations preclude a supply activity outright, that provision is reflected in other adjustments 
to the model. For example, environmental regulations that preclude drilling in certain locations within a regioi! 
is modeled by reducing the recoverable resource es_timates forthe total region. 
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Figure 8. Flowchart for the Alaska Oil and Gas.Supply Module 
For each period t: 

. .  

NEW FIELDS . Determine DCF for next discovery size 
. ’ =I.’ 

Determine outcome for allowable number of.New Field Wildcats 
Add any successes to inventory of development projects 
Record - Drilling - Reserve additions 

- Financial expenditures 

-4- - - - - - - - - - - ------------- 
DEVELOPMENT 
PROJECTS Compute DCF for project 

Suspend operation 

Continueproject, record 

I - Drilling I 1 - Financi;expendiur& 

I Add project to producing fields I 

Go to next project 

- -  

------------- 
PRODUCING FIELDS 

Record production Shut down, remove field 
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Each cost function includes a variable that 'reflects the cost savings associated with technological . 
improvements. Such declines would be relative to what costs would otherwise be. Technological 

' improvements lower average costs of the affected phase of activity. As such, the lower costs reflect changes 
in the cost of either the supply activity or environmental.compliance.lhe value of this variable is a user option 
in the model. The equations used to estimate the costs are similar to those used for the lower 48 but include 
costs of elements that are particular to Alaska. For example, lease equipment includes gravel pads. 

Drilling Costs 

. 
. ,  

Drilling costs repwent the expendibms for drilling successful wells or dry holes and for equipping successful 
' wells through the."Christmas tree", the valves &d fittings assembled at the top of a well to control the fluid 
flow. Elements that are included in dqilling costs are labor, material, supplies and direct overhead for site 
preparation, road building, erecting and dismantling derricks and drilling rigs, drilling, running and cementing 
casing, machinery, tool changes, and rentals: Drilling costs for exploratory wells include costs of support 
equipment such as ice pads. Lease equipment required for production is included as a separate cost calculation, 
and covers equipment installed on the lease downstream from &e Christmas tree. 

. 

The average cost of drilling a well in any field located within region r in year t i s  given by: 

DRILLCOST,*, = DIULLCOSTakTb * (1 - mI)**( t -TJ '  (59) 

where, 

i = well class(exploratory=l, developmental=2) 
r =  region 

t = forecastyear 
, DRILLCOST = drillingcosts 

, k = fueltype(oil=l,gas=2) 

T,, = base year of the forecast 
TECH1 = annual decline in drilling costs due to improved technology. 

- 
The above function specifies that drilling costs decline at the annual rate TECH1 . Observe that drilling costs 
are not modeled as a function of the activity level as they are in the Onshore Lower 48 methodology. The 
justification for this is the relative constancy of activity in Alaska as well as the specialized nature of drilling 
inputs in Alaska. ' 

Lease Equipmenf Casfs 

Lease equipment costs include the cost of all equipment extending beyond the christmas tree, directly used 
to obtain production from a drilled lease. Costs include: producing equipment, the gathering system, 
processing equipment, and production related infI-astruc.ture such as gravel pads. Producing equipment costs 
include tubing and pumping equipment. Gathering system costs consist of flowlines and manifolds. Processing 
equipment costs aixount for the facilities utilized by successful wells. The lease equipment cost estimate for 
a new oil or gas well is given by: i 

mmrb = mmrkTb * - - Td ' (60) 
4- 
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where, 

. r = region 
. k = fuel type (oil=l, gas=2) 
t = forecastyear . 

EQUTP = lease equipment costs. 

TECH2 -L 

Tb = base year of the forecast 
annual decline in lease equipment costs due to improved technology. 

Operating Costs 

EIA operating cost data, which are reported on a per well basis for each region, include three main categories 
of costs: normal daily operations, surface maintenance, and subsurface maintenance. Normal daily operations 
are further broken down into supervision and overhead, labor, chemicals, fuel, water, and supplies. Surface 
maintenance accounts for all labor and materials necessary to keep the service equipment functioning 
efficiently and safely. Costs of stationary facilities, such as roads, also ark included. Subsurface maintenance 
refers to the repair and services required to keep the downhole equipment functioning efficiently. 

The estimated operating cost curve is: 

OPCOsT,*, = OFCOSTrkTb * (1 - m ) + * ( t  - TJ 

where, 

r =  
. k  = 

t =  
OPCOST = 

Tb = 
TECH3 = 

region 
fuel type (oil=l, gas=2) 
forecast year 
operating cost 
base year of the forkist 
annual decline in opera*g costs due to improved technology. 

Drilling costs, lease equipment costs, and operating costs are integral components of the following discounted 
cash flow analysis. These costs'are assumed to be uniform across all fields within a region. 

Treafmenf of Cosfs in the Model for Income Tax Purposes 

All costs are treated for income tax purposes as either e x p e b i  or capitalized. The tax treatment in the DCF 
~f lec ts  the applicable provisions for oil and gas producers. The DCF assumptions are consistent with standard 
accounting methods and with assumptions used in similar modeling efforts. The following assumptions, 
reflecting current tax law, are used in the calculation of costs. 

. 0 All dry-hole costs are expensed. 

0 A portion of drilling costs for successfulwells are expensed. The specific split between expensing 
and amortization is determixied on the basis of the data. 

0 Operating costs are expensed. 
-4- 

0 . Allmmaining successful field development, costs are capitkized. 
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0 The depletion allowance for tax purposes is not included in the model, because the curren 
regulatory limitations for invoking this tax advantage are so restrictive as to be insi&ficant in - 
the aggregate for future drilling decisions. 

Successful versus dry-hole cost estimates are based on historical success rates of successful 
versus dry-hole footage. 

0 w e  equipment for existing wells is in place before the first forecast year of the model. 

Tariff Routine 

In general, tariffs are designed to enable carriers to recover operating and capital costs for a given after-tax 
rate of return. The Trans Alaska Pipeline System ('I'NS) tariff is determined by dividing the total revenue 
requirement for a year by the projected throughput for that year. The total revenue requirement is composed 
of eight elements as defined in the Settlement Agreement dated June 28,1985 between the State of Alaska and 
ARC0 Pipe Line Company, BP Pipelines Inc., E&on Pipeline Company, Mobil Alaska Pipeline Company, 
and Union Alaska Pipeline Company. The determination of costs conforms to the specification as provided 
in the Settlement Agreement, 

m, = OPrnCoST, + DRR, + TOTDEP, + MARGIN, + D-c, + WW, 
NONTRANSREV, + CARRYOVER, 

where, 

TRR 
OPERCOST 

DRR 
TOTDF 
MARGIN 

DEFRETREC 
TXALLW 

NONTRANSREV 
CARRYOVER 

total revenue requirement 
total operating costs (fixed and variable) 
dismantling, removal, and restoration allowance 
total depreciation (original and new property) 
total after-tax margin (original and new property) 
total recovery of deferred'return (original and new property) 
income tax allowance 
non-transportation revenues 
net carryover. 

Four of the elements are associated with the recovery of a TAPS Carrier's costs: (1) operating expenses, (2) 
dismantling, removal, and restoration (DR&R) allowance, (3) depreciation, and (4) income tax allowance. Two 
elements, after-tax margin and recovery of deferred return, provide for a return on unrecovered capital and an 
incentive to continue to operate the pipeline. The last two components, non-transportation revenues and.net 
canyover are adjustment items. 

Operating Costs. .Operating costs include both the fixed and variable operating costs. The fixed'portion is 
based on an assumed cost of $325 million (in 1991 dollar$. If the expected throughput for the year is greater 
than 1.4 million b.arrels per day, the variable cost is $0.28 per barrel in 1991 dollars; otherwise, the variable 
cost is $0.24 per barrel in 1991,dollars.'' These assumed costs exclude any incurred or expected DR&R 
expenses, any depreciation or amortizkion of capi.jalized cost, and any settlements with shippers for lost or 
undelivered oil due to normal operations during transportation. 

'%e variable cost was converted from 1983 dollars as specified in the Settlement Agreement to 1991 dollars. 
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DR&R Allowance. The annual DR&R &owance to be included in the revenue requirement calculation for 
years 1984 through 201 1 is given in Exhibit E DR&R Allowance Schedule of the Settlement Agreement. 

Depreciation. Total depreciation is the sum of dep&ation from original property and depreciation from new 
property as given by 

TOTDWt = DEPt * (DEPPROPt-2 + ADDS,-, - PROCEEDS,L, - T0TDEPt-,) 

where, . 

TOTDEP' = total depreciation 
DEP = depreciation factor 

DEPPROP = total (original and new) depreciable property in seryice 
ADDS = 

PROCEEDS = 
additions to both original and new property in service 
proceeds from both original and new depreciable property in service. 

After-Tax Margin. The after-tax margin is dksigned to provide the TAPS carrier with an after-tax real return 
on capital. This margin has' two components: (1) the product of the allowance per barrel &d the projected 
throughput and (2) the allowed rate of return on the rate base associated &th new property in service. The 
allowance per barrelis set at $0.35 in 1983 dollars and the allowed rate of return at 6.4 percent. 

h4ARGJNt = ALUWt*THRUPUTt + 0.064*(DEPPROPmJ'+ DEFRET,, - DEFI'AXm.t) 

whek, 

MARGW ' =. totalafter-taxmargin 
. ALLOW = allowanceperbarrel 
THRUPUT = projected net deliveries 

DF,PPROP- . = new depreciable property in service ' 

D e -  = newdeferredreturn 
DEFTAX,  = newdeferredtax. 

Recovery of Deferred Return. Deferred returns rep&sent amounts which could be rightfully collected and 
turned over to the owners but, for tariff profile purposes, are collected at a later date. For.example, 
Construction Work in Progress (W) is not added in the, company's rate base until the end of the 
construction period. As a result, it is not included in the return on capital and not recovered in current rates. 
Instead, an Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (AFUMJ) is added to &e book value of the 
construction. This defend return is then recovered through depreciation of the pipeline's cost over its 
economic life. The recovery of this deferred return has two components, the conventional AFUDC,and the 
inflation portion.of the return on rate base. The calculation of the recovery of deferred returns is given by 

. 

. 

DEFRETREC = 
DEP = 

INFLADJ = 
AFUDC = 

J-\ 

. D = . =  

total recovery of deferred return (original and new property) 
depreciation factor 
total deferred return (original and new property) 
inflation adjustment (original and new property) 
allowaqce for funds used during construction. 
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Income Tax Allowance. The income tax allowanuzis equal to the income tax allowance factor multiplied 
by the sum of the after-tax margin andmxovery of deferred return. The income tax allowance factor is the 
amount of tax allowance necessary to provided a dollar of after tax income at the composite Federal and State 
tax rates, adjusted for the deductibility of State income taxin Federal tax calculations. 

(66) ' "XALLW, = ?xRATE * (MARGIN, + DEFREIRECJ 

where, 
TxALLFv = incometaxallowance . 
TXMlE = income tax allowance factor 
MARGIN = totalafter-taxmargin 

DEFRJ3REC = total recovery of deferred return. 
b 

Non-transportation Revenues A TAPS owner receives revenues from the use of carrier propem in addition 
to the tariff revenue. These incidental revenues include payments received directly or indirectly from penalties 
paid by shippexs who were delinquent in taking delivery of crude oil at,Valdez. By subtracting these revenues 
from the total revenue requirement, the economic benefit to these non-transportation revenues is passed on 
to other shippers through the lower tariff for TAPS transportation. . 

Net -over. The net carryover reflects any difference between the expected revenues calculated by this 
tariff routine and revenues actually received. 

Discounted Cash Flow Analysis 

A discounted cash flow @CF) calculation is used to determine the profitability of oil and gas projects.I6 A 
positive DCF is necessary to cpntinue operations for a known field, whether exploration, development, or 
production. Selection of new prospects for initial exploration occurs on the basis of the profitability index 
which is measured as the ratio of the expected discounted cash flow to expected capital costs for a potential 
project. i 

A key variable in the DCF cdculation is the transportation cost to lower 48 markets. Transportation costs of 
either oil or gas reflect delivery costs to an oil import facility or the citygate for natural gas. Transportation 
costs for oil include both pipeline and tanker shipment costs, and natural gas transportation costs are pipeline 
costs (tariffs). *Transportation costs are specified for each field, although groups of fields may be subject to 
uniform transportation costs for that region. This cost directly affects the expected revenues from the 
production of a field as follows:" 

, 

where, 
i 

f = field 
t = year 

/- REV = expectedrevenues ' 

"See Appendix 4.A at the end of this chapter for a detailed discussion of the DCF methodology. 
"This formulation ~sumes oil production only. It can be easily expanded to incorporate the sale of datu@ gas. 
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Q = expected production volumes 
MP = ' market price in the lower 48 states 

TRANS = transportationcost. . .  
The expected discounted cash flow associated with a representative oil or gas project in a field f a t  time t is . .  

' given by: 

DCF, = (PVREV - PVROY - PVDRTLLCOST - PVEQUJP - TRANSCAP .- 
PVOPCOST - PVPRODTAX - PVSII' - P W  - P m f i  

wheF, 

PVREV 
PVROY 

PVDRILIXOST 
PVEQUTP ' 

TRANSCAP 
PVOJXOST 

PVPRODTAX 
PVSrr 
PVFlT 

PVWPT 

present value of expected revenues 
present value of expected*royalty payments 
present value of all exploratory and developmenta l .dg  expenditures 
present valueof expected lease equipment costs 
cost of incremental transportation capacity 
present value of operating costs 
present value of expectd production taxes (ad valorem and severance taxes) 
present value of expected state corporate income taxes 
present value of expected federal corporate income taxes 
present value of expected windfall profits tax" 

The expected capital costs for the proposed field f located in region r are: 

COST,, = PVJXPCOST +PVDEVCOST +PvEQUIp +TRANSCAP), 
, 

where, 

PVEXPCOST = present value exploratory drilling costs 
PVDEVCOST ' =. present value developmental drilling costs 

PVEQUTP = present value leqe equipment costs 
TRANSCAP = cost of incremental transportation capacity 

The profitability indicator from developing the proposed field is therefore equal to: 

PROF,, = DCF,, / COSTLt 

The field with the highest positive PROF in time t is then eligible for exploratory drilling in the same year. 
The profitability indices for Alaskahso are passed to the basic framework module of the OGSM. 

New Field Discovery 

'Development of estimated recoverable resources, which are expected to be in currently undiscovered fields, 
depends on the schedule for the conversion of resources from unproved to reserve stat%. The conversion of 
msurces into reserves requires a successful new field wildcat well. ?he discovery procedure requires needed 

.=- 

'*Since the Windfall Profits Tax was repealed in 1988, this variable would normally be set to zero. It is in'cluded in the DCF 
calculation for completeness. 
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information, which can be determined endogenously or supplied at the option of the user. The procedure 
requires data regarding: 

0 technically recoverable oil and gas resource estimates by region 

. 0 distribution of technically recoverable field sizesIg within each region 

the maximum number of new field wildcat wells drilled in any year 

new field wildcat success rate 

0 .  any restrictions on the timing of drilling. 

I 

The endogenous procedure generates: 

0 the set of individual fields to be discovered, specified with respect to size and location 

0 an order for the discovery sequence 

a schedule for the discovery sequence. 

The new field discovery procedure divides the estimate for technically recoverable oil and ga $source into 
a set of individual fields. The field size distribution data was gathered from the U.S. Geological Survey work. 
for the national resource assessment,m The field size distribution is used to determine a largest field size based 
on the volumetric &timate corresponding to an acceptable percentile of the distribution. The remaining fields 
within the set are specified such that the distribution of estimated sizes conform to thecharacteristics of the 
input distribution. Thus, this estimated set of fields is consistent with the expected geology with respect to 
expected aggregate recovery and the relative frequency of field sizes. 

New field wildcat drilling depends on the estimated expected D& for the set of remainihg undiscovered 
reeoverable prospects. If the DCF for each prospect is not positive, no new drilling occurs. Positive DCFs 
motivate additional new field wildcat drilling. Drilling in each year matches the maximym number of new 
field wildcats. A discovery occurs as indicated by the success rate; i.e., a success rate of 12.5 percent mean: 
that there is one discovery in each sequence of 8 wellsddled. By assumption, the first new field well in each 
sequence is a success. The requisite number of dry holes must be drilled prior to the next successful discovery. 

The execution ofthe above procedure can be modified to reflect restrictions on the timing of discovery for 
paaicular fields. Restrictions may be warranted for enhancements such as delays necessary for technological 
development needed prior to the recovery of relatively small accumulations or heavy oil deposits. This 
'reiinement is implemented by declaring a start date! for possible exploration. For example, development of the 
West Sak field is expected to be delayed until technology can be developed that wil l  enable the heavy crude 
oil of that field to be economically extracted. 

a- 

# .  

l g n S i ~ ' '  of a field is measured by &e volume of recoverable oil or gas. 
pErtimates of Uruiixovered Conventionai Oil and Gas Resources.in United Sues - A Part of the Nation's Energy Enhowment, 

USGS (1989). 
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Development Projects 
. .. 

Development projects are those projects in which a successful new field wildcat has been drilled. As with the 
new field discovery process, the DCF calculation plays an important role in the timing of development and 

* 

exploration of these multi-year projects. . ,  

Every year, the DCF is &dated for each development project. Initially, the drilling schedule is determined 
by the user or some set of specified rules. However, if the DCF for a given project is negative, then exploration 
and development of this project is suspended in the year in which this occurs. The DCF for each project is 
evaluated in subsequent years for a positive value; at which time, exploration and development will resume. 

. 

:Production from developing projects follows the generalized production profile developed for and described 
in previous work conducted by DOE st.aff?l The specific assumptions used in this work are as follows: . 

0 a two to four year build-up period from initial production to peak rate, 

0 peak rate sustained for tbree to eight years, and * 

production rates decline by 12 or 15 percent after peak rate is no longer maintained. 
~ I 

The pace of development and ultimate number of wells drilled for a particular field is based on the historical 
field-level pmlile adjusted for field size and other characteristics of the field (e.g. API gravity.) 

After all exploratory and developmental wells have been drilled for any given project, development of the 
project is complete. For this version of the AOGSS, no constraint is placed on the number of exploratory or 
developmental wells that can be drilled for any project. All completed projects are added to the inventory of 
producing fields.. 

Producing Fields 

Oil and natural gas production from fields producing as of the base year (including Prudhoe Bay, Kuparuk, 
Lisburne, Endicott, and Milne Poipt) are based on historical production patterns, remaining estimated 
recovery, and announced development p&. Production ceases when flow becomes subeconomic; i.e., attains 
the assumed minimum economic production level. 

. 

. 

Natural gas production from the No& Slope for sale to end-use markets is dependent on the construction of 
amjo r  tiampoxtation facility to move natural gas to lower 48 markets.= In addition, the reinjection of North 
Slope gas for increased oil recovery poses an operationdeconomic barrier limiting its early extraction. 
Nonetheless, there are no extraordinary regulations or legal constraints interfering with the recovery and use 
of this gas. Thus, the modeling of natural gas production for marketing in the.lower 48 states recognizes the 
expected delay to maximize oil recovery, but it does not require any further modifications from the basic 

. 

.-- 

21PotentiaI Oil Production from the Coastal Plain of the Arctic National Wiklhfe R f i g e ,  EIA (1987) and Alas& Oil and Gas - 
%itid n d  gas production from the North Slope for Lower 48 markets is affected by a delay reflecting a reasonable pericd for 

%e ammrly proposed version ofAOGSS does not include plans for an explicit method to deal with the issue of marketing ANS 
gas as liqueiied nahrral gas (J3G) expo* to Paci6c Rim countries. The working assumption is that sufficient recoverable gas resources 
are present to support the economic opcration of both a marketing system to the Lower 48 states and the LNG export project 

a ,  Energy Information Adminktionloil and Gas Supply Module Documentation 

E v g y  Weal!h of Vmkhing Opportwrity?, DOEm)/0570-H1 (Jan~ary 1991). . 
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Foreign Natural Gas Supply Submodule. 

n;i's chapter des&bes the proposed structure for the Foreign N a W  Gas Supply Submodule (FNGSS) within 
the Oil and Gas Supply Module (OGSM). FNGSS includes U.S. trade in foreign natural gas via either the 
North. American pipeline network or ocean-going tankers." Gas is traded with Canada and Mexico via 
pipelines. Gas trade with other, nonadjacent, countries is in the form of liquefied natural gas (LNG) and 
involves liquefaction, trdnsportation by tanker and subsequent regasification. To date, the United States has 
imported LNG almost exclusively from Algeria. 

'* 

A detailed representation of Canadian gas trade has been developed. Since forecasts of fixed volumes are not - 

adequate for the purposes of equ&brating supply and demand, the submodule provides &e Natural Gas 
Transmission and Distribution Module (NGTDM) with supply functions of Canadian gas at the U.S./Canadian 
border points. Natural gas imports via pipeline from Mexico are handled with less detail. LNG imports are 
modeled on the basis' of impomtion costs, including production, liquefaction, transportation, and 
regasification. Projected pipeline imports from Canada and LNG imports are subject to user assumptions 
regarding the timing and size of available import capacity. Natural gas exports, via pipeline or as LNG, are 
included in the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) as a set of exogenous assumptions. This section 
presents descriptions of the separate methodological approaches for Canadian, Mexican, and LNG natural gas 
trade. 

Canadian Gas Trade 

This submodule determines net Canadian natural gas supplies over a range of gas prices to the United States 
at the six border crossing locations identified in Figure 9. The initial step in this procedure produces 
projections of regional Canadian drilling activity and supply. Canadian demand is subtracted from supply to 
determine gas avdable for export. Gas supply is allocated to regional Canadian/U.S border crossing points 
using an alloation algorithm that accounts for the associated pipeline capacities and the price responsiveness 
of supplies at the border points. The determination of the &port volumes themselves occurs in the 
equilibration process of the NGTDM. 

The gproach taken to determine Canadian gas supply differs from that uskd'ixi the domestic submodules of 
the OGSM. Drilling activity is determined using an econometric model. Drilling activity, measured as the 
number of successful wells drilled, is estimated directly as a function of expected profitability rather 'than 
being derived from a process of estimating and allocating drilling expenditures. Successful we& are 
disaggregated by two fuel types: oil and gas. No distinction is made between explorationand development. 
Production from threz Canadian regions is estimated - $e Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) 
(Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchew&), the Northern Frontier (Arctic%lands and Mackenzie Delta), 
and Eastern Canada Drilling activity for the WCSB is determined using an econometric model. Finding rate 
equations are used to determine reserve additions; a reserves accounting procedure yields reserve estimates; 
and an estimked extraction rate d e t e d e s  production potential for the WCSB. Production from the Northern 
Frontier and Eastern Canada regions, for which there are very limited data, is determined exogenously from 

' %e issue of foreign gas trade generally is viewed as one of supply (to the United States) because the United States is currency a 
net importer of natural gas by a wide margin, a situation that is expected to continue. 
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Figure 9. Foreign Natural Gas Trade via Pipeline 

resource supply c w e s  that relate resource availability to price. h u a l  production'fkom these regions is 
combined with WCSB production, yielding total Canadian domestic production. Total Canadian supply 
includes natural gas receivep from the United States. 

Forecasts of Canadian gas demand are based on estimates made by the Canadian National Energy Board. 
Western Canadian gas demand is subtracted from total Canadian supply to d e t e d e  available export supply. 
The general methodology employed for estimating Canadian gas trade is depicted in Figure 10. 

. 

- 

.=- 
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Figure 10. A General Outline of the Canadian Algorithm of the FNGSS 
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Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin 

Calculationof Discounted Cash Flows 
L 

Expeqed discounted cash flows @cF) associated 4 t h  drilling representative oil and gas wells in the WCSB 
are calculated for each year t.= The DCF reflects expected refrenues, less expected costs .and taxes, all in 
present value terms. Expeckxi revenue is based on expected production, over the life of the well, and expected 
prices. Expected production over the life of a representative well is based on the well's first year of production 
and the associated decline rate, by fuel type. 

The world oil price and regional gas prices at the U.S./Canadian border for year t are received from the 
Petroleum M e t i n g  Module (PMh4) and the NGTDM r&pectively. An average Cpulian wellhead gas price 

. @ determined as the weighted average of border prices less the markups from the field to the border crossing 
points. The weights are based on the flo-ws of gas from the field to each border crossing point in the prior 
period. The Can& wellhead prices for oil and gas, together with the expectations assumed, generate future 
price streams on which expected revenues are based. 'The subject of price, expectations is presented in 
Appendix 4-A. 

* 

* 

Drilling, lease equipment, iqd operating costs per well for y k  t are received from the cost routines described 
below. 'The drilling and lease equipment costs per well constitute the initial capital costs and are assumed to I 
be incurred entirely in year t?6 Operating costs are incurred over the life of the well beginning with a half year 
of operation (assuming uniform occurrence of initial production for each new well throughout the year). The 
estimate of operating costs per well 'in year t yieldsthe future stream of expected operating costs per well. 

Calculation of Costs 

Costs differ within the model for succ&sful wells and dry holes. Costs are categorized functionally within the 
model as: 

Dlillingcosts 

0 Lease equipment costs 

0 Operating costs (including production facilities and general and administrative costs). 

Relevant cost functions include TECH factors that proportionately adjust costs to reflect an annualdecline due 
to technological improvements over time measured from the base year of the model. Such declines would be 
relative to what costs would otherwise be. TECH is a user specific input in the model with aPrespecified 
default value. Enhancements to this approach is an area for consideration in.later data and model development. 

Drilling Costs. Drilling costs represent the expenditures for drilling successful wells or dry hoIes and for 
equipping successful wells through to the "Christmas tree" installation. The "Christmas tree" refers to the 
valves and fittings assembled at the top of a well to control the fluid flow. Elements that are included in 
drilling costs =.labor, material, supplies, direct overhead for site preparation, road building, erecting and 
dismantling demcks and drilling rigs, drilling, running and cementing casing, machinery, tool changes, and 

%eeAppendix 4A at the end of this chapter for a detailed discussion of the basic ECF methodology. The tax provisions described 
* m this appendix are based on US. tax laws. The applicable provisions of Canadian tax law have been incorporated into the implemented 
DCF routine in the FNGSS. 

Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin oil and gas prospects will be modeled as single year investments. 
I 
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rentals. Lease equipment required for production is included as a separate cost component, and covers 
equipment installed on the lease downstream from the Christmas tree. 

The average cost of drilling a well in the WCSB in year t is given by: 

DRILLCOST, = DRILLCOST,_, * (1 -TECHl) 

where, 

t . = forecastyear . 
k = fuel type (1 for oil, 2 for gas) 

DRILLCOST = 
TECH1 = 

drilling costs, in Canadian dollars, of a successful oil or gas well 
assumed annual decline in costs due to improved technology. 

The costs of drilling a dry hole ?e formulated in a like fashion: 

DRYCOST, = DRYCOST,_, * (1 -TEcHl) 

where, 

t = forecastyear 
, DRYCOST = drilling costs for a dry weg in Canadian dollars 

TECH1 = assumed annual decline in costs due to improved technology. . 

Lease Equipment Costs. Lease equipment costs'include the cost of all equipment extending beyond the 
Christmas tree, directly used to obtain production from a drilled lease. Three categories of costs are included: 
producing equipment, the gathering system, and processing equipment. Producing equipment costs include 
tubing, rods, and pumping equipment. Gathering system costs consist of flowlines and manifolds. Processing 
equipment costs account for the facilities utilized by successful wells: The lease equipment cost estimate for 
a new oil or gas well is given by: . 

where, 

- t '= forecastyear 
k = fuel type (1 for oil, 2 for gas) 

LEQUIPCOST = lease equipment costs in Canadian dollars 
TECH2 = assumed annual decline in lease equipment costs due to improved technology. 

Operating Costs. Operating cost data, which are input on a per well basis; include three main categories of 
costs: normal daily operations, surface maintenance; and subsurface maintenance. Normal daily operations 
are further broken down into supervision and overhead, labor, chemicals, fuel, water, and supplies. Surface 
maintenance accounts for all labor and materials necessary to keep the service equipment functioning 
ef€jr$ently and safely. Costs of stationary facilities, such as roads, are also included. Subsurface maintenance 
refers to the repair' and services required to keep the downhole equipment functioning efficiently. . 

The cost of operating a well is givenby: 
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where, 

t = forecastyear 
k = fuel type (1 for oil, 2 for gas) 

OPCOST = operating cost in Canadian dollars 
TECH3 = assumed annual decline in operating costs due to improved technology. 

Drilling costs, lease equipment costs, and operating costs are integral components of the discounted cash flow 
analysis. 

Treatment of Costs m the Model for Tax Purposes.. The applicable provisions of Canadian tax law for oil 
and gas producerS2' have been incorporated into the discounted cash flow (Dm analysis. The DCF 
assumptions are consistent with stahdard acco&tihg methods and with assumptions used in similar modeling 
efforts. 

Discounted Cash Flow Ahalysis 

For each yeart, the discounted cash flow for a successful well of fuel type k is calculated as the present value 
of revenues less the present value to costs and taxes. That is, 

SUCDCF, = (PVREV - PVROY - DRILLCOST'- LEQUIPCOST - PVOPCOST 
- PVPROVI'AX - PVFEDTqt 

where, 

t = '  
k ,  =' 

SUCDCF,, = 
PVREV = 

PVROY = 

LEQUIPCOST = 
PVOPCOST = 

PVPROW'AX = 
PVFEDTAX = 

DRILLCOST = 

(75) 

forecast year 
fuel type (1 for oil, 2 for gas) 
discounted cash flow for a successful well 
pFsent value of expected revenues inclu#ng the expected revenues from the 
sale of the co-product fuel 
present value of expected royalty payments 
drilling cost in year t 
lease equipment'costs in year t 
present value of expected operating cost 
present value of expected income taxes to Canadian.Provinces 
present value of expected federal corporate income taxes. 

. . 

,.  

1 

The associated DCF for ah unsuccessful well in year t is equal to: 

where, 
/ 

DRYDCF = discounted cash flow for a dry well 

D 

nApplicable pmvisioxk include such factors as determination and depreciation. The identification of relevapt provisions and their 
representation with the DCF methodology will occur as part of a research effort that is not yet complete. 
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FEDTXR = Canadiancorporatetaxrate 
PROVTXR = weighted average provincial corporate tax rate . 
DRYCOST = dry hole costs. 

The expected D P  from drilling a representative prospect of fuel type k is a weighted sum of the 
representative DcFs of a successful and unsuccessful well,'where the weights are the respective probabilities. 
In o i e r  words, 

DCF, = SR * SUCDCF,, + (1 - SR) * DRYDCF, (77) 

where, 

SR = successrate. 

This expression acbounts for the-expected discounted cash flow Tiom a representative oil (gas) well, and 
incorporates expected revenues, expected costs (capital and operating), expected taxes, and the risk associated 
with drilling an oil (gas) well. 

Wells Determination: Econometric model 
, .  

The total number of successful wells drilled by fuel type in each year t is forecasted econometrically using the 
representative DCF's for each fuel type. Specifically, 

where, . .  

WELLS,., = number of successful wells of fuel type k (both explo@ion and development) 
drilled in time period t, 

DCF,., = expected discounted cash flow from drilling - a representative prospect of fuel 
type k in time period t 

DUM83 = dummy variable equal to 1 after 1982 
. Po ,Ply P2 = econometrically estimated parameters. 

Reserve Additions 

The Reserve Additions algorithm calculates units of oil and gas added to Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin 
proved reserves. The methodology for conversion of oil or gas resources into proved reserves is a critically 
important aspect of supply modeling. The actual process through which oil and gas become proved reserves 
is a highly complex one. This section presents a methodology that is representative of the major phases that 
occur, although, by necessity, it is a simplification from a highly complex reality. 

Oil and gas reserve additions are calc- using a finding rate-equation. Typical finding rate equations relate 
reserves added to wells or feet drilled in such a way that the rate of reserve additions declines as more wells 
arsdrilled. The reason for this is, all else being constant, the larger prospects typically are drilled first. 
Consequently, the finding rate can be expected to decline as a region matures, although the rate of decline and 
the functional forms are a subject of considerable debate. 

.*- 

' 
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Functional Forms. The proposed model adopts the basic structure of the previous ELA Canadian supply 
model to deter&e Canadian reserve additions. Specifically, Canadian oil or gas reserve additions are a 
function of the cumulative number of successful wells drilled, the estimatkd economically recoverable 
resource base for the fuel, and the rate of technological change. 

The finding rate equation for each fuel type is defined by: 

= FRkf-l * eXp(-6,,.* SUCWELLS,,) ' ' 

wherk, 

. k = fuel type (1 for oil, 2 for gas) 
FR ' =  findingrate 

SUcwlEL;Ls,, , = successful wells of type k drilled in time penod t 
6 = finding rate decline parameter (6s). 

. -  
In this specification, the yield fivm'successful drilling begins at the initial finding rate for each period, mt.l, 
and declines exponentially thereaf&er. This form is consistent with assumed characteristics of the factors 
relevant to drilling: lognormal field size distribution and probability of piscovery proportional to size. The 
decline parameter, 6, is e s ' h b l e  from the finding rate equati.on, given an estimate for ultimate recovery. A 
smaller estimate for the economically recoverable resource base would result in a more rapid decrease in 
productivity for the same level of cumulative drilling: a larger value of 6. 

. 

S k t - I  - -k 
a, * (1.0 + TEcH)'-f - CUMRES, - ,  1, 

* 45t = 
S k t - I  - -k 

a, * (1.0 + TEcH)'-f - CUMRES, - ,  1, 
* 45t = 

where, 

' t =  
k =  

F R =  

FRMIN= 

. TECH = 
T =  

CUMREs = .  

. Q  = 

forecast year 
fuel type (1 for+oil, 2 for gas) 
finding .rate (millions of barrels in the case of oil, billion of cubic feet in the 

minimum economic finding rate 
economically recoverable resource estimate 
technology factor 
base year of the forecast 
cumulative reserve discoveries over the projection period (initial value = 0). 

case of gas) Y .  

. The denominator is the remaining economically recoverable resource estimate in a given period, so the. 
cumulative reserves found over time must be deducted. 

The minimum eco.nomic finding rate, FRh4INY is incoprated into equation (80) so that the cumulative reserve 
discoveries match the economically recoverable resource estimate when the yield from wells drilled falls to 
the economic minimum. Equation (80) also incorporates the: benefits of technological change. Technological 
c&ge is expected to improve the productivity of drilling by increasing the physical returns per drilling unit 
from what it otherwise would have been. Technological change is ingoduced through modifications of the 
initid economically recoverable resource estimate, thus affecting the value of the finding rate decline , 

palameter, 6. It reflects the assumptions that technological chahge occurs over time and its effect is realized 

. .  ..e- . 
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in the expansion of the resource estimate, thus lessening the decline rak of productivity and resulting in higher 
yields to drilling, relative to what they otherwise would have been. The growing recoverable volume 
necessitates recomputing 6 in each period. 

Total reserve additions in period t i s  given by: 

Finally, total end-of-year proved =ewes for each period equals proved reserves fiom the kevious period plus 
new reserve additions less production. 

where, 

t = forecastyear 
k = fuel type (1 for oil, 2 for gas) 

Q = production 
. R = end-of-yearreserves 

RA = reserveadditions. 

(All volumes in millions of barrels or billions of cubic feet.) 

Gas Production 

Production is commonly modeled using a production to reserves ratio. A major advantage to this approach 
is its transparency. Additionally, the perfonpmce of this fiinction in the aggregate is consistent with its 
application on the mim level. The production to reserves ratio, as the relative measure of reserves drawdown, 
represents the rate of extraction, given any stock of reserves. 

Canailian gas production in year t is ghen by: 

where, 

= 
= 

'Pc41 = 

= 

end-of-year gas reseives in period t-1 
gas extraction rate in period t-1 (measured as the production to reserves ratio 
at the end of periodF1) 
gas netback price at the wemead in period t 

(Pg,,I-Pg,,tJ, the change in price from t-1 to t. 
p = estimated short run price elasticity of extraction 

APg,, H ,  

The proposed production equation relies on price induced variation in the extraction rate to determine short 
run supplies. The producible stock of reserves equals reserves at the end of the previous period. The extraction 
rate for the current period, 8-i is assumed as the approximate extraction rate for the current periodunder 
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.normal operating conditions. The product of Lt-, and Qgar,t is the expected, or normal, operating level of 
production for period t. - 
Supplies from the Northern Canadian Frontier and Eastern Canada 

Frontier production in FNGSS was to be determined as a sequence of predetermined estimates drawn from 
analysis of other'analysis groups, such as the National Energy Board (NEB) of Canada" and the National 
Petroleum Council (NPC). The NEB work published in June 1991 indicates that the economics of frontier gas 
recovery and transportation prevent the occurrence of.frontier flows until at least 2004. Subsequent 
communication with NEE3 staff indicate that their reassessment of frontier potential would delay frontier 
development until after 2010. Similarly, NPC analysis" showed that northern frontier gas would not be 
developed until after 2010 under most scenarios. Eastern Canada gas would occur only at the end of this 
period. I 

. 

. 

I The present implementation of OGSM refleCts the assumption thatneither the northern nor eastern ?ontier' 
Canadian gas sources will be developed until after 2010. This assumption appears reasonable in light of the 
results that other productive areas show sufficient productive potential to meet expected internal Canadian as , 
well as U.S. demands. I 

Allocafion of Nafural Gas Producfion to Canada and fhe CanadianAJS. Border 

Canadian n d  gas production for export to the United States is es&ated ib several stages. First, an initial 
. estimate of the wellhead price (F'@,J is used to determine aggregate Canadian gas production at the wellhead 

and aggregate Canadian demand. Total gas production available for export is-estimated as, 

I 

Q- =pQ- - Dmt (84) 

where, , 

Canadian gas available for export 
Canahian gas production 
Canadian gas consumption?' 

The second stage of the procedure determines the allocation of the gas available for export among the six 
Canadian/U.S. border points. This aspect of the methodology is intrinsic to the U.S. market equilibration that 

. occuts in the NGTDM. The details of this procedure are provided in the methodology documentation for that 
module. 

., Mexican Gas Trade 

Mexican-gas trade is a highly complex issue. A range of noneconomic factors will influence, if not determine, 
fum flows of gas between the United States and Mexico. Uncertainty surrounding Meiican/U.S. trade is so 
great that not only is the magnitude of flow for &y future year in doubt, but also the direction of flow. 

%e, for example, Supply hnd D e d :  1990-2010, June 1991. 
291k Potential for Natural Gas in the United States, December 1992. 
%nsumption will be ddermined endogenously from demand functions, depending on availability of appropriate functional forms 

and parameter estimates from external souiceS, such aS the Canadian National Energy Boaid. If these analytical elements are not 
available, Canadian consumption will be an exogenous input based on published outlooks from other agencies. 
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' Reasonable scenarios have been developed and defended in which Mexico may be either a net importer or 
exporter of hundreds of billions of cubic feet of gas by 2010.3* 

The vast uncertainty and the significant influence of noneconomic factors that influence Mexican gas trade 
with the United States suggest that these flows should be handled on a scenario basis. A method to handle 
user-spified path of future Mexican imports and exportshas been incorporated into FNGSS. This outlook. 
has been developed from an assessment of current and expected industry and market circumstances as 
indicated in industry announcements, or articles or reports in relevant publications. The outlook, regardless 
of its source, is fixed, and so it will not be price responsive. . 

Liquefied 'Natural Gas 

Liquefaction is a process whereby natural gas is converted into a liquid that can be shipped to distant markets 
that othekse are inaccessible. Prospects for expanded imports of LNG hto  the United States are beginning 
to improve in spite of difficulties affecting the industry until recent years. Various factors contributed to the 
fecent reemergence of LNG as an economically viable sourck of energy, including contracts with pricing and 
delivery flexibility, a growing preference toward natural gas due'to the lesser environmental consequences 
for burning it versus other fossil fuels, and diversification and security of energy supply. The outlook for LNG 
*imports also depends on customers' perceptions regarding supply reliability and price uncertainty. . 

Determining US. Imports and Exports of LNG 

Supply costs are input to the FNGSS. These supply, or delivery, costs of LNG measure all costs.including . 
regasifcation; that is, gas made ready for delivery into a pipeline. These values serve as economic thresholds 
that must be achieved before investment in the potential LNG projects occurs. 

Imported LNG costs do not compete with the wellhead price of domestically produced gas; rather, these costs 
compete with the purchase price of gas prevailing in the vicinity of the import terminal. This is a significant 
element in evaluating the competitiveness of LNG supplies, since LNG terminals vary greatly in their 
proximity to domestic producing areas. Terminals closer to major consuming markets have an inherent 

' 'economic advantage over distant competing producing areas because of the lower transportation costs 
incurred. ' * 

In addition to the cost estimates, however, certain operational assumptions are required to complete the 
picture. Dominant factors affecting the outlook are: expected use of existing capacity, expansion at sites with 
existing facilities, and construction at additional locations. The FNGSS requires specification of a combination 
of fktors: available gasification capacity, scheduled use of existing capacity, schedules for and lags between 
constructing and opening a facility, expected utilization rates, and worldwide liquefaction capacity. The 
current version of the FNGSS implicitly assumes that tanker capacity becomes available as needed to meet 

. the transportation requirements. 

A key assumption for any LNG outlook from FNGSS is that all major operational or instiktional difficulties 
have been incoqorated into the recognized allowabliischedde for capacity operation and expansion. No other 
difficulties arise that are not resolved expeditiousIy. 

' 

I 

3'For example, the National Petroleum Council study, & Pot* for N&ul Gas in the United States, December 1992. 
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*. LNG Imports from Existing Capacity 

There are four existing LNG terminal facilities in the United States, one each at Everett, Massachusetts; Lake 
Charles, Louisiana; Cove Point, Maryland; and Elba Island, Georgia. The latter two terminals are currently 
idle (Figure 9). 

Given the rather. low variable costs (generally under $1.00 for liquefaction, tanker transportation, and 
regasification, but not including production), one can argue that the import volumes for these facilities have 
not been, and are not expected to be, determined on the basis of full cost recovery. The schedule for reopening 
fhFe facilities are drawn from the announced plans for each import terminal, and modifications can be readily 
introduced at the user's request. 

L 

LNG Imports from Capacity Expansion 

Capacity expansion refers to additional capacity at the four sites that have capacity at present. The presence 
of a facility may be judged as reliable evidence that the local community has demonstrated tolerance for the 
facility and associated operations. The continuation of such tolerance is accepted as a working assumption. 

The costs of capacity expansion are assumed to be consistent with those for new construction. Required 
operational assumptions include the lag in capacity expansion and the buildup period for full utilization of 
the incremental capacity. The difference in timing between the attainment of prices adequate to initiate 
capacity expansion and the' initial operation 'of that expanded capacity is assumed to be one year. Given a 
required construction period likely exceeding one year, this assumption is consistent with some degree of 
anticipation of the growth in prices by the operators of the facility. 

c 

New Construction 

Increases in LNG deliveries beyond expand& capacity at existing.sites require capacity expansion at sites 
other than those where facilities are currently located. New capacity construction requires a set of working 
assumptions that are either user specified or default parameters. Major operational assumptions include: 

1 

e 

e 

e 

Selected start dates before which construbtion of LNG terminals on new sites would not be 
allowed 

Design capacity and utilization rates for the newly constructed capacity 

Regional locations for new construction sites3' 

Price increments that would bring forth additional LNG import capacity. ' 

.=- 

. .  

. .  %e siting of new facilities in the united states is a controversial issue that is not addressed analyti~ally. 
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'Appendix 4-A. Discounted Cash Flow. Algorithm 
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Introduction 
The basic DCF methodology used in the Oil and Gas Supply Module (OGSM) is applied for a broad range of 
oil or natural gas projects, including single well projects or multiple well projects within a field. It is designed to 
captun the affects of multi-year capital investments (eg., offshore platforms). The expected discounted cash flow 
value associated with exploration andlor development of a project with oil or gas as 'the primary fuel in a given 

' . region evaluated in year T may be presented in a stylized form (Equation (1)). 

DCF, = (PVTREV - PVROY - PVPRODTAX - PVDRELCOST - PVEQUiP - 
PVKAP - PVOPCOST - PVABANDON - PVSF - PM;rT), 

where,, 

T 

PVROY 
PVPRODT AX 

PVDRILLCOST 
PVEQUIP 

PvIi;Ap 

P m v  

PVOPCOST 
PVABANDON 

PVFTT 
PVSR, 

year of evaluation 
present value of expected total revenues 
present value of expected royalty payments 

present value of expected exploratory and developmental drilling expenditures 
present value of expected lease equipment costs 
present value of other expected capital costs (i.e., gravel pads and offshore 

present value of expected operating costs 
present value of expected abandonment costs 
present value of expected state corporate income taxes 
present value of expected federal corporate income taxes. 

present value of expected production taxes (ad valorem and severance taxes) .. 

platforms) 

Costs are assumed constant over the investment life but vsfy across both region and primary fuel type. This 
assumption can be'chauged readily if required by theuser. Relevant tax provisions also are assumed unchanged 
overthe life of the inv&tmenL Operating losses incurred in the @tial investment period are carried forward and. 
used against revenues generated by the project in later years. 

The following sections describe each component of the DCF calculation. Each variable ofEquattion (1) is 
discussed starting with the expected revenue and royalty payments, followed by the expected costs, and lastly the 
expected tax payments. 

Present Value of Expected Revenues,. Royalty Payments, 
and Production Taxes 

as any co-products. The present value of expected yenues measured at the wellhead from the production of a 
Revenues from an oil or gas project are generated from the production and saleof both the primary fuel.% well 

representative project is defined as the summation of yearly expected net wellhead price' times expected 
. I  

I 

I .  
I .  

'The DCF methodology accommodates price expectations that afe myopic, ada&ve, or perfect The default is myopic 
expectations, so prices are assumed to be constant throughout the economic evaluation period. , 
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production2 discounted at an assumed rate. The present value of expected revenue for either the primary fuel or 
its co-product is calculated as follows: 

. ., 

where, ' 

k = fueltype(oilornaturalgas) 
t = timeperiod 
n = number of years in the evaluation period 

. disc = expecteddisc\ountrate 
. Q ' =  exI;ectedproductionvolumes 

P = expectednetwelheadprice 
c0PR.D = co-product factor? 

Net wellhead price is equal to the market price minus any transportation costs. Market prices for oil and gas are 
defined as: the price at.the receiving refinery for oil, the first purchase price for onshore natural gas, the price 
at the coastline for offshore natural gas, and the price at the Canadian border for Alaskan gas. 

The present value.of the total expected revenue generated from the representative project is: 

where, 

P W T , ,  = 
PVREV,, = 

present value of expected revenues generated from the prhary fuel 
present value of expected revenues generated from the . .  secondary fuel. 

The present value of expected royalty payments (PvROy) is simply a percentage of expected revenue and is 
equalto: ,. 

where, 

ROYRT = royalty rate, expressed as a fiaction of gross revenues. 

production taxes consist of ad valom and seveym taxes. The pkent value of expected production tax is given 
by: 

.=- 

f l  

Qpected production is determined outside the DCF subroutine. The d e w a t i o n  of expected production is described in 

%e OGSM,determines coproduct production as proportional to the primary product production. COPRD is the ratio of units of 
Chapter 4. 

coproduct per unit of primary product. 
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I 

PWROM'q = PVREVT,i>(I -ROYRT,)*PRODTAX, + PVREVT2* 
(1 -ROYRTJ*PRODTAX, 

where, 

PRODTAX = production tax E&.. 

PVPRODTAX. is computed as net of royalty payments because the investment analysis is conducted from the 
point of view of the operating firm in the field. Net production tax payments represent the burden on the firm 
because the owner of the mineral rights generally is liable for hisher share of these taxes. 

Present Value of Expected Costs . 

. Costs are classified within the OGSM as drilling costs, lease equipment costs, other capital costs, ope&g costs 
(including production facilities and genedadministrative costs) and abandonment costs. These costs differ 
among successful exploratory wells, successful developmental wells, and dry holes. The present value 
calculations of the expected costs are computed in a similar manner as PVREV (i.e., costs are discounted at an 
assumed rate and then summed across the evaluation period.) 

Present Value of Expected'Drilling Costs 

Drilling costs represent the expenditures for drilling successful wells or dry hol& and for equipping successful 
'wells through the Christmas tree inStilhti011.~ Elements included in drilling costs are labor, qterial, supplies and 
-direct overhead for site preparation, road building, erecting and dismantling demcks and drilling.rigs, drilling, 
running and cementing casing, nhachinery, tool changes, and rentals. . .  
The present value of expected drilling costs is given by: 

SR, * NUMEXP, + COSTDEVT* SR, * 
c=T 

NUMDEVT + COSTDRYT,, * (1 -SR,) * NUMEXP, + 

COSTDRYT2 * (1 4%) * NUMDEV, * - 1 ( 1  +L) c-j 
where, 

COSTEXP = drilling cost for a successful exploratory well 

COSTDEV = drilling cost for ii successful developmental well 
COSTDRY = drilling cost for a dry hole(l=exploratory, %developmental). 
NUMEXP .= 
NUh4DEV = 

SR = 'success rate (kexplohtory, kievelopmental) 

number of exploratory wells drilled in a givep period 
number of developmental wells drilled in a given period. 

%e Christmas tree refers to the valves and fittings assembled at the top of a well to control the fluid flow. 
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, The number and schedule of wells drilled for a oil or gas project are supplied as part of the assumed production 
profile. This is based on historical drilling activities, 

Present Value of Expected Lease Equipment Costs 

Lease equipment costs include the cost of all equipment extending beyond the Christmas tree, directly used to' 
obtain production from a drilled lease. Three categories of costs are included: producing equipment, the gathering 
system, and processing equipment. Producing equipment costs include tubing, rods, and pumping equipment. 
Gatheing system costs consist of flowlines and manifolds. Processing equipment costs account for the facilities 
utilized by successfid wells. The present value of expected lease kquipment cost is 

. 

where, 

EQUIP = .lease equipment costs per well. 

Present Value of Other Expected Capital Costs 

Other major capital expenditures include the cost of gravel pads in Alaska, and offshore platforms. These costs 
are exclusive of lease equipment costs. The present value of other expected capital costs is calculated as: 

. .  where, 

KAP = other major capital expenditures, exclusive of lease equipment. 

.. 
Present Value of Expected Operating Costs 

. .  
Operating costs include three main categories of costs: n o d  daily operations, surface maintenance, and 
subsurface majntmance. Normal daily operations are fuither broken down into supervision and overhead, labor, 
chemicals, fuel, w&x, and supplies. Surface maintenance accounts for all labor and materials necessary to keep 
the service equipment functioning efficiently and safely. Costs of stationary facilities, such as roads, also are 
included. Subsurface maintenance refers to the repair and services required to keep the downhole equipment 
functioning efficiently. 

Total operating cost in timet is calculated by multiplyipg the cost of operating a well by the number of producing 
I wells in time t. Therefore, the present value of expected operating costs is as follows: 

t 
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where, 

OPCOST = operating costs per well. 

Present Value of Expected Abandonment Costs 

Producing facilities are eventually abandoned and the cost associated with equipment removal and site restoration 
is defined as 

. 
t t n  

PVABANDON, = z[ COSTABNT * 

where, 

COSTABN = abandonment costs. 

Drilting costs, lease equipment costs, operating costs, abandonment costs and other capital costs incurred in each 
individual year of the evaluation period, are integral components of the following determination of State and 
Federal corporate income tax liability. 

j .  

Present Value of Expected Income Taxes 
An important aspect of the DCF calculation cbncerns the tax treatment. All expendims are divided into 
depletable', depreciable, or expensed costs according to current tax laws. All dry hole and operating costs are 
expensed. Lease costs (i.e., lease acquisition and geological and geophysical costs) are Capitalized and then . 
amortized at the same rate at which the reserves are extracted (cost depletion). Drilling costs are split between 
tangible costs (depreciable) and intangible drilling costs (IDC's) (expensed). IDC's include wages, fuel, 
transportation, supplies, site preparation, development, and repairs. Depreciable costs are amortized in accord 
with schedules established under the Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System ma). 

- 
Key changes indhe tax provisions under the tax legislation of 1988 include: 

Windfall Profits Tax on oil was repealed. . .  

0 Investment Tax Credits were eliminated. 

Depreciation schedules shifted to a Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System. 

Tax provisions vary with type of producer (major, large independent, or small  independent) as shown in Table 
1. A major*oil company is one that has integrated operations from exploration and development through refining 
or distribution to end users. An independent is anydl  and gas produceror owner of an interest in oil and gas 
property not involved in integrated operations. Small independent producers are those with less than 1,OOO barrels 
per day of produdon (oil and gas equivalent). The present DCF methodology reflects the tax treatment provided 
byEurrent tax laws for large independent producers. 

I 

%e DCF methodology does not include lease aquisition or geological & geophysical expenditures because they are not 
relevant to the incremental drilling decision. 
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Table 1. Tax Treatment in Oil and Gas Production by Categdry of Company Under Current Tax 
Leaislation 

___ 

Costs by Tax Treatment Large Independents 

Cost Depletio,nb 

Maiors Small Independents 

Maximum of Percentage 
or Cost Depletion 

Cost Depletion Depletable Costs 

G&Ga 
Lease Acquisition 

G&G 
Lease Acquisition 

G&G . .  
Lease Acquisition 

MACRS Depreciable Costs MACRS~ MACRS ' . .. 
Lease Acquisition 
Othercapital . 
Expendictures 
Successful Well Drilling 
Costs Other than IDC's 

Lease Acquisiiion 
Other Capital 
Expndictures 
Successful Well Drilling 
'Costs Other than IDC's 

Lease Acquisition 
Other Capital 
Expendictures 
Successful Well Drilling 
Costs Other than IDC's 

.20 perc'ent of IDC'S 

. ExpensedCosts Dry Hole Costs 
80 percent of IDC'S 

Dry Hole Costs 
80 percent of IDC's 
ODeratina Costs 

Dry Hole Costs 
80 percent of IDC's ' 

Operating Costs Operating Costs 

'Gflog'cal ad geophysical. 
bApplicaMe to marginal project evaluation; firsst 1,OOO.barrels per day depletable under percentage depletion. 
'Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System; the pen'od of recovery for depreciable costs will vary depending on the type of' 

dStraight tine Method. 
depreciaMeasset 

/ 

The resulting pres-ent value of expected taxable income (PVTAXBASE) is given by: 

' P V T ~ A S E ,  = (TREV,-ROY,-PRODTAX;-OPCOST,-AB~N,-XIDC,- T+o t-T [ 
AIDC,-DEPRECt-DHC,) * - ( l+L)*-TI 

where, 

'T 
t 

year.of evaluation 
timeperiod 
number of years in the evaluation period 
expected revenues 
expected royalty PaFents 
expected ppduction -tax payments 
expected operating costs 
expected abandonment costs 
expected expensed intangible drilling costs 

n 
TREV 
ROY 

PRODTAX 
OPCOST 

ABANDON 
XIDC I 
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AlDC = expecWamortiZedintangib1ed;illingco~ts~ , . 
DEPREC = expected depreciable tangible drilling, lease equipment costs, and other capital 

expenditures 
DHC = expecteddryholecosts 
disc = expecteddiscountrate. 

'I'REiV; ROY, PRODTAX, OPCOST, and ABANDONt are the nondiscounted individual. year values as defined 
in equations (6), (7), (8), (12), and (13) respectively. The following sections describe the treatment of expensed 
and amortized costs for purpose of determining corporate income tax liability at the State and Federal level. 

Expected Expensed Costs 

Expensed costs are intangible drilling costs, dry hole costs, operating costs, and abandonment costs. Expensed 
costs and taxes (including royalties) are deductible from taxable income. 

Expected Intangible Drilling Costs 

For large independent producers, all intangible drilling costs are expensed. However, this is not true across the 
producq category (as shown in Table 1). In order to maintain analytic flexibility with respect to changes in fax 
provisions, the variable XDCKAP (representing the portion of intangible drilling costs that must be depreciated) 
is included. Expected expensed IDC's a& defined as follows: 

m, = COsTEXp,*(l -EXKAP)*(l -XM=KAI))*SR,*NUMEXP,+ 
COSTDEVT* (1 -DVKAP) * (1 -XDCKAP) * SR, * NUMDEV, 

wheie, 

cos= = 

XDCKAP = 
SR = 

NuMExP= 
COSTDEV = 

DVKAP = 
NUMDEV = 

EXKAP = '  
drilling cost for a successful exploratory well 
fradtion of exploratory drilling costs that are tangible and must be depreciated 
h t i o n  of intangible drilling costs that must be depreciated' 
success rate (l=exploratory, 2=developmental) 
number of exploratory wells 
drilling cost for a su&sful developmental well 
fmction of developmental drilling costs that are tangible and must be depreciated - 
number of developmental wells. 

I 

If only a pohon:of IDC's are expensed (as is the case for major producers), the remaining IDC's must be 
depreciated These costs are recovered at a rate of 10 percent in the first year, 20 percent annually for four years, 
and 10 -tin the sixth year, refermi to as the 5-year Straight Line Method (SLM) with half year convention. 
If depreciable costs m e  when fewer than 6 years remairi in the life of the project, then costs are recovered using 
a simple straight line method over the remqining period. 

Thus, the value of expected depreciable IDC's is reGesented by: 

; 6This variable is included only for completeness. For large independent producers, al l  intangible &g costs are expensed. 
'The fraction of intangible drilling costs &at must be depreciated is set to .zero as a default to conform wiih the tax perspective of 

a large independent finn. I 
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T for tiT+m-1 
B = {  t-m+l for t>T+m-1 

where, 

j = .yearofrecovery 
p = index for write-off schedule I 

* otherwise, l/(n+T-t) in each period 
DE@DC = for t 5 n+T-m, 5-year SLM recovery schedule with half year convention; 

ina = expectedinflationrates 
disc = expecteddiscountraie 

m = number of years in standard recovery period 

AIDC will equal'zero by default since the D m  methodology reflects the tax treatment pertaining to large 
independent producers. 

Expected Dry Hole Costs 
. All dry hole costs are expensed. Expected dry hole costs are defined as 

DHC, = CO!jTDRYT1*(1 -SRl)*NUMEXP, + COSTDRYTJ*(l - S % ) * W W t  . .. 

where, 

COSTDRY = drilling cost for a dry hole (kexploratory, Mevelopmental). . 

Total expensedcosts in any year equals the sum of XlDC,, OPCOST, ABANDON, and DHC,. . .  

Expected Depreciable Tangible Drilling Costs, Lease Equipment Costs and Other 
Capital Expenditures 

Amortization of depreciable costs, excluding capitalized IDC's, conforms to the Modified Accelerated Cost 
Recovery System (MACRS) schedules. The schedule under differing qcovery periods appear in Table 2. The 
particular period of recovery for depreciable costs'will conform to the specifications of the tax code. These 
recovery schedules are based on the declining balance method with half year cpnvention. If depreciable costs 

? h e  write-off schedule for the 5-year SLh give fecovered amounts in nominal dollars. Therefore, recovered costs are adjusted 
for expected inflation to give an amount in expected constant dollars since the DCF calculation is based on constant dollar values 
for all other variables. 
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kcme when fewer yean remain in the life of the project than would allow for cost recovery over the standard 
period, then costs are recovered using a straight line method 
over the remaining period. 

Table 2. MACRS Schedules(percent) 
'/-year 10-year . 15-year 20-year 

Recovery Recovery Recovery Recovery RecoveFy Recovery 
Period Period Period Period Period Period 

Year . $year 5year 

1' 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 .  

9 .  
10 

11 

12 

13 

. .14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
20 
21 

-33.33 

44.45 
14.81 

7.41 

20.00 
32.00 

19.20 

11.52 - 
11.52 
5.76 

14.29 . 
24.49 

17.49 ' 

12.49 . 
1 8.93 

8.92 

8.93 

CI 

10.00 
18.00 

14.40 

11.52 

.?3.22. 

7.37 

6.55 

6.55 . 

6.56 

6.55 

3.28 

5.00 
9.50 

8.55 

7.70 

6.93 

6.23 

5.90 I 

5.90 

5.91 

5.90 

5.91 

5.90 . 
5.91 

5.90 

5.91 

2.95 

3.750 
7.219 
6.677 

6.177 

5.713 

5.285 

4.888 

4.522 . 
4.462 - 

4.461 

4.462 I 

4.461 

4.462 

4.461 

4.462 

4.461 

4.462 
4.461 

4.462 

4.461 
2.231. 

Source: U.S. Master Tax Guide. 

The expected tangible drilling costs, lease equipment costs, and other capital expenditures is defined as 

.I- 

I .  
'. . 

/- 
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T for tsT+m-1 
B = {  t-m+l for t>T+m-1 - 

where, 

m 
COSTEXP 

EXKAP 
' EQUIP 

SR 
NUMEXP 

COSTDEV 
DVKAP 

NUMDEV 
KAP 

year of recovery 
index for Write-off schedule 
number of years in standard recovery period 
drilling cost for a successful exploratory'well 
h t i o n  of exploratory drilling costs that are tangible and must be depreciated 
lease equipment costs per well 
success rate (l=exploratory, 2=developmental) 
number of exploratory wells 
drilling cost for a successful developmental well 
M o n  of developmental drilling costs that are tangible and must be depreciath 
number of developmental wells drilled in a given period 
major capital expenditures such as gravel pads in Alaska or offshore platforms, 
exclusive of lease equipment 
fort s n+T-m, M A W  with half year convention; otherwise, l/(n+T-t) in each 
period 
expected infiation rate9 . .  
expected discount rate. 

Present Value of Expected State and Federal Income Taxes 

The present value of expected state corporate income tax is determined by 

. (16) . 

where, .-- 

PVTAXBASE = . present value of expected taxable income (Equation (14)) . .  
STRT = stateincometaxrate. 

. I  

/ 

%ach of the y&-off schedules give recovered amounts in nominal dollars. Therefore, recovered costs are adjusted for expected . 
inflation to give an amount in expected constant dollars since the DCF calculation is based on constant dollar values for all other 
VariableS.. 
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The present value of expected federal corporate income tax is calculated using the following equation: 

PVRT, = PVTAXBASE, * (1 -sTRT) * FDRT . (17) 

where,. 

FDRT = federal corporate income tax'rak. 

Summary 
The discounted cash flow calculation is a useful tool for evaluating the expected profit or loss from an oil or gas 
projed The dqdation reflects the time value of money and provides a good basis for assessing and comparing 
projects with different degrees of profitability. The timing of a project's cash inflows and outflows has a direct 
affect on the profitability of the project As a result, close attention has been given to the tax provisions as they 

The discounted cash flow is used in each submodule of the OGSM to determine the economic viability of oil and 
gas projects. Various types of oil and gas projects are evaluated using the proposed DCF calculation, including 
single well projects and multi-year investment projects. Revenues generated from the production and sale of co- . 
products also are taken into account. 

apply to costs. 

The DCF routine requires important assumptions, such as costs and tax provisions. Drilling costs, lease 
equipment costs, operating costs, and other capital costs are integral components of the discounted dash flow 
analysis. l%e default tax provisions applied to the costs follow those used by independent producers. Also, the 
decision to invest d&s not reflect a finds comprehensive t ix  plan that achieves aggregate tax benefits that would 
not accrue to the particular project under consideration. 

.=- 
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Appendix 4-B. LNG Cost Determination Methodology 
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Introduction 

I 

The expected LNG import volumes will respond to the projected gas prices at the point of delivery into the 
U.S. pipeline n e ~ o r k .  That is, the unit cost of imported LNG' will be cornpan$ to the cost of other gas 
available to the pipeline network at that location. Unit LNG costs will be computed- as the project revenue at 
the breakeven point, averaged over expected throughput. The proposed methodology comprises a generalized 
computation of LNG project costs. These costs serve as the minimum price at which the associated volumes 
would flow. 

The LNG project investment will have a positive expected discounted cash flow when the price.exc& the 
computed delivekl cost (including taxes), which is comprised of three components distinguished with respect 
to the separate operational phases: liquefaction, shipping, and regasification. Each cost component will be 
expressed as the cost incurred at each phase to supply a uni! of LNG. 

The proppsed method is intended to be transparent, representative of economic costs, and accounting for 
some degree of tax liabilig. The specific level of costs may be affected by local factors that vary costs or tax 
liability between countries. The sole operational phase on U.S. soil is the regasification terminals. The cost of 
taxes for these facilities will be determined on the basis of the relevant tax law provisions, including the , 

Modified Accele&ted Cost Recovery System (MAW). Operational phases involving non-U.S. capital 
(liquefaction facilities and tankers) will represent the tax liability associated with these facilities as propem. 
taxes? 

DCST, = LIQCST, + SHPCST, + RGASCST, 

where, 

t = foxwa.styear 
. DCST, = delivered cost per unit of LNG 
' LIQCST, = liquefaction cost per unit of LNG 
SHPCST, = shipping cost per unit of LNG 

RGASCST, = regasification cost per unit of LNG.. 

* A brief description of these components is presented below, followed by the actual formulas used for these 
estimations. 

Liquefaction 

The liquefaction revenue requirement is composed of capital costs, operation and maintenance costs, and 
miscellaneous costs, as follows: 

.*- 

/ 

'A unit of LNG will be measured as a thousand cubic feet equivalent of the regasified LNG. 
?his approach, while a severe simplification of a highly.complex reality, is a practical alternative that is consistent with the 

method used in a Gas Research Institutestudy (1988) and the recentNational Petroleum Council study (1992). 
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w n L t  + OMCSTS, + MSCSTS, UQCST, = 
%*-I4 . 

where, 

LJQCST, = liquefaction cost pkr unit of LNG 
CAPCSTS,, = capital costs ( d o n s  of dollars) 

. OMCSTS,, = operation and maintenance costs (millions of dollars) 
MSCSTq, = miscellaneous costs (@luding production costs) (millions of dollars) w, = utilizationrate@ercent) 

CPF~, = gas input capacity (billion cubic feet). 

Capital costs are derived from a rate base that ,includes equipment costs for gas pretreatment, liquefaction 
process, utilities, storage, loading facilities, marine facilities, ovexhead, engineering, fees, and infrslstructure 
cosfs. The debtlequity ratio, cost of capital, and the tax rate are essential in calculating these costs. 
Additionally, a method of depreciation, such as the straight line method, must be established for the 
investment. Capital costs are represented by the following equation: 

where, * 

CAPCSTS, = 
DEP,, = 

W S T L  = 
, .nL - - 

ACCDEP,, 
dL 

y L  

Y 

TAX,, 
-TEL 

capital costs 
depreciation (TNVSTL/n, 
capital investment (millions of dollars) 
useful life of investment 

interest on debt @BAS%, * dL * kd,) 
rate base (INVSTL - ACCDEP,J 

* accumulated depreciation (glDEP,y ) 
debt financing amount (fraction) . 

cost of debt (percent) . 
year of investment 

t 

retm on equity @BAS%, * e, * keJ 
equity financing amount (1 - d,) (fraction) 
cost of equity (percent) 

tax on capital (INVSTL * T€bYI&) 
tax rate (percent). . i 

Operation and maintenance costs include raw materials, labor, materials, general plant, direct costs, and 
insurance. Miscellaneous costs include production and feed gas costs. 

The utilizatibn rate is represented 
regasification, a buildup period toward the maximum utilization rate may be included as an assumption to 
reflect a scenario that is more consistent uiith the historical experience of LNG projkts. 

/ 

a'percentage of the sustainable capacity. For both liquefaction and 
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Shipping 
The shipping component of the delivered cost also consists of capital costs, operation andmaintenance costs, 
and miscellaneous costs, as represented by the following:. 

CAPCSTS, *+ OMCSTS,, + MSCSTS,, 
SHPCST, = 

VOLYR, , 

where, 

(4) 

SHPCST, = shipping cost per unit of LNG 
CAPCSTS,, = capital costs (millions of dollars) 

1 OMCSTS,, = operation and maintenance costs (millions of dollars) 

VOLT, = shipping volume per year (billion cubic feet). . 
MSCSTS,, = miscellaneous costs (millions of dollars) 

Again, key components in calculating capital costs are the'type of financing and the cost of financing. Capid 
costs are represented as follows: 

. .  

where, 

CAPCSTS,, = 
DEP,, = 

INVST, = 
n, = 

wt = 
RBASE,, = 

ACCDEP,, = 

kd, = 
Y =  

4 =  

ROE,, = 
e, = 
ke, = 

TAX&, = 
,TRATE, = 

capital costs 
depreciation (INVSTJnJ 
dapital $vestment (millions of dollars) 
useful life of investment 

interest on debt @BASEst * d, * kdJ 
rate base (INVST, - ACCDEPJ 

accumulated depreciation . iDEP,, ) 
debt financing amount (fraction) 
cost of debt (percent) 
year of investment 

return on equity (RBASE,, * e, * keJ . 
equity financing amount (1 - dJ (fraction) 
cost of equity (percent) 

' tax on capital (INVST, * ~ E J  
tax rate (percent). 

. *- 

OGration and maintenance costs for shipping include those for crew, repair, administrative and general 
overhead, and insurance. 

. -  , 
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. A key element in the operating costs for shipping is the distance that the LNG must travel. This distance will 
affect the amount of LNG that can be transported annually, and ultimately will affect the annual unit cost of 
transporting gas. Assumptions about average speed, operating days per year, and boiloff LNG used for fuel 
also affect the cdculation of shipping volume per year. The calculation for finding the volume that can be 
shipped per year is represented as follows: 

* I  

VOLYR, = vLmG * TRIP& (6) 

. where, 

= ,shipl[;ing volume per year (billion cubic feet) 
= . volume per trip (CPCTY,, - BOILTRE'qJ (billion cubic feet) 
= . shipping capaciG (billion cubic.feet) 
= boiloff per trip [BOILDAY,, * (HOURs,J24)] (billion cubic feet) 
= boiloff per day (billion cubic feet) 
= hours per round-trip (2 * MILES,JSPEED,J 
= one-way distance (nautical miles) 
= average speed of trip (nautical miles per hour) 
= trips per year (OPDAYS,JDAYS,J 
= . operating days per year. 
= days per trip (HOURS,J24 + PORTJ 
= port days per round-trip _- . 

Miscellaneous costs include tankers fuel costs (nitrogen and bunker) and port costs. 

Regasif ication 
Regasification terminals consist of Capital and operation and maintenance costs, as shown in the following 

* where, 

RGASRR, = regasification cost per unit of LNG 

OMCSTS, = operation and maintenance costs (millions of dollars) 
. . CAPCSTS;,, = capitalcosts(millionsofdollars) 

-TJ"&, = . utilization rate (percent)' 
CPCTYr,, = terminal capacity (billion cubic feet). 

, -  

For existing terminals, original capital expendituresm considered sunk costs. The capital outlays for both 
re-activation and expansion are examined, along with costs of capital, method of financing, and 
These capital costs can be represented as follows: 

rates. 
. 

. .  
I 

, .  
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. .  
where, 

RSCAP,,, = restart capital costs 
EXCAP,,, = expansion capital costs. 

~ 0 t h  9f these capital expenditures3 can be represented in the same way as the capital costs for liquefaction or 
shipping. The formulae are as follows: 

. where, 

RSDEP, , 
RSDRATE,t 

RSINVST, 

RSROq,, = 
e, = 
ke, = 

depreciation (RSINVST,*RSDRATEJ 
capital investment in re-activation (Inikons of dollars) 
depreciation rate 

interest on debt (RSRBASE,,, * 4 * k4) 
rate base (RSINVST, - RSACCDEP;,J 

accumulated depreciation (glRSDEp~y ) 
debt financing amount (fraction) 
cost of debt (percent) 
year of re-activation - 

. t  

return on equity (RSRBAS&,t * e, * ke,) 
equity financing amount (1 - 4) (fraction) 
cost of equity (percent) 

tax on capital (RsINVST, * RSTMTEJ 
tax rate (percent). 

where, 

EXDEP,,, = depreciation (EMNVST,*EXDRATE,,J 
EXINVST, = capital investment in expansion (millions of dollars) 

EXJXU'I&, = depreciationrate 

-,, = interest on debt (EX€@AS&,, * 4 * k4) 
EXRBASb,, = rate base (EiXlNVST; - EXACCDEP,J 

EXACPEP,,, = accumulated depreciation ($lmmr*~ ) . 

'In practice, it is not expected that both restarting an existing facility and capacity expansion at &e same site would occur in the 
same year. Thus, RSCAP and EXCAP are not expected to both be nonzero in the same year. 
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4 = debt financing amount (fraction) 

y = yearofexpansion 
= cost of debt (percent) 

ECROQ,,, , = return on equity (EXRBASE,,, * e, * ke,) 
. e, =. equity financing amount (1 - 4) ( h t i o n )  
ke, = cost of equity (percent) 

mm,t = tax on capital (EXINVST, * EXTRATI&) 
EXTRATE, = taxrate(percent). 

Operating and maintenanqe costs for a regasificationterminal include: terminaling and processing, labor, 
storage, administrative and general overhead. . 
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I .  

Introduction , 

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the finding rate methodology in the Oil and Gas Supply Module 
(OGSM). The Snding rate methodology represents the’process by which oil and gas in the unproved portion 
of the economically recoverable resource base’ convert to proved reserves2. This appendix begins with a 
discussion of the basic finding rate methodology utilized in OGSM. This includes a presentation of a simple 
.finding rate equation, as well as successive adaptations to accommodate the particular nqure of the resource 
estimates and to incoprate the effects of technological change. Next, there is a description of the 
implementation of this methodology in OGSM, focusing on modifications consistent with the model’s 
resource accounting system. 

Basic Finding Rate Methodology 

The finding rate measures the yield from exploratory drilling, that is, the amount of reserves discovered per 
unit of exploratoj drilling. A basic assumption underlying the finding rate methodology in OGSM is that the 
larger the oil or gas field, the p t e r  the probability that it will be discovered. Another is that large oil and 
gas fields, though fewer in number, contiin a disproportionate amount of total resources. These assumptions 
suggest that finding rates will decline as drilling progresses. The exact nature of this decline is subject to 
debate, but one or another form of exponential decline has been utilized by several well known discovery 
process models3. OGSM borrows from these models in assuming an exponentially declining finding rate 
relationship between cumulative reserves discovered and cumulative exploratory drilling. The basic finding. 
rate equation in qGSM kflects this relationship. Given an initial finding rate, FRO, an increase in the 
cumulative drilling leads to, an exponential decline in the finding rate! This may be expressed in equation 
form as: 

where, 
.. 

. ‘FR = finding rate’(h4bbl per well or MMcf per well) 
- SW =, cumulative successful exploratory wells 

’ 6,FRO = parameters. 

The derivation of the paramekr 6, the exponential decline factor, is based on the properties inherent in 
Equation (1). III the limit, the amount of economic oil or gas discovered equals the level of Undiscoveied oil or 

. .  

‘Economicdly recoveruble resources are those volumes considered to be of sufficient size and quality for their production to be 
commercially profitable by current conventional technologies,.pder specified economic assumptions. -Economically recoverable 
volumes include proved reserves, inferred reserves, as well as undiscovered and other unproved resourqs. These resources may be 
recoverable by techniques considered either conventional or unconventional. On the other hand, fedurically recoverable resources 
are those volumes producible with ament  recovery technology and efficiency but without reference to economic viability. 

certainty to be recoverable in fpm years from known reservoirs under existing economic and operating conditions. 
p v e d  reserves are the estimated quantities that analysis of geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable 

’See, f i r  example;Arps, JJ. and T.G. Roberts. 1958. 
4Ak will be.shown, the finding rate implemented in OGSM declines exponentially yithin each period, but not exponentially over 

t 

the entire forecast, as b is recalculated each year based on a different estimate for the remaining economically recoverable resource 
base. 

1 
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gas (Q). TI& relationship can be expressed as the integral of the finding rate over an infinite number of 
successful wells muation (2)). . \  

It follows that the rate of decline (6) can be expressed as the simple ratio of the initial finding rate (FRO) to 
the remaining undiscovered resource base ‘(Q). From muation (2), 

Q = $” a FRO * exp(-&SW)d(SW) 

- FRO. ‘ - c--) * 
6 

FRO’ = (--) * 
6 .  

&- FRO 
Q ‘(4) 

From Equation (4) one can see that a smaller resource base estimate would ksult in amore rapid decrease in 
productivity, indicated by a larger value of 6. An important‘aspect of Equation (4) is that the denominator 
represents remaining recoverable resources as of the period corresponding to the origin for the specified 
function. T& d b u t e  is especially germane to the introduction oftechology into the finding rate, which is 
discussed later in this appendix. . . 

‘ D e  basic finding & methodology in OGSM can be furtherillustrated by a simple graphic presentation of 
the preceding concepts. The curve FC in Figure 11 ?presents the finding rate function described by Equation 
(1). The point at which FC intersects with the y-axis is the initial finding rate; FRO. In accordance with the 
previous discussion, the finding rate decreases exponentially.along,the x-axis, which represents cumulative 
drilling (SW). The decline in the finding rate curve FC is determined by the exponential rate of decline (6), 
derived in Equation (4) above ai a function of the initial &ding rate and theslltimate resource target, Q. 
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Figure 11. Basic Finding Rate Function 
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Given this methodology, the level of reserve additions in period t can be calculated as the integral of the 
finding rate Equation (1) over the range of cumulative successful exploratory wells from the previous period, 
t-1, through the current forecast .year. This may be expressed in equation form as: 

where, 

t = forecastyear 
RA = reserve additions from expIoratory drilling 

, SW = cumulative successful exploratory wells 
&FRO = pqmeten. 

Reserve additions are graphically represented in Figure 12. The area beneath the curve FC stands for the 
remaining undiscovered resource base (Q. Any segment of this total area, as determined by movement along 
the x-axis, represents the amount of reserve addition3 (RA) discovered as a result of the indicated change in 
cumulative d@ing. Accordingly, an increase in cuniulative drilling from SW, to SW, would result in a 
quantity of discoveries defined by the segment A-B-SW,-SWl. In this case the finding rate deches from FR, 
to FR, as drilling increases from SW, to SW,. 
r, 
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Figure 12. Reserve Additions 
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Cumulative Successful Wells 

Minimum Economic Finding Rate 

The Q p k e t e r  as described previously is the total resource base, whichk recoverable only with an infinite 
number of wells. The resource estimates employed in OGSM, however, represent only the resources that are . 
economically recoverable. Implicit in these estimates is the existence of some minimum physical return to 
exploratory drilling that would make such acti~ties profitable enough to be undertaken. This concept is 
represented in OGSM in the form of a m u m  economic find'ing rate 0. The minimum economic 
finding rate is,presented in Figure 13. FRMIN is reached when cumulative successful wells increase to SW'. 
The undiscovered economically recoverable resource base (e) is represented by the shaded area beneath the 
finding rate curve (FC) and left of the drilling level at which the curve intersects with FRMIN. 

By utilizing the concept of a minimum economic finding rate, it is possible to obtain an estimate of 6 that is 
based on the economically recoverable resource base, yetis consistent with the methodologyproposed in 
Equations'(3) and (4). Equation (3) now becomes: 
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Technological Change , 

The OGSM methodology incorporates the benefits of technological change into the finding rate. 
Technological change is expected to improve the productivity of drilling by increasing the physical returns 
per unit drilling from what it otherwise would have been. The treatment of technological change is illustrated 
in Figure 14. Given an initial economically recoverable resource base Q", the section A-B-SW,-SW, 
represents the reserves that would be added as a result of a drilling increase from SW, to SW,. If, concurrent 
to this increase in drilling, there are technological advances that cause the remaining economically recoverable 
resource base to expahd by an amount A@, the operative finding ratecurve becomes FC,. FC, reflects the 
decrease in the rate of decline in the finding rate brought about by the expanded resource base. The amount of 
extra reserve additions due to technological change is then defined by the section A-B-C. Similarly, when 
drilling increases from SW, to SW,, and accompanyhg advances in technology cause the remaining 
ekonomidy recoverable resource base to expand by an amount A2QE, there is a further decrease in the rate . 
of decline that produces the new finding rate curve, FG. Reserve additions are again increased over what 
would have been achieved under preexisting technology, this time by an amount defined by the section C-E-F. 
This latter increase.is incrementid to the extra reserves discovered as a result of the technological advances 
that transpired as 'drilling progressed from SW, to SW, (the section defined by B-D-EX). 

* 

. \  

Figure 14. Technological Change 
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Technological change is introduced through modifications of the initial economically recoverable resource 
estimate in Equation (7). The specific change affects the role of the finding rate decline paraineter, 6. It 
reflects the assumptions that technological change ochrs over time and its effect is realized in the expansion 
of the resource estimate, thus lessening the decline rate of productivity. Because the remaining recoverable 
volume is expanding relative to what it otherwise would have been, 6 must be recalculated in each period as 
shokq in Equation (8). Note that the continual recalculation'of the equation parameter 6 requires a 
respecification of the initial finding rate. The fixed constant, FRO, is replaced with m-,, the marginal finding 
rate for the last well chilled in the previous period. This procedure is equivalent to specifying a new function 
in each period t, the origin of which is locatid at SW,,. The denominator is the remaining economically 
recoverable resource estimate, and it is calculated as the initial econmically recoverable resource base 
adjust& for expansion due to technological change, less the cumulative reserves found over time. 

' 

'where, 

FR = findingrateatthebeginningofperiod, : 

FRMtN = minimumeconomicfindingrate 
QTECH = initial economically recoverable resource base adjusted for expansion due to . 

technological change 

cumulative reserve discoveries over the projection period (initial value = 0). 
t = forecastyear . 

CUMRES = 

As indicated'in Equation (8) the resource base is assumed to expand over time due to the development of new 
discovery and extraction technologies, as well as the increased penetration of existing technologies. This 
technologically induced expansion is modeled in L o  ways in OGSM.' 

* 

One method of modeling technological expansion involves simply allowing the-initial resource base to 
expand each year at an assumed constant rate. This methodology is used in OGSM to expand inferred 
reserves, those unproven r&sources converted to proven reserves by developmental' and other exploratory 
(non-new field wildcat) drilling. In this case the representation of the technologically expanded resource base 
becomes: 

QTE- = I * ( 1 + ' (9) ' 

where, 

I = initial inferred reserves estimate in year T 
TECH = annual percentage expansion of resource base due to technological change. . .  

/ 

%se of two approaches for representing technology in the present version of OGSM raises an issue of methodological 
consistency. The current implementation for new field discoveries resolves a concern raised by reviewers of the model regarding 
infinite expansion of the recoverable resource base. Limitations of time and data did not allow addressing this issue in the case of 
other exploratory and developmental drilling. OGSM development plans include review and likely modification of the finding 
rates prior to the next Annual Energy Outlook. 
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A different method is used to. repAent the effect of &hnology upon undiscovered edonomically recoverable 
resources, the resource base from which reserves are added in OGSM by the drilling of new field wildcats. In 
order to not allow undiscovered recoverable resources to expand infinitely yet at the same time allow for a 
reasonable degree of technologically induced growth, these resources expand asymptotically toward a target 
resource value. The target represents the ultimate long-term expansion that is expected to occ@ in the 
undiscovered economically recoverable resource base as a result of technological progress. The functional 
form shows continuous expansion of the recoverable resource base, but at diminishing rates. This 
specification is consistent with a view of the endless potential of technological improvement and the 

. increasing difficulties encountered with additional recovery from a finite resource base. The OGSM 
representation of this new field resource base, as adjusted for technological expansion, is as follows: 

. *  

QTECH, = QE + ( Q *  - Q E )  * ( 1  - exp(-y*t)) . (10) 

where, 

Q' = ultimate undiscovered economically recoverable resource level given long-term 
technological change 

economically.recoverable rksource base due to technological change 
y = parameter determines the incremental expansion of the undiscovered 

The value of y in Equation (10) can be derived based on several assumptions. The first.&sumption is that the 
expanded resource base will in the last forecast year (2010;t-T=20) reflect an implied rate of annual 
percentage expansion, TECH6, such that: 

. 

* .  (11) 
I 

The second assumption is that the expanded recoverable resource ba,se in 2010 equals a given fraction, a, of 
the ultimate expansion target. This relation can be expressed as: . 

Qq = 9 * Q *  

Wbich implies: 

Q *  = QTECH, 
9. 

. Substituting the right side of Equation (1 1) into Equation (13), and using that expression .J replace for Q' in 
Equation (lo), yields: 

Q q  = Q E  t ( QE*(l+TFCH)a/@ - qE ) * ( 1 - exp(-y*t) ) 

. 

%e value of "&I is generally equivalent to the rate utilized to determine resource expansion for other types of W i g  within 
@e same fuel category. For those drilling types, developmental and other exploratory, the representation of technological 

. expansion is as indicated in equation (9). 
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B ~ V S  QTECK, = QE*(I+TECH)~, Equation (14 )’for 2010 appears as the following equation: - 

QE*(l+TECH)U) = Q E  + ( Q E * ( l + m m / @  - Q E )  * ( 1 - eXp(-y*20) ) 

One can then soive for y as foUows: 

= 1 - exp(-y*20) (l+TECH)“ - 1 
(l+TECJp/@ 1 

(l+TEcHy 7 1 
(l+TECH)rn/@ - 1 

’ exp(-y*20) = 1 - 

\ 

. (17) 

In Figure 14 the total expected kpansive effect of advancing technology upon the recoverable resource base 
is introduced in increments. This approach compares to one in which a larger initial resoi,uce value is used to 
determine a &that remains constant over time. Witti that the full long-term benefits of tecnological change are 
factored into the determination of the finding rate curve for all years of the forecast horizon. Figure 15. 
provides a graphical comparison of these two approaches in the early years. FC, is the finding rate curve 
derived by ca lcu lhg  a constant 6 based on FRO and a resource base, QTECQ, that reflects the full 
expected benefits of technological change for the entire forecast hohon. In this case the section defined by 
FRO-G-SW3-0 represents the reserve additions that would be estimated as a result of utilizing the “full 
benefit” approach. 

The finding rate curves relating to onshore conventional inferred reserves and offshore gas inferred reserves 
partially refl ect the “full benefit” approach. This is because estimates of these resources inherently contain 
some allowance for long-term technological progress due to their incorporation of historical rates of reserve , 
growth. In previous versions of the model this approach was considered inappropnatk from a theoretical 
standpoint. Thatjs, it was thought that technological developments in the later years of the forecast period . 
should not be “providing benefits” in the early years-of the forecast. After further analysis, however, it has 
been determined that this approach is acceptable in hese cases, given the nature of inferred reserves and the 
manner in which estimates of inferred reserves are utilized to determine the rate of decline in the finding rate 
function. 
/- 
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Figure 15. Technological Change: Incremental versus Full Benefit Approach 

Cumulative Successful Wells - 

Implementation of the Finding Rate Methodology 

The finding rate prdcess~actually implemented in OGSM is somewhat more complex than the simple 
structure portrayed above, although the underlying concepts remain the same. The changes to the basic design 
mostly reflect the reserve accounting system instituted in OGSM. In the previous Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) supply model, the Production of Onshore Lower 48 Oil and Gas Model (PROLOG), 
reserve additions were treated primarily as a function of undifferentiated exploratory drilling. The relatively 
small amount of reserve additions from other sources was represented as coming from developmental drilling. 
Reserve additions-from developmental drilling were not related directly to exploratory activity: 

In the Oil and Gas Supply Model (OGSM) there is a distinction beyeen exploratory drilling for new fields 
and exploratory drilling for additional deposits within old fields.' This enhancement recognizes important 
differences in exploratory drilling, both by natuie and in its physical and economic returns. New field wildcats 
convert resources in previously undiscovered'fields into both proved reserves (as new discoveries) and 
inferred reserves: Other exploratory drilling and developmental drilling add to proved reserves from the 
stock of inferred reserves by a phenomenon termed reserves growth, the process by which initial assessments 
of proved reserires from a new field discovery grow over time. The volumetric returns to other exploratory 
and developmental drilling in OGSM are referred toas extensions and revisions, respectively. Other 

'Exploratory wells are drill,& in relatively untested or unproven areas and can result in the discovery of new fields or new pools 
wi&h known fields. Exploratory drilling in OGSM is divided between two major types. Newfield wildcats'are exploratory wells 
drilled for a new field on a stnlcture or in ad environment never before productive. Other Pxplorufory welk are those drilled in 
already productive locations. Develop@ welk are primarily within or near proven areas apd can result in extensions or 
revisions. 

'Inferred reserves q that part ofexpected Ultimate recovery from known fields in e x q s  of cumulative production plus current. 
reserves. i 

P 
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exploratory drilling accounts for proved reserves added through new pools or extensions (generally referred 
to only as extensions within the context of the model), and development drilling accounts for reserves added 
as net revisions (including adjustments). The finding rate equations vary in OGSM among new field wildcats, 
other exploratory drilling, and developmental drilling. Finding rates are defined separately for each fuel type 
category '(k) in each region (r). 

New Field Wildcat Finding Rafes ' 

The fiinding rate equation (Equation (20)) for new field wildcatsg follows rather closely the basic methodology 
described above. In the OGSM specification, the yield from new field wildcat drilling begins at the initial 
finding rate, FR1,. and declines exponentially thereafter. This specification conforms to the design of 
Equation (1). 

FRIrk, = FRIrkt-1 *eXP(-"rkt*SW1rkJ. (20) 

where, 
k 1  = finding rate (Mbbl per well or MMcf per well) 

.SW1 = successful new field wildcats 
61 = findingratedeclineparameter 

, r = region 
, k = fueltype(oil0rgas). 

New field reserve additions &e dete&ed as the intew of the Snding rate function over the given &g 
interval, (SW1,J. The resource base enters the equation as an exogenous input that influences the derivation 
of 61, the finding &e decline parameter. The decline parameer, 61, is estimable from Equation (8) in 
combhiation with.the tern of Equations (10) and (13). Substituting values specific to new field wildcat wells. 
yields the following equation: 

where, 

FRMINl= minimum economic finding rate for new field wildcat wells 

The initial estimate for proved reserves are reserves that can certified using mainly the original discovery 
wells, while inferred reserves are those hydmcarbons that will require additional &g before they can be 
considered proved. Subsequent drilling takes the form of 'other exploratory' drilling and development drilling. - 
The finding rates for these latter two types of drilling are based on the same methodology described above, 
with appropriate modifications to account for differences in.the nature of the resource target and the process . 
by which it is converted to proved reserves. i 

./ 

Total successful exploratory wells as described previously are disagpgited into successful new field wildcats and other 
exploratory wells. The disaggregation is based on average historical ratios of successful new field wildcats to total successful 
exploratory wells. For the rest of this appendix, successful new field wildcats will be designated by the variable SWl, other 
successful exploratory wells by SW2, and successful development wells by SW3. 
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- The volumetric yield from a successful new field wildcat well is divided into proved reserves and inferred 
reserves based on.historical reserves growth statistics. More specifically, theallocation of reserves between 
prow$ and infeed reserves is based on the average ratio of initial reserves estimated for a newly discovered 
field relative to ultimate recovery from the field.'O Given an estimate for the ratio of ultimate recovery from a 
field relative to the initial proved reserve estimate, qay the qa reserve growth factor is used to separate 
newly.discovered resources into either proved or inferred reserves. The new fields discovered by new field 
wildcats yield not only proved reserves but also a much larger amount of inferred reserves. Specificallyy the 
change in proved reserves from new field discoveries for each period is given by: 

. .  

where, 

X = nservesgrowthfactor 
AR = additions to proved reserves. 

The terms in Equation (22) are all constants in perk  t, except for the SWl. X is derived from the historical 
data and it is assum& to be constant during the forecast period. FRl,,, and'61,, are calculapd prior to 
.period t, based on. lagged variables and fixed parameters as shown in Equations (20) and (21). 

\ 

Finding Rates for Ofher Tvpes of Drilling 

Reserves areassumed t.& move from the realm of inferred to proved with the drilling of other exploratory 
wells or developmental wells in much the s e e  way as volumes of both proved and inferred reserves are 
modeled as moving from the undiscovered economically recoverable resource base as described above. "he * 
volumetric return to other exploratory wells and developmental. wells is shown in Equations (23) ind 
and (24), respectively. 

. where, 

FR2 = other exploritory wells finding rate 
SW2 = succeSsful other exploratory wells. 

''A more complete discussion of the topic of resene growth for producing fields can be found in Chapter 3 of Z%e Domitic OiZ 
and Gas Recoverable Resource Base: Supporting Analysis for the National Energy Strategy. 
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FR3 = development well finding rate 
'SW3 = successful development wells. 

The derivation of updated decline factors for the exponentially declining functions are shown in Equations 
(25) and (26) for other exploratory drilling and developmental drilling, respectively. 

where, 

- I = initialinfemdresiivesestimate ' 

DECFAC = decline rate adjustment factor. 
FXMIN2 = minimum economic finding rate for other exploratory wells 
-3 = minimum economic finding rate €or developmental wells . . 

' 5  

The conversion of inferred reserves into proved reserves occurs as both other exploratory wells and 
developmental wells exploit a single stock of inferred reserves. The specification of Equations (25) and 
(26) has the characteristic that the entire stock of inferred reserves can be exhausted through sufficiently 
large numbers of either the other exploratory wells or developmental wells alone. This extreme result is 
unlikely given reasonable drilling levels in apy one year. Nonetheless, the simultaneous extraction from 
inferred reserves by both drilling types could be expected to affect the productivity of each othec 
Specifically, the more one drilling type draws down the *erred reserve stock, there could be a 
corresponding acceleration in the productivity decline of the other type. This is because in a given year 

is decremented by either type of drilling. DECFAC is present in the computation of 6, and 63 to account 
for the simultaneous drawdown from inferred reserves by both other exploratory wells and developmental 
wells. DECFAC is a user-specified parameter that should be greater&an or equal to 1.0. Values greater 
than 1 .O accelerate the productivity decline in the finding rate. 

. the same initial recoverable resource value (&e., the denohinator expression in the derivation of 4 and 

Integration of the preceding finding rate functions with the new field wildcat function yields the following 
equation for total'reserve additions in period 1: 
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Conclusion 

This completes a description of the finding rate methodology utilized in OGSM. A simple basic ' 

methodology was presented upon which the OGSM finding rate fyctions are based. Included in this 
discussion were descriptions of two modifications to that basic structure-one to account for the economic 
nature of the resource estimates and another to incorporate the effect of technological advancements: 
Subsequently, the implementation of this methodology in OGSM was described, with the resulting finding 
rate functions shown to vary from the basic structure primarily because of the resource accounting system 
employed in OGSM. 

The methodology for conversion of oil or gas resources into proved reserves is a critically important 
aspect of supply modeling. While the actual process through which oil and gas become proved reserves is * 

a highly complex one, the methodology presented here is representative only of the major phases that 
occur. By necessity,'it is a simplification from a highly complex reality. 

.-- 
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. 
An inventory of OGSM variables is presenw in the followhg tables; These v.ariables are divided into four categories: 

Variables: Variables calculated in OGSM 

Parameters: Estimated parameters 
Output: 

Data: Input data 

OGSM outputs to other modules in NEMS. 

All regions specified under classification are OGSM regions unless otherwi!e note& 

i 
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Text 

DRILLCOST 

DRYCOST 

DRILLCOST . 

Successful well drilllng costs 

Dry well drllllng costs . 

Successful well drllllng costs 

OPC 

NCF 

Operatlng costs 

Net cash flow 

1987$ per project (Above) 

Variables 
I 

DeacrlDtlon 
,Name I I Subroutlne Equatlon . 

Varlab 

Code 

DRILLL48 

Unit I Clasalflcatlon 

1 I OQFOR-L48 

2 I OQFOR-L48 DRYL48 

3 OQEOR-OFF DRILLOFF 
~ 

DRYCOST I 'Dry well drilllng costs 4 OQFOR-OFF DRYOFF 

Lease equipment costs LEQC 5 LEASL48 
LEASOFF 

6 OG FO R-L48 
OQPOR-OFF 

OPERL48, 
OPEROFF 

OG-DCF I 7 CF + OG-DCF 

DCFTOT PROJDCF Discounted cash flow for a 
representatlve project 

Present valueof expected . 
revenue 

Present value of expected 
royaltypayments , * 

Present value of expected 
production taxes 

Present value of expected drilling 
costs 

Present value of expected lease 
equipment costs 

Present value of expected capltal 
costs 

PVREV PVSUM(1) 

PVSUM(2) 

PVSUM(3) 

PVROY 

PVPRODTAX 

12 I OQ-DCF PVSUM(4) PVDRILLCOST 1987$ per project I (Above) 
1 

13 I OQ-DCF PVSUM(5) PVEQUIP 1987$ per project I (Above) 

PVKAP PVSUM(8) 



I 

i 

1 Variables 
I I I 

Varlable Name . 

I Descrlptlon Append'x 
Equatlon Subroutlne. 

' 

Code Text 
1 

.15 . OG-DCF . PVSUM(6) , PVOPERCOST Present value of expected . 
operatlnq costs 

abandonment costs 
OG-DCF PySUM(7) PVABANDON Present value of expected 16 

17 OG-DCF PVSUM(13) PVTAXBASE Present value of expected tax 

18 OQ-DCF XlDC XlDC * Expensed Costs 

. base 
* ' 

DHC DHC Dry hole costs 19 . OG DCF 

20 

21 

23-24 

25 

28 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

Dlscounted cash flow for a ' ' 

OGEXP-CALC WDCFOFFIR ' RDCFOFF Lower 48 offshore dlscounted 

OGEXP-CALC w 2  W Share of total Lower 48 wells at 

OGEXP-CALC WDCFL48 - NDCFON Lower 48 onshore dlscounted 

cash flow 

class,reqlon,fuel level 

Classlflcatton ' Unit 



Variables 
I I f 

IP I 
I Code 

32 OGEXP-CALC WDCFOFF ' . 

33 OGEXP-CALC . W3 

34 OGEXP-CALC WDCFOFFIK 

35-58 . OGEXP-CALC ' SPENDIRtCL48 

59-69 OGEXP-CALC SPENDIRK-OFF - 
70 OGEXP-CALC ' WELLSL48 

7.1 OGEXP-CALC SUCWELLL48 

72 OGEXP-CALC DRYWELLL48 

73 . OGALL-OFF WELLSOFF , 

74 OGALL-OFF SUCWELLOFF 

OGALL-OFF DRYWELLOFF !5 

76 OGOUT-L48 ' FRlL48 
OGOUT-OFF ' FRlOFF 

7 7 .  OGOUT-L48 DELTAlL48 
OGOUT-OFF DELTA1 OFF 

78 OGOUT-L48 CUMRlL48 
OGOUT-OFF CUMRlOFF 

Name . . I , 

Descrlptlon I ' Unit , I  * Classlflcatlon 

SUCWELSON 

CUMRESl 



Name' 
Descrlptlon 

Text 
Unit Classlflcatlon 

OGOUT-L48 
OGOUT-OFF 

NDRL48 
NDROFF 

NRD 

I 

FR2 

62 

Proved reserves added by new. 011-MMB 6.Lower 48 onshore reglons,Fuel(oll,5 
fleld dlscoverles Gas-BCF gas)$ Lower 48 offshore 

Inferred reserves added. by new 011-MMB 
fleld dlscoveties Gas-BCF gas);8 Lower 48 offshore 

Flndlng rates for developmental 
'wells Gas-BCF per well gas);8 Lower 48 offshore 

Flndlng rate decllne parameters Fracllon 6 Lower 48 onshore reglons,Fuel(oll,5 
for developmental wells 

reqlons,Fuel(oll,gas) 

6 Lower 48 onshore reglons,Fuel(oll15 

reqlons,Fuel(ollgas) 

6 Lower 48 onshore reglons,Fuel(oli,5 

reglons,Fuel(oll,gas) 

gas)$ Lower 48 offshore 
reqlons,Fueltoll,gas) 

011-MM.B per well 

OGOUT-L48 
OGOUT-OFF 

OGOUT-L48 
OGOUT-OFF 

OQOUT-L48 
OGOUT-OFF 

OGIpUT-L48 
OGdUT-OFF 

OGOUT-L48 
OGOUT-OFF 

OGOUT-L48 
OQOUT-OFF 

OGOUT-L48 
OGOUT-OFF ~ 

OGOUT-L48 
OQOUT-OFF . 

OQOUT-L48 
OQOUT-OFF 

OQOUT-L48 
OQOUT-OFF ' 

NDIRL48 
NDIROFF 

. FR2L48 
FR20FF 

DELTA2L48 
DELTA20FF 

CUMR2L48 
CUMR20FF 

REVL48 
REVOFF, 

FR3L48 
FR30FF 

DELTA3L48 
DELTA30FF 

CUMR3L48 
CUMRBOFF 

EXTL48 
EXTOFF 

RESADL48 
RESADOFF 

Cumulatlve reserve revlslons 011-MMB 
Gas-BCF . gas);8 Lower 48 offshore 

6 Lower 48 onshore reglons,Fuel(oll,5 

reqlons,Fuel(oll,gas) 

REV 

FR3 

011-MMB 
Gas-BCF gas);8 Lower 48 offshore 

6 Lower 48 onshore reglons,Fuel(oll15 

reqlons,Fuel(oll,gas) 

Reserve revlslons 

Flndlng rates for other 011-MMB per well . 6 Lower 48 onshore reglons,Fuel(oll15 
exploratory dtilllng Qas-BCF per well gas);8 Lower 48 offshore 

reglons,Fuel(oll,gas) 

Appendix B 
Equatlon 

I Varlal 
Subroutlne 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 CUMRES2 

84 

85 

86 . 63 Flndlng rate decllne parameters 
for other exploratory wells 

87 CUMRES3 Cumulatlve reserve extenslons 

Reserve extenslons 88 EXT 

89 RA Total addlllons to proved 
reserves 
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Equatlon . 

90 

Variables 
Varlable Name 

Code Text, 
Subroutlne Deacriptlon Unlt. 

OQOhAL48 RESBOYL48 * R End of year reserves for current 011-MMB 
OQOUT-OFF RESBOYOFF ' year Qas-BCF 
OQFOR-AK BOYRESCOAK 

BOYRESNQAK 

OQOUT-L48 PRRATL48 PR Productlon to reserves ratlos Fractlon 
OQOUT-OFF PRRATOFF 

OQCOMPJD OQPRDAD ADQAS Assoclated-dlssolved gas BCF 

OQCOST-AK DRILLAK DRILLCOST ' . Drllllngcosts 1987$ perwell 

OQCOST-AK LEASAK EQUIP Lease equlpment costs 1987$ per well 

OQCQSTJK OPERAK OPCOST Operatlng costs 1987$ per well 

OQFOR-AK TOTQRR TRR I Alaska total gross revenue Mllllon 1987$ 

*OQFORAK TOTDEP TOTDEP Alaska total depreclatlon Mllllon 1987$ 

'productlon . 

a I, 

requlrements 

OQFOR-AK MARTOT MARGIN Alaska total after tax margln Mllllon 1987$ 

OQFOR-AK RECTOT . DEFRETREC Alaska total recovery of dlffered Mllllon 1987$ 
returns 

OQFOR AK TXALLW TXALLW Alaska Income tax allowance Mllllon 1987$ 

91 

Classlflcatton I 

6 Lower 48 onshore reglonslFuel(oll15 
gas);B Lower 48 offshore 
reglons,Fuel(oll,gas);3 Alaska 
reglons,Fuel(oll,gas) 

Class(Exploratory,Developmental) ;6 
Lower 48 onshore reglons,Fuel(oll,5 gas);8 
Lower 48 offshore regions,Fuel(oll,gas) 

6 Lowel48 onshore reglons, 3 Lower 48 
offshore reglons 

Class(Exploratory,Developmental);3 
Alaska reglons,Fuel (011. gas) 

Cla9s(Exploratory,Developmental);3 
Alaska reglons,Fuel (011, gas) 

Class(Exploratory,Developmental);3 
Alaska reglons,Fuel (oll, gas) 

NA 

NA 

NA * 

NA 

NA 

92 

OQCAN-DCF CF NCF Net cash flow 

OQCAN-DCF OGCAN-DCF PROJDCF Dlscounted ctlsh flow 

OQCAN-DCF REV . REV ' Revenues 

OQCAN-DCF ROY ROY Royalty payments 
\ 

93 

1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(ol1,gas) 

1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 

1987$ per project ClaSs(exploratory,developmental); 

1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); ' 

Fuel(oll,gas) ~~ ~ 

e Fuel(ol1,gas) 

Fuelloll.aas\ 

94 

95 

96 ' 

97 

,98 

99 

100 . 
101 

1 02 

103 

104 



I 

Subroutlne 

I OGCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OQCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OGCAN-DCF 

OGOUT IMP 

OGOUT-IMP 

OGOUT-IMP 

OGOUT-IMP 

' 4 

~ 
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105 

Variables 
Varlable Name 

Descrlptlon Unlt Classlflcatlon 
, Code Text 

DRILL . DRILLCOST . Successful well drilllng costs. 1987$ per project . Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(oll,gas) 

DRILL DRYCOST Dry hole drllllng costs 1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(oll,gas) 

EQUIP EQUIP Lease equlpment costs 1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(oll,gas) 

1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(oll,gas) 

OPER OPERCOST Operating costs 

FTI FTI Federal tax base 1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(oll,gas) 

XIDG XlDC Expensed costs 1987$ per project Ciass(exploratoty,developmental); 
Fuel(oll,gas) 

AlDC DEPREC Depreciable costs '1 1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
\ . .  Fuel(oll,gas) 

RA RA Resource allowance 1987$ per project . Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(oll,gas) 

DA DA ~, Depletlon allowance 1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(ol1,gas) 

PTI PTI Provlnclal tax base 1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(ol1,ghs) 

PROVTAX PROVTAX Provlnclal Income taxes 1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
' Fuel(oll,gas) 

FEDTAX ' FEDTAX Federal Income taxes . 1987$ per project Class(exploratory,developmental); 
Fuel(oll,gas) 

Canadlan wells drilled Wells Fuel(ol1,gas) WELLSCAN * ' WELLS 

FRCAN FR * Canadlan fl ndlng rate 0II:MMB per well Fuel(oll,gas) 

Canadlan flndlng rate decllne Fractlon Fuel(ol1,gas) DELTACAN 6' 
Parameter 

RESADCAN RA Canadlan resewe addltlons 0II:MMB Fuel(o!l,gas) 

, .  

Qas:BCF per well 

Qas:BCF 

106 

1 07 

108 

109 

110 
~ 

111 . ~ 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 * 

120 



Equhtlon 

121 OQOUT-IMP CUMRCAN . * CUMRES . Curnulalive Canadlan resew 0II:MMB ' . Fuel(oi1,gas) 

122 ' OQOUT-IMP RESBOYCAN R I Canadian resewes 0II:MMB Fuel(ol1,gas) 

123 OGOUT-IMP PRRATCAN PR Canadlan productlon to reserves Fraction Fuel(ol1,gas) 

addlllons Gas:BCF 

Gas:BCF 

Variable Name 
Code Text 

Subroutlne . Description Unlt Ctasstftcaiton I 

c 



I I * I  I 

Subroutlne 
Variable Name 

Descrlptlon Unlt Classlflcatlon 
Code Text 

OQ FOR-L48 
OQINiT-L48 

I AoVCFXoFF OQFOR-OFF 
OQINIT-OFF 

ADVLTXL48 PRODTAX I Lower 48 onshore ad valorem t& rates Fracllon I 

OQINIT-AK 
OQPIP AK 

OQINIT-AK 
OQ PI P-AK 

OQINIT-AK 
OQPIP AK 

OQINIT-AK 
OQPIP AK 

OQINIT-EOR 
OQOUT-EOR 

OQINIT-EOR 
OGOUT-EOR 

OQINIT-EOR 
OQOUT EOR 

OQINIT-EOR 
OQOUT-EOR 

OQlNIT-EOR 
OQOUT-EOR 

OQINIT-EOR 
OQOUT EOR 

OQEXPAND-LNQ 
JIGINIT LNQ 

Fractlon 

ANQTSMAX .I ANQTS maxlmum flow BCWD Alaska - 

*ANQTSPRC -. Mlnlmum economlc price for ANQTS start 1987$/MCF Alaska 

ANQTSRES .I ANQTS resewes BCF Alaska 

* ANQTSY R .- Earllest start year for ANQTS flow Year NA 

BQQEORCOQC .. 

up 

EOR cogeneratlon eleclrlc capaclty MW 6 Lower 48 onshore 
(reference case) reglons; 2 usages 

(u11li~,non-ulll1tv) 

reglons; 2 usages 
(ulllllylnon-ullllly) 

BQQEORCOQQ EOR cogenerallon eleclrlc generallon MWh 6 Lower 48 onshore 
(reference case) . 

BQQEORCON EOR crude 011 consumpllon (reference MB 6 Lower 48 onshore 

BQQEORNQC -. .EOR natural gas consumpllon (reference MCF 6 Lower 48 onshore 

case) reglons 

. case) reglons; 2 EOR 
technologles 
(prlman/,olher) 

EOR natural gas productlon (reference MCF 6Lower 48 onshore 
case) reglons 

EOR cdde OH productlon (reference MB 6 Lower 48 onshore 
case) reglons 

facllilles 

BQQEORNQP -- 
BGQEORPR I- 

BUILDLAQ .- Bulldup period for expanslon of LNQ. Year NA 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel (oll,5 gas) % 

8 Lower 48 offshore 
subregions; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

'Source 

Colorado School of Mlnes. 011 Propert 
Evaluatlon, 1983, p. 9-7 

Colorado School of Mlnes. 011 Propert 
Evaluatlon, 1983, p. 9-7 

Natlonal Petroleum Councll 

Natlonal Petroleum Councll 

Natlonal Petroleum Councll 

Natlonal Petroleum Councll 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

~ ~~~ 

Omce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Not Used . 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasllno 

c 



Varlabte Name 
I I , 

Descrlptlon Classlflcatlon Subroutlne Source 

Canada; Fuel (oll,'gas) CPRD~AN . COPRD Canadlan coproduclrate Fracllon 

CPRDL48 COPRD Lower 48 onshore coproduct rate Fraction 

Derlved uslng data from the Canadlan 
Pelroleum Assoclatlon 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasllng , 

OGFOR-IMP 
OGINIT IMP 

OGFOR-L48 
OGlNIT-L48 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel (011, 5 gas) 

8 Lower 48 offshore * 

subreglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

Canada;'Fuel (ol~, gas) 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF 

CPRDOFF I COPRD I Offshore coproduct rate Fracllon I Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecasllng 

CURPRRCAN I omega I Canadlan 1989P/R ratlo Derlved uslng data from the Canadlan 
Pelroleum Assoclatlon 

Fracllon OGINIT-IMP 
OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT IMP 

OGlNIT-L48 
OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT L48 

I omega ILow; 48 tntltat P/R ratios ., Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecasllng 

CUkPRRL48 6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel (oll,5 gas) 

0 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) . 
17 OGSMAGTDM 
reglons; Fuel (011~5 gas) 

Canada; Fuel (oll,$as) 

Fraclloll 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng ~ 

CURPRROFF omega Offshore lnlllal P/R ratlos Fractlon 

CURPRRTDM Lower 48 lnlllal P/R rallosat NGTDM level Fractlon 

CURRESCAN R Canadlan 1989 end of year reserves MMB 
BCF 

CURRESL48, . . R Lower 48 onshore lnlllal reserves MMB 
BCF 

OGINIT-OFF 
OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT 6FF 

OGINIT,L48 ,' 

OGOUT L48 

OGINIT-IMP ' 

OGlNIT-RES 
OGOUT IMP 

OGlNIT-L48 
OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT L48 

OGINIT-OFF 
OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT-OFF 

OGINIT-L48 
OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT-L48 

OGOUT-L48 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecasllng 

Canadlan Petroleum Assoclallon 

Derived from Annual.Reserves 
Report Data 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel (011, 5 gas) ' 

8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

' ' 

I R  CURRESOFF 
' I:::* Offshore lnltlal reserves Derlved from Annual Reserves 

Report Data 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

17 OGSWNGTDM 
reglons; Fuel (011, 5 gas) 

CURRESTDM .- Lower 48 natural gas reserves at NGTDM MMB 
level BCF 

DECFAC DECFAC Inferred resource slmullaneous draw Fracllon 
factor 

NA Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastfno 



OGFOR-IMP 
OGlNlT IMP 

OGFOR-L48 
OGINIT-L48 
WELL 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF 
WELL 

OQINIT-AK 
OGPRO AK 

OGFOR-IMP 
OGlNlT IMP 

0 G D EV-AK 
OGINITJK 
OGSUP AK 

OGDCF-AK 
OGFOR-L48 
OGFOR-OFF 
OQINIT-BFW 

OGFOR-IMP 
OQINIT IMP 

OQCOST-AK 
OGINITJK ' 

,- 

DECLCAN 

DECLC48 

DECLOFF 

DECLPRO 

DEPLETERT 

* 3  
~EV-AK 

DISC 

DlSRT . 

DRILLAK 

Wells per year 

Fractlon 

Fractlon 

1990$Pwell 

1987$ 

3 Alaska reglons; Fuel 
(011, gas) 

Natlonal 

Canada 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 
3 Alaska reglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

Canada: Fuel (011, gas) OQFOR-IMP , 

OGINIT IMP 

OQALL-OFF . 
OGFOR-OFF 
OQlNlT OFF 

OFCOST-AK 
OGiNiT AK 

DRILLCAN 

DRILLOFF 

DRLNFWAK 1990$Pweli 3 Alaska reglons; 
Fuel (OIL aasl 

Data 

Descrlptlon Clssslflcatlon Unlt I Source 
me 

Text 

. -- Canada: Fuel (011, gas) I Fractlon Canadian decllne rates Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecasting 

-- Lower 48 onshore decllne rates Fractlon 6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons: -I--- Fuel oli 5 as 

-- 
~~ 

Offshore decllne rates OMce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecashg 

Fractlon 8 Lower 48 off shore 
subreglons; 

Fractlon Fleld - 
~ ~~ ~~ 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Office of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasting 

Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecastlng 

Alaska decllne rates for currently 
produclng flelds 

Depletion rate 
~~ 

DEPLRT Fractlon NA 

.. Alaska drilling schedule for developmental 
wells 

. .  
dlsc Dlscount rate Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 

Forecastlng 

dlsc Dlscount rate Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

f 

DRILL 
~ . ~~ 

~~ 

Alaska drllllng cost (not lncludtng new fleid 
.wildcats) 

DRILL Canadian lnltlal drilllng costs Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecasting 

DRILL Offshore ddlllng cost 1987$ Mlneral'Management Servlce 8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons 

I 

Alaska drilllng cost of a new fleld wlldcat Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
Eetecastlna 



s' 
4 - *  
3 

I 0 
3 

Classlflcatlon 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental): 
3 Alaska regions; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental) 

H 
9 

' 0  
3 

. .  
Source 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

I . Varlebleh 
Subroutine 

me 
Descrlptlon 

Text 

DGDCF-AK . 
DGDEV-AK 
DGINIT-AK 
OGNEW-AK 

OGFOR-IMP . 
OGINIT-IMP 

Unlt I- DRYCAN- 

8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel (011, nas) 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
regions 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
regions 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
regions 

Canada 

OGALL-OFF DRYOFF 
OGEXP-CALC 
OGFOR-OFF 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF * 

Mlnerals Management Sewlce 

Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecasting 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

Not Used 

DVWELLOFF 1% 
OGFOR-L48 ' DVWLCBML48 
OGINIT L48 * 

OGFOR-L48 D\iwLDGSL48 
OGINIT L48 

OGFOR-L48 DVWLDVSL48 
OGINIT L48 

OGFOR-IMP DVWLGASCAN 
OGlNlT-IMP 

DVWLOILCAN I OGFOR-IMP 
OGlNIT-IMP 

0 G FOR-L48 DVWLOILL48 
OGINIT L48 

OGFOR,L48 DVWLSGSL48 
OGINIT L48 I 

OGFOR-L48 DVWLTSGL48 
9GlNIT L48 

Alaska dry hole cast 1990$/hole 

Canadlan dry hole cost 

* I 1987$ 

DRY Offshore dry hole cost 1987$ Class (exploratory, 
developmental),; 
8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons 

Mlnerals Management Sewlce 

Canada 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
regtons 

6 Lower 48 onshore . 
reo Ion S 

Not Used 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng ' 

Office of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlno 



Subroutlne Descrlptlon Unlt 
Varleble Name 

Code Tent ' 

OQlNIT-L48 ELASTL48 . .. Lower 48 onshore productlon elastlclty Fraction 
OQINIT-RES values 
OGOUT L48 

DGINIT-OFF ELASTOFF Offshore productlon elastlclty values Fractlon 
DQlNIT-RES , 
DGOUT OFF 

OGCOMP-EMIS EMCO ' I. Emlsslon factors for cmde 011 productlon Fractlon 
OGlNlT EMlS 

DGCOMP-EMIS EMFACT Emlsslon factors ' MMB , 
OGINIT EMlS MMCF 

OGCOMP-EMIS EMNG -- . Emlsslon factors for natural gas Fractlon * 

OQINIT-EMIS productlon 

1990$Meil OQCOST-AK ' ~QMIPAK EQUIP Alaska lease equlpment cost 
OGINITAK 

OGEXP-CALC EXOFFRGNLAG Offshore exploration & development 1987$ 
OGINIT-BFW reglonal expenditure (1989) 

OGDEV-AK EXPAK Alaska drllllng schedule for other wells per year 
OQINITAK -. exploratory wells 
OGSUPAK 

OGCAN-DCF EXPENSE EXP ' Fractlon of drlll costs that are expensed fractlon 
OGFOR-IMP . .  
OGINIT-IMP 

. .  

Source Classlffcatlon 

6 OGSm Lower 48 
,onshore reglons 

8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons 

Census reglons 

Census reglons 

Census reglons 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 3 Alaska 
reglons: Fuel (011, gas) 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental): 
8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons 

3 Alaska reglons 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental) 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng . 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasting 

EPA - Energy Technology 
Characterltations Handbook 

EPA - Energy Technology 
'Characterizations Handbook 

EPA.- Energy Technology 
Characterltatlons Handbook 

U.S. Geologlcai Survey 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls'and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Canadlan Tax Code , 

Mlnerals Management Servlce 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasting 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasllna 



Subroutlne 
Code 

EXWLGASCAN , 

EXWLOILCAN 

EXWLOILL48 

EXWLSGSL48 

EXWLTSGL48 

FACILAK 

OGFOR-IMP ' 

OGFOR-IMP 
OGlNlT IMP 

OGFORLL48 
OGINIT L48 

OGFOR-L48 
OGINIT L48 ' 

OGFOR-L48 
OGINIT L48 

OGDEV-AK 
OGFAC-AK 
OGINIT-AK 
OGSUP-AK 

OGFOR-IMP 
OGINIT IMP 

OGDCF-AK 
OGEXP-CALC 
OG FOR-L48 
OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-BFW 

OGFOR-IMP 
OQlNIT-IMP 

OGFOR-L48 
OGlNIT-L48 

OGlNlT .IMP* 

* 

Text 

Canadlan exploratory gas drllllng 
schedule 

Canadlan exploratory oll drllllng schedul 

Lower 48 explora!ory project drllllng 
schedules for oil 

Lower 48 exploratory project drllllng 
schedules for shallow gas . 

.I. Lower 48 exploratory project dtllllng 
schedules for tlght gas 

..I 'Alaska taclllty cost (011 fleld) ' 

-- 
.. , 
-- 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF 

~ 

wells per year 

wells per year. 

wells per year 

199O$/bIS 

. 

fractlon 

fradtton 

OGINIT-LNG - 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons , , Forecastlng 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons Forecastlng 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
realons Forecastlng . 
Fleld slze class 

Offlceof Integrated Analysts and ' 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 

U.S. Geologlcal Survey 

Canada 

Canada * ' US. Tax Code 

Petroleum Flscal Systems In Canada - Enerhv, Mlnes & Resources 
FEDTXCAN FDRT Canadlan corporate tax rate 

FEDTXR I . . 

ELOWOFF Offshore flow rates 

. .  
FDRT US. federal tax rate 

source I Unlt Classlflcatlon 

FLOWCAN 

FLOWL48 

wells per year I Canada ' I Not Used ' 

I- Canadlan flow rates 

-- Lower 48 onshore flow rates 

I 
~~ ~ 

wells per year Canada 

bls, MCF per 
year 

bls, MCF per . 
year 

bls, MCF per 
year 

. 

1991$IMCF 

I Not Used 

Canada; Fuel (011, gas) 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel (oll,5 gas) 

8 Lower 48 offshore 
subregtons; Forecastlng . 
Fuel (011, gas) 

LNG Source Country 

OMce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

EIA, Off Ice of 011 and Gas 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 

. .  
National Petroleum Councll 

. .  



Subroutlne 
Variable Name I DescrlDtlon 

. Canadlan lnltlal flndlng rate ' 

FRMINL48 
. .  

FRMINOFF 

* ER1 L48 

FRIOFF 

FR2L48 

FR20FF 

' FR3L48 

~ FR30FF 

FRMIN 

FRMIN 

FR1 

FR1 

FR3 

FR3 . 

FR2 

FR2 

Classlflcatlon Source Unlt 
~ 

FRCAN I SR 

Canada Omce of Integrated Analysts, and 
Forecastlng 

)GINIT-IMP 
)GOUT-IMP 

MMB 
BCF 
per well 

MMB 
BCF 
per well 

MMB 
BCF 
per well 

MMB 
BCF 
per well 

MMB - 
BCF 
per well 

MMB 
BCF 
per well 

MMB 
BCF 
per well 

MMB 
BCF 
per well 

BCF 
per well 

MMB 
BCF '. 
per well 

MMB , 

MMB. - 

1 FRMIN - ~ 1 Canadlan mlnlmum economlc flnding rate I 
~ ~~ 

3GlNiT-IMP . FRMINCAN 
3GOUT-IMP 

Omce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasting 

Canada 

Lower 48 onshore mlnlmum exploratory 
well flndlng rate 

Omce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Omce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel (011, 5 gas) 

8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel (oll,5 gas) 

8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

6 Lowe~48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel (oll,5 gas) 

8 Lower 48 offshore 
su breglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
regions; 
Fuel (oll,5 gas) 

8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel loll, gas) 

3 Alaska reglons 

DGINIT-OFF 
DGOUT-OFF 

Offshore mlnlmum exploratory well flndlng 
rate 

OGINIT-L48 
OGOUT-L48 

Omce of Integrated Analysls and' 
Forecastlng 

Lower 48 onshoremew fleld wildcat well 
flndlng rate 

Omce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng . 

' OGINIT-OFF 
OGOUT-OFF 

Offshore new ffeld wlldcat well flndlng rate 

Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecastlng . 

! 
Lower 48 onshore developmental well 
flndlng rate 

OGINIT-OFF 
OGOUT-OFF 

Offshore developmental well flndlng rate Omce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

~ ~ ~~ 

Omce of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecastlng 

Lower 48 other exploratory well flndlng 
rate 

Offshore other exploratory well flndlng 
rate 

OGINIT-OFF 
OGOUT-OFF 

Omce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasting 

' 

OGFOR-AK 1 FSZCOAK I - 1 Alaska 011 fleld size dlstrlbullons 
OGINIT-AK 

U.S. Geologlcal Survey 



~~ 

- Subroutine' 

IQFOR-AK * 

IQINIT-AK 
IQNEW-AK 

IGINIT-EOR 
3QOUT-EOR 

3QINIT-EOR 
3QOUT-EOR 

~QINIT-EOR 
3QOUT EOR 

3QINIT-EOR 
3QOUT-EOR 

DQINIT-EOR 
DQOUT EOR 

DQlNIT-EOR 
DQOUT EOR 

OQlNIT-L48 . 

OQINIT-OFF . 

OQINIT~K. 
OGPRO_AK 
OQlNlT-L48 

OQINIT-OFF 

OQINIT-L48 

~~~~~~ ~ 

I .  Descrlptlon Unlt' . Classlflcatlon . Source 

FSZNQAK -- Alaska gas fleld slze dlstributlons 'BCF 3 Alaska reglons U.S. 6eologlcal Survey 

Varlable Name . 

Code Text 
. .  

. *  

HQQEORCOQC EOR cogeneratlon electric capaclty (hlgh MW , 6 Lower 48 onshore Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
oil prlce case) reglons; 2 usages Forecastlng 

(utlllty,non-utlllty). 
I .  

HQQEORCOQQ .. EOR cogeneratlon electric generation MWh 6 Lower 48 onshore Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
(hlgh oll prlce case) reglons; 2 usages Forecastlng 

(utlllty,non-utllltv) 

HGIQEORCON .. EOR crude oll consumptlon (hlgh oll prlce MB 6 Lower 48 onshore Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
case) reglons Forecastlng 

HGQEORNQC EOR natural gas consumptlon (hlgh oll MCF 6 Lower 48 onshore Offlce of Integrated Analysls and , 

'in prlce case) regions; 2 EOR Forecastlng 
technologles 
(primary,other) 

regions 

reglons Forecasting I 

HQQEORNQP -- EOR natural gas productlon (hlgh oll prlce MCF 6 Lower 48 onshore Not Used 
case) 

HQQEORPR ' 
case) 

HISTADL48 -- Lower 48 hlstorlcal associated-dissolved BCF NA Annual Reserves report 
natural gas resewes 

HISTADOFF -I Offshore'hlstorical assoclated-dlssolved BCF NA Annual Reserves Report 
natural gas reserves . .  

HISTPRDCO Alaska hlstorical Crude oll productlon MB/D . FIe16 Alaska 011 and Gas Conservatlon 

HISTPRRL44 I .- Lower 48 hlstorlcal P/R ratlos . fractlon 6 Lower 48 onshore Derived from Annual Reserves 

. I  -- . EOR crude oll production (hlgh oll price ' MB . 6 Lowei 48 onshore Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 

' Commlsslon ' . 

.regtons; Report 
Fuel (045 gas) 

subreglons; Report 
Fuel (011, gas) 

HISTPRROFF .* Offshore hlstorlcal PIR'ratIos fraction 8 Lower 48 offshore Derlved from Annual Resekes 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
the NQTDM le realons: Fuel loll. 5 ~ s )  Fo . .  recastlna vel 

HISTPRRTDM .* Lower 48 onshore hlstorlcal P/R ratlos at fractlon 17 OQSMMQTDM 

a .  



t 
Data 

~~ 

Subroutlne Classlflcatlon . Unlt I Varlable r 
Code 

HISTRESL48 

ime 

Text' 

*- 

Descrlptlon Source 

Lower 48 onshore hlstorlcal beglnnhg-of- 
year reserves 

Annual Reserves Report MMB 6 Lower 48 onshore 
BCF . reglons; Fuel (oll,5 

gas) 

MMB 8 Lower 48 offshore 
BCF subreglons; 

MMB 17 OGSMNGTDM 
BCF . reglons; Fuel (oll,5 gas) 

Fuel (011, gas) . 
OGINIT-OFF HISTRESOFF -- Offshore hlstorlcal beglnnlngof-year 

reserves 
Annual Reserves Report 

HISTRESTDM OGINIT-L48 Lower 48 onshore hlstorlcal beglnnlngof- 
year reserves atthe NGTDM level 

Annual Reserves Report 

INFL 
I 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng \ 

lnfl US. lnflatlon rate OGDCFJK 
OQFOR-L48 
OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT. BFW 

fractlon National 

MMB 6 Lower 48 onshore 
BCF reglons; 

MMB 
BCF subreglons; 

fractlon Canada 

Fuel (011, 5 gas) 

8 Lower 48 offshore . 
Fuel (oil, gas) 

i, 
INFRSVL48 I Lower 48 onshore Inferred reserves 

' 
Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

OGlNIT-L48 
OGOUT-L48 

OGINIT-OFF 
OGOUT-OFF 

INFRSVOFF I Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offshore Inferred reserves 

INFRT Infl Canadlan lnflatlon rate OGFOR-IMP 
OGINIT IMP 

OGFOR-IMP 
OGlNlT IMP 

OGDCF-AK 
OGINITJK 

OGFOR-L48 
OGINIT L48 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF 

OGFOR-L48 I 

OGINIT-L48 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Not Used INVESTRT I NVESTCR fractlon I Canada ' Canadlan Investment tax credlt 

Alaska drlll costs that are tanglble & must 
be depreclated 

Lower 48 onshore drlll costs that are 
tanglble & must be depreclated 

Offshore drill costs that are tanglble & 
must be depreclated 

Lower 48 onshore other capltal 
expendltures 

KAPFRCAK EXKAP US. Tax Code fractlon Alaska 

fractlon Class (exploratory, . 

fractlon Class (exploratory, 
developmental) . 

1987$ Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 
6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel loll. 5 aas) 

, developmental) 
KAPFRCL48 EXKAP U.S. Tax Code 

KAPFRCOFF EXKAP U.S. Tax Code 

Not used KAPSPNDL48 KAP 



Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 
8 Lower48 offshore 

Mlnerals Mangement Servlce ~QFOR.-OFF 
3QlNIT-OFF 

KAPSPNDOFF 

Class (exploratoy, 
developmental); 6 Lower 
48 onshore reglons; Fuel 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental): 6 Lower 
48 onshore reglons; Fuel 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng ' 

1989 Lower 48 lease equlpment cost 

1989 Lower 48 operating cost . 

Canadlan lease equlpment cost 

1987$ 

1987$ * 

1987$ 

Offshore lease equlpment cost 

Electric cogeneratlon capaclty from EOR 

Electric cogeneratlon volumes from EOR 

EOR crude oil consumptlon 

1987$ per Class (exploratory, I 

project developmental): 
' 8 Lower 48 offsho!e 

subreglons . 

MW 6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 2 usages 
(utiilty,non-utliity) 

reglons; 2 usages 
(utllity,non-utlllly) . 

realons 

MWh 6 Lower 48 onshore 

MB 6 Lower 48 onshore 

OGINIT-EOR 
OQOUT-EOR 

OQINIT-EOR 
OGOUT-EOR 

LQQEORCOQC 

LGQEORCOGQ 

OGINIT-EOR 
OGOUT EOR 

LQQEORCON 

I Varlableh 
Subroutlne Descrlptlon I Unlt . I Classlflcatlon Source 

me 

Text 

KAP I '  Offshore other capltal expenditures . . ' 1987$ 

I I subreglons I 
-- I989 Lower 48 drill cost 

> 

1987$ 3GFOR-L48 
3QtNlT-L48 

. .  I I (01~5 gas) I 
1 

3GFOR-L48 
OGINIT-L48, 

1989 Lower 48 dry hole cost 1987$ I \  . LAQDRYL48 

LAQLEASL48 

LAQOPERL48 

.. OQFOR-L48 
OGINIT-L48 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 6 Lower 
48 onshore reglons; Fuel 
(011, 5 gas) 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 6 Lower 
48 onshore reglons; Fuel 
(oll,5 gas) 

Canada; Fuel (oil, gas) 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

OG FO ILL48 
OQI NIT-L48 

.. 

OQFOR-IMP ' LEASCAN 
OGINIT-IMP I EQUIP Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 

Forecastlng iq- LEASOFF EQUIP ' Mlnerals Mangement Servlce 

OMce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecasttng . 

.- 

I- 1 Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
l Forecastlng 

-- 
~ Not Used 



Data 

Varlable L 

Code 

LGQEORNGC - 
Subroutlne Unlt Source 

ne 

Text 

.- 
Descrlptlon Classlflcatlon 

OGiNIT-EOR I 

OGOUT-EOR 
Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasting 

EOR natural gas consumption . MCF 6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 2 EOR 
technologles 
Lprlrnan/,other) 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
regions 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
renlons 

LNG Source Country 

.. LGQEORNGP MCF EOR natural gas praductlon Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasting 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

National Petroleum Councll 

, OGINIT-EOR 
OGOUT EOR 

OGINIT-EOR 
OGOUT-EOR 

OGEXPAND-LNG 
OGlNlT LNQ 

OGINIT-LNG 
OGPROF LNG 

0 G EXPAND-LNG 
OGPROF LNG 

OeFORAK . 
OGINITAK 
OGPRO AK 

OGINIT-IMP 
OGOUT MEX 

OQINIT-IMP 
OGOUT MEX 

OGINIT-AK . 
OQNEW AK ’ 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF 

LGQEORPR EOR crude oil production MB 

LIQCAP Liquefaction capaclty BCF 

! 
LIQCST Liquefaction costs 1991$~CF LNG Source Country National Petroleun Councll 

.- ~ S T A G E  Llquefaction stage NA National Petroleum Councll NA 
G) e: 

MAXPRO Alaska maxlmum crude oil production MBID Field Announced Plans F 
B 
5 

H 
H 
5 

E. 
0 

B d. 
0 
3 

BCF MEXEXP 

MEXIMP, 

Exports from Mexlco . 

Imports from Mexlco 

3 US/Mexican border ’ 

crossing 

3 USlMexIcan border 
crossing 

NA 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng ’ 

Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlna 

Minerals Management Service 

... BCF 

NFW-AK Alaska drllllng schedule for new fleid 
wlldchts 

Offshore new fleld wildcat cost 

wells 

NFWCOSTOFF COSTEXP 1987s Class (exploratory, 
developmental): 
8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons 

ClasS (exploratory, 
developmental); 
r=Y ’ 

1 OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF 

Offshore‘exploratory and developmental 
project drllllng schedules 

Minerals Management Selvlce NFWELLOFF wells per 
project per 
year 

NA Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Mapplng of NGTDM reglons to OGSM 
reglons 

17 OGSMNGTDM 
regions 

OGINIT-L48 
OGINIT-RES 
OGiOUT L48 

NGTDMMAP 



~~ ~ 

Variable Name 
Subroutlne 

Code . Text 

OQINITJMP OQCNBLOSS ' 

Untt 
, .  

Classlflcatlon Descrlptlon . Source 

~~ 

Gas lost In translt to border 
' 

BCF Not Used 8 USlCanadlan border 
crosslngs 

6 USlCanadlan. border 
crossing 

6 USlCanadlan border 
crosslng 

6 US/Ca?adlan border . 
crosslng 

I I I I 

OQINIT-IMP OGCNCAPB I Canadlan capacltles at borders - base I BCF Derived from Natural Gas Annual 
case 

Canadlan capaclnes at borders - hlgh 
WOP case ' 

Canadian capacltles at borders - low 
WOP case 

Canadlan gas consumptlon 

Canadlan tiemand calculatlon parameters 

Gas lost from wellhead to Canadlan 

Derived from Natural Gas Annual BCF OQlNlT-IMP. OQCNCAPH' -- 
OQINIT-IMP OQCNCAPL -. 

OQINIT-IMP - OGCNCON -. 
OQOUT IMP 
OQlNlT IMP OQCNDEM . -- 
OQINIT-IMP I ~QCNDMLOSS - -- 

BCF . Derived from Natural Gas Annual 

BCF Offlce of Integrated Analysls and . 
Forecastlng 

Not Used 

Canada: Fuel (011, gas) . 

NA 

BCF 

NA . 
Canada Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 

Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasting 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlnn ' 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of lntegraied Analysls and 
Forecastlnn 

NQTDM 

NQTDM 

demand 

demand 
OQINIT-IMP OGCNEXLOSS -- Qas lost from US export to Canadian 

OQINIT-IMP OGCNFLW. -- 1989 flow volumes by border crosslng 

I .  

BCF Canada 

BCF * 6 USlCanadlan border 
crosslngs 

Canada 

Canada 

Canada 

USlCanadlan & 
USlMexlcan border ' 

crosslngs and LNQ . 
destlnatlon polrits 

Canada: Fuel (OS, gas) 

OQINIT-IMP I OQCNPARM1 I Actual gas allocatlon factor fractton -: I '1 
~~~~~~ 

OQINIT-IMP OQCNPARM2 -. ' Responslveness of flow to dlfferent border fractlon . . 
prtces 

OGINIT-PRICE . , OQCNPPRD -- Canadlan price of oll and gas ' oil: 87$s/B 
gas: 87$s/mcf 

OQPIPAK OQPNQIMP -. Natural gas Import prlce 
OQPROF-LNQ 

87$dmcf 

OQFOR-IMP OPERCAN OPCOST Canadlan operating cost $1987 . 
GQlNlT IMP 

g 

OfflCe of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastha 



. 

~ 

OPCOST 
~~ ~~~ ~~ 

Offshore operatlng cost Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 
8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons 

Fuel (oil, gas) 

Fuel (OS, gas) 

Fuel (011, gas) , 

Canada 

Fleld 

Mlneral Management Sewlce 

Omce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Omce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

OMce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

Petroleum Fiscal Systems In Canada - Energy, Mlnes & Resources 

Announced Plans 
, .  

-- 

-- 

I. 

m . 

m * 

m 

m 

.. 

Start year for known flelds In Alaska 

LNQ operatlng flow capaclty 

LNQ maximum capaclty 

Alaska recovery perlod of lntanglble & 
tanglble drlll cost 

Canada recovery perlod of lntanglble & 
tanalble drlll cost ' 

Lowei 48 recovery perlod for lntanglble & 
tanglble drill cost 

Offshore recovery perlod lntanglble & 
tanglble drlll cost 

Alaska crude 011 resources for known 
flelds 

LNQ destlnatlon polnts 

LNG destlnatlon Polnts 

Alaska . . 

Natlonal Petroleum Coutkll 

Natlonal Petroleum Councll * 

U.S.TaxCode 

Fleld OFE, Alaska 011 and Gas - Energy 
Wealth or Vanishing Opportunity 

Subroutlne 4 Descrbtlon 
Varleble h 

Code 

OPEROFF 

.Unit Classlflcatlon Source 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF 

1987$ per well 
per year 

Alaska oll project life Years OGDCF-AK 
OGINITJK 

OGFOR-L48 
OGINIT L48 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT OFF 

OGFOR-IMP 
OGINIT IMP 

OQFOR-AK 
OGINIT-AK 
OQPRO-AK 

OQINIT-LNG 
OGLNQ OUT 

OQEXPAND-LNG 
0 G IN IT-LNG 
OGLNG OUT 

OGDCF-AK 
OGINIT AK 

OGFORJMP 
OGINIT IMP 

OGFOR-L48 
OGINIT L48 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF 

OGFOR-AK . 
OGINIT-AK - 

OGEXPAND-LNG 

PRJAK n 

PRJL48 n Years Lower 48 project llfe 

Offshore proJect llfe 

Canadlan provlnclal corporate tax rates 

PRJOFF' n Years 

PROVTXCAN PROVRT frattlon 
~ 

'i 
PROYR Year 

ECF QLNG 

~ ~~ 

QLNGMAX BCF 

RCPRDAK Years 

RCPRDCAN Years Canada Petroleum Fiscal Systems In Canada - Eneroy, Mlnes & Resources 

U.S. Tax Code 

U.S. Tax Code 

RCPRDL48 

RCPRDOFF . 

RECRES 

Years 

Years 

Lower 48 Onshore 

Lower 48 Offshore 

MMB 

I .  



Subroutine ' Descrlptlon Unit * .Ciassificatlon 

DGINIT-LNG 
DGPROF LNQ 

DGEXPAND-LNG 
OGlNIT LNG 

OGEXPA~~D-LNG 
OGINIT-LNG 
OGPROF LNG 

OQINIT_IMP 
OGOUT-IMP 

OGFOR-IMP 
OGINIT IMP 

OGDCF-AK 
OGFOR-L48 
OQlNlT BFW I 

OQINIT-AK 
OGSEVR-AK 

0 G FOR1148 
OGINITLL48 

Source ' 

OQFOR-OFF 
OQINIT-OFF ' 

Variable 

Code 

REGASCST ' 

REG ASEXPAN 

REQASSTAGE 

RESBASE 

ROY RATE 

POYRT 

SEVTXAK 

SEVTXL48 

SEWXOFF 

SPENDIRKLAG 

SPENDLAGL48 

OGEXP-CALC 
OGlNlT-BFW 

Name 

Text 

-- 
*I 

-* 

Q 

ROYRT 

ROY RT 

PRODTAX 

PRODTAX 

PRODTAX 

. .- 

.- OGEXP-CALC 
OGINIT-BFW 

Regaslflcatlon costs * 

Regaslflcatlon capaclly a 

1991$IMCF Operatlonai Stage; LNQ 
per year 

BCF LNG destlnatlon polnts 

destlnatlon polnts 

Canadlan recoverable resoume estlmate 

Canadlan royailir rate 

Alaska royally rate 

. .  
Alaska severance tax rates 

MMB Canada Canadian Geologlcal Survey 
BCF 

fractlon . Canada Petroleum Flscal Systems In Canada 

fractlon Alaska U.S. Geologlcal Survey 

- Energy, Mlnes & Resources 

! 
fractlon , Alaska US. Gebloglcal Survey . .  

I I 
I I 

fractlon ' 

. 
fractlon 

1987$ 

\ 

' 1987$ 

JNA I N A .  
Regaslflcatlon stage 

6 Lower 48~onshore 
reglons; . 
Fuel (oli,5 gas) 

8 Lower 48 offshore . , 
subregtons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

Class (exploratory, 
,developmental) 

Class (exptoratoj, 
developmental); 
6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; . 
Fuel loll. 5 aas) 

Natlonal Petroleum Councll 

Natlonal Petroleum Councll 

Natlonai Petroleum Councll 

Lower 48 onshore severance lax rates 

Offshore severance tax rates 

1989 Lower 48 exploration &development 
expenditures 

1989 Lower 48 onshore exploratlon & 
development expendllures 

Commerce Clearing House . 

. .  
Commerce Clearing House 

Offlce of integrated Analysls and 
Forecasllng 

Offlce of integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 



Subroutine 

0GEXP;CALC 
DGINIT-BFW 

OGEXP-CALC 
OGINIT-BFW 

OGEXP-CALC 
OGINIT BFW 

OGEXP-CALC 
DGINIT BFW 

DGEXP-CALC 
DGlNlT-BFW ’ 

OGDCF-AK 
OGDEV-AK 
OGINITAK 
OGNEW AK 

OGFOR-IMP 
OGlNIT-IMP 
OGFOR-IMP 

OG EXP-CALC 
OGEXP-FIX 
OG FOR-L48 
OGINIT-L48 
OGOUT~ L48 

OGALL-OFF 
OGFOR-OFF 
OGINIT-OFF 
OGOUT-OFF 

Data. 

I Description 
Variable Name 

SPENDLAGOFF 1989 offshore exploratlon & development 
expenditures 

SPENDRGNLAG -- 1989 Lower 48 exploratlon & development 
reglonal expendltures 

SPEXLAGL48 

SPEXLAGOFF2 -- 1988 offshore exploratlon expenditures 

SPEXOFFIRKLAG .. 1989 offshore exploratlon & development 

1988 Lower 48 onshore exploratlon 
expendltures 

expenditures 

SRAK SR Alaska drilllng success rates 

SRCAN SR Canada drilling success rates 

SRL48 SR Lower 48 drilllng success rates 

SROFF SR Offshore drliling success rates 

Unlt 

1987$ . 

1987s 

1987$ - . 
1987$ 

1987$ 

fraction 

fractlon 

fraction 

fraction 

Classiflcation Source 

Class (exploratory, . 0fflce.of Integrated Analysls and . 
developmental); Forecastlng 
8 Lower 48,offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel (oil, 5 gas) 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental); Forecastlng 
6 Lower 48 onshore 
regions 

Lower 48 Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

Lower 48 Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecasting 

Class (exploratory, Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
clevelopmental); Forecastlng 
3 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

Alaska I Office of 011 and Gas 

Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 

’ 

Canada Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecasllng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and Class (exploratory, 
developmental); Forecastlng 
6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; 
Fuel (oll,5 gas) 

Class (exploratory, Mlnerals Management Selvlce 
developmental); 
8 Lower 48 offshore 
subregtons; 
Fuel (oil. ass) 



P 
$2 

H 
s 
E' 
c *  

a 

0 
3 

Data 

Varlable Name 
Subroutine I Descrlptlon * 

Alaska fratisportation cost 

OGFOR-L48 
OOINIT L48 

OGFOR-OFF 
OGlNlT OFF 

OGINIT-OFF 
OGOUT-OFF 

I TRANSi48 I TRANS I Lower 48 onshore expected transportatlon 

Offshore expected transportatlon costs 
. ITRANS , I I TRANSOFF 

UNRESOFF Offshore undiscovered resources 

OGINIT-L48 URRCRDL48 Q Lower 48 onshore undlscovered 
OGOUT L48 recoverable cNde 011 resources 

Classlflcatlon I Unit . 

years NA 

fractlon Alaska 

fractlon ' 6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons 

Source 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

US. Geologlcal Survey 

. 

Commerce Clearlng House 

Commerce Clearlng House 

Offlce'of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and ' 

Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

National Petroleum Councll 

Office of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Not Used 

Not Used 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlno 



~ 

Subroutlne 

OGINIT-L48 
OGOUT L48 

OGEXP-CALC 
OGINIT-BFW 

OGEXP-CALC 
OQINIT-BFW 

Variable Name 

Code Text 

URRTDM . -- 
WDCFIRKLAG -- 

WDCFIRLAG 

OG EXP-CALC 
OGINIT-BFW 

OGEXP-CALC 
OQINIT-BFW 

WD CFL48LAG -. 
WDCFOFFIRKLAG -- ' 

OGEXPLCALC 
OGINIT-BFW 

WDCFOFFIRLAQ -. 

OQEXP-CALC 
OGINIT BRN 

OGINIT-IMP 
OGOUT-IMP 

OGEXP-CALC 
OGEXP-FIX 
OGlNIT-L48 

WDCFOFFLAG .I 

WELLAGCAN ' WELLS 

WELLAGL48 WELLSON 

Descrlptlon Classiflcation Source Unit 

TCF 
~~~ 

6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 
6 Lower 48 onshore 
reglons; .' 
Fuel (oll,5 gas) 

dass (exploratory, 
developmental); 
6 Lower 48 onshore 
reqlons; 

Class (exploratory, ' 

developmental) 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 
8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 
8 Lower 48 offshore 
subredons; 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental) 

Fuel (oil, gas) 

Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 
6 Lower 48 onshore 
pglons; 
Fuel roil. 5 WS) 

. .  

Lower 48 onshore undiscovered . 
recoverable natural gas resources 

1989 Lower 48 exploration &development 
welghted DCFs 

Offlce of Integrated Analysis and. . 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecastlng 

1987$ ' 

... 
1989 Lower 48 reglonal exploratlon & 
development welghted DCFs 

1987$ Offlce of Integrat'ed Analysis and 
Forecastlng 

1987$ Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Offlce of.lntegrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

1989 Lower 48 onshore exploratlon & 
development welghted DCFs 

1989 offshore exploration & development 
welghted DCFs 

1987$ 

1989 offshore reglonal exploratlon & 
development welghted DCFs 

1987$ Offlce of Integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

1987$ 1989 offshore exploration & development. 
welghted DCFs 

Offlce of integrated Analysls and 
Forecastlng 

Canadlan Petroleum Assoclatlon 

Offlce of 011 & Gas 

Wells psr yea1 1989 wells drilled In Canada 

1989 Lower 48 wells drilled Wells per yea1 



Descrlptlon Unlt 

1989 offshore wells drllled . 

n 

Canadlan project (lfe 

Wells per year 

Years 

Alaska lntanglble drill costs that must be 
depreclated 

-Lower 48 lntanglble drlll costs that must 
be depreclated 

Offihore lntanglble drlll costs that must be 
depreclated 

fractlon 

fractlon 

fractlon 

. 

Source I .Claaalflcatlon 
Varlable f 

Code 

WELLAQOFF 

me 
Text . 

WELLSOFF 

n 

XDCKAP 

XDCKAP 

XDCKAP 

Subroutlne 

OQACL-OFF 

OGINIT-OFF 
OQEXP-CALC 

Office of 011 & Gas Class (exploratory, 
developmental); 
8 Lower 48 offshore 
subreglons; 
Fuel (011, gas) 

Canada WELLLI FE 

. .  
Offlce of Integrated Analysts and 
Forecastlng 

OQCANDCF 
OGFOR-IMP 
OGINIT IMP 

OQDCF-AK 
OQINIT AK ' 

OQFOR-L48 ' 

OQINI'T L48 

OQFOR-OFF 
OGINIT OFF 

XDCKAPAK' 

XDCKAPL48 

KDCKAPOFF 

. .  
N4 I US. Tax Code 

NA' I US. Tax Code I 



‘ i  

AppendlxB . - Parameter Name Assoclated Variable . 
Subroutlne 

Code Text 
Equation - 

I ’  OGCST-L48 ‘ALPHA-DRL In(i50) Constant coefflclent 

1 OGCST L48 bO DRL 1nii52) Depth per well 

- 1  OGCST-L48 B1 DRL In(i5l) Total onshore lowei 48 wells drllled 

1 OGCST L48 82 DRL ln(63) Tlme trend -proxy for technology \ 

) 
2 OGCST-L48 ALPHA-DRY In(i50) Constant coefflclent 

‘ 

Classiflcatlon 

6 Ldwer 48 onshore reglons; Fuel’(oI1, 
shallow gas, deee gas) 

Fuel (011, shallow gas, deep gas) 

Fuel (011, shallow gas, deep gas) 

Fuel (011, shallow gas, deep gas) 

6 Lower 48 onshore reglons; Fuel (011, 
shallow gas, deep gas) 

Fuel (011, shallow gas, deep gas) 

Fuel (011, shallow gas, deep gas) 

Fuel (011, shallow gas, deep gas) 

Fuel (all, gas) 

Fuel (011, gas) 

N A  

Fuel (oll,gas) 

NA 

DW 

6 Lower 48 onshore reglons; Fuel (011, 
shallow gas, deep gas) 

Fuel (011, shallow gas, deep gas) 

Fuel (011, shallow gas, deep gas) 

6 Lower 48 onshore reglons; Fuel (011, 
shallow gas, deep gas) 

Fuel (oil. shallow aas. deeD aasl 



~ 

\\ 
I 1 

Parameter Name 
I Append'xB Eauatlon I Subroutlne I 

6 OGCST L48 B1 OPR In(4ij 

6 OQCST L48 B2-0PR In(43) 

92 OGCOMP-AD . ALPHA-AD ln(aO)tln(al) ' .~ 

Parameters 

Associated Varlable Classillcatton 



OGSM 
Subroutlne 

OGFORJK 
OGPIP AK 

OGINIT IMP 

OGINIT IMP 

OGINIT-IMP 
OGOUT-IMP, 

OGINIT IMP . 

OGINIT IMP 

OGINIT IMP 

OGlNlT IMP 

OGINIT IMP 

OGINIT IMP 

OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT IMP 

OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT-L48 
OGOUT OFF 

OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT OFF 

OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT L48 

OGOUT EOR 

OGOUT EOR 

OGCOMPJD 

4 

Varlable Name Descrlptlon Unlt Classlflcatlon Passed To Module 

OGANGTSMX Maxlmum natural gas flow through ANGTS BCF NA NGTDM 

OGCNBLOSS Gas lost In translt to border BCF 6 USlCanadlan border crossings NGTDM 

OGCNCAP Canadlan capacltles by border crosslng BCF 6 USlCanadlan border crossings NGTDM 

OGCNCON Canada gas consumptlon 011: MMB Fuel(ol1,gas) NGTDM 

OGCNDMLOSS Gas lost from wellhead to Canadlan demand ' BCF NA NGTDM 

OGCNEXLOSS Gas lost from US export to Canadlan demand BCF NA NGTDM 

OGCNFLW 1989 flow volumes by border crosslng BCF 6 USlCanadlan border crosslngs NGTDM 

OGCNPARMI Actual gas allocatlon factor fractlon NA NGTDM 

OGCNPARM2 Responslveness of flow to different border prlces fractlon NA NGTDM 

OGCNPMARKUP Transpottatlon mark-up at border .1987$ 6 USlCanadlan border crosslnqs NGTDM 

NGTDM OGELSCAN Canadlan price elastlclty fractlon Fuel (011, gas) 

OGELSCO 011 productlon elastlclty fractlon 6 Lower 48 onshore & 3 Lower 48 PMM 

> 

Gas: BCF 

offshore reglons 

OGELSNGOF Offshore nonassoclated dry gas productlon fractlon 3 Lower 48 offshore reglons NGTDM 

NGTDM OGELSNGON Ovshore nonassoclated dry gas productlon fractlon 17 OGSMNGTDM reglons 

OGEORCOGC Electrlc coqeneratlon capaclty from EOR MWH 6 Lower 48 onshore reqlons Industrial 

OGEORCOGG Electric coqeneratlon volumes from EOR MWH 6 Lower 48 onshore reglons Industrial 

OGPRDAD Assoclated-dissolved gas productlon BCF 6 Lower 48 onshore reglons & 3 NGTDM 

elasllclty 

elastlclly 

Lower 48 offshore reolons 

OGINIT-RES 
OGOUT IMP 

OGPRRCAN Canadlan PlR ratlo I fractlon Fuels (011, gasj NGTDM 

OGINIT-RES OGPRRCO 011 PlR ratlo fractlon 6 Lower 48 onshore & 3 Lower 48 PMM 
OGOUT L48 offshore realons 



Variable Name OGSM 
Subroutlne - Descrlptlon I Unit ciasslficatlon Passed To Module 

~~~~~~ 

Offshore nonassoclated dry gas P/R ratlo . fracllon 3 Lower 48 offshore reglons 

Onshore nonassoclated dry gas P/R ratlo fractton 17 OQSMMQTDM reglons 

Qas flow at U.S. bprder from ANQTS BCF NA 

011 supply from EOR MB 6 Lower 48 onshore reglons . 

Naturalgasexports I . BCF ' 6 USlCanada & 3 

, I  

US/?vlexlco border crosslngs .~ 

Natural gas Imports BCF . 3 US/Mexlco border crosslngs; 4 
LNQ termlnals . 

Canadlan end-of-year reserves ' ' Oll: MMB Fuel (011, gas] 

011 reserves 

gas: BCF ' 

MMB 6 Lower 48 onshore & 3 Lower 48 
offshore reglons 

Offshore nonassoclated dry gas reserves 3 Lower 48 offshore reglons 

Onshore nonassoclated dry gas resenres BCF 17 OQSMMQTDM reglons 

BCF 

NQTDM 

NQTDM 

NQTDM 

PMM 

NQTDM 

NGTDM 

NQTDM 

PMM 

NQTDM . 

NQTDM 

OQINIT-RES 
OQOUT OFF 

OQINIT-RES 
OQOUT L48 

OQFORJK . 
OQPIP-AK 
OQPRO AK 

OQCOMP-EMIS 
OQOUT EOR 

OQINIT-IMP 
OQOUT-IMP 
OQOUT MEX 

OQLNQ-OUT !i, 
OQOUT-IMP 
OQOUT MEX 

OQINIT-RES 
OQOUT IMP 

OQINIT-RES 
OQOUT-L48 
OQOUT OFF 

OQINIT-RES . 
OQOUT OFF 

OQINIT-RES 
OGOUT L48 

OQPRRNQOF 

OQPRRNQON 

OQQANQTS 

OQQEORPR 

OQQNQEXP 

I 

OQQNQIMP 

OQRESCAN 

OQRESCO 

' O~RESNQOF 

OQRESNQON 



Appehdix B. Mathematical Description 

. =‘ 





Calculation of Costs 

DrillingCosts 
Onshore 

,'. 
OfJsShore 

Lease eqipment costs 

Operating costs 
. .  

. ,  
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. .  

, 

Discounted Cash Flow Algorithm 

Expecten discounted cash flow 

P R O W * k l  = (PVREV - PVROY -'PVPRODTAX - PVDRILTXOST - PVEQUIP - 
PVKAP - PVOPERCOST - PVABANDON - PVSK - PVFII')~kt 

Present value of expected revenues 

Present value of expkted royalty payments 

Present value of expected production taxes 

PVPRODTPX, = PVREV5kt * (1 -ROYRT) * PRODTAX, 

Present-value of expected costs 
Drilling costs 

t+n 

pvDRIucoSTirAt = T=t bmljAt ' * SRl,rk* -1kT + D%kl * '%&k * 

/ 

Lease equipment costs 

Capital costs 

* -PvKAPukl= T-t E .* [+IT-] +disc (13) 

Operating costs 
T T- t 

PVOPERCOST*, = [ SR,,,*WEI.L U # % , r k * - T ~ (  . &) . ] 
T-t k-1 

Abandonment costs ' .  
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. Present value of expkted tax base 

DEPREC -DHC), * ( A) '-1 
Expected expensed costs . 

XIDCL, = DRILLlr,,*(l -ExKAp)*(l -XDCKAP)*SRIJ,*WELLlkt+ 
DRILLakt * (1 -DVKAP) * (1 -XDCKAP) * S%& * WELL, 

T for tsT+m-1 
P = {  t-m+l for t>T+m-1 

Present value of expected state income taxes 

Present value of expected federal income taxes 
PVFIT,,! = PVTAXBASE;h * (1 -!S"RT) * FDRT 

Discounted cash flow for a representative developmental well 

Discounted cash flow for a representative exploratory well 

mLrkt = pRomlr~ * SRl,r& .*- 

' r  
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Lower 48 Onshore & Offshore Expenditures and Well Determination 

\ 

Expected DCF for unconventional gas rdcovery 
6 

k 4  
. U O N k J  = wbhDCKINah, for i = 12, r = 1,23,4,5 

I . .  

Share of total wells 

Regional expected discounted cash flow 

=N*., = wa* * DCKINbkt, for i = 1,2, r = onshore regions, k = 1 thru 6 
k 

RDCFOIF*J = w& * D&OFF**, for'i = i, 2, r = offshore regions, k = 1, 2 
k 

. .  

National expected $iscounted cash flow 

-Nit = w*.,*RDCFON*,~, for i = 1, 2, r = onshore regions 
r 

NDCK)Wb = W~;~*RDCFO=~~, for i = 1, 2, r = offshore regions 
r 

.=- 
Gulf of Mexico share of total wells 

w** = WELLS**-,/~WELLS~,, for ea~h i, r 
I 
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Gulf of Mexico expected discounted cash flow 
* .GDcFOFF,, = W~~*DCK)FF~~,, for i = 1, 2, k .= 1, 2 

r (33) 

Lower &.Onshore Exploration Expenditures by Region and Fuel Type 

SPENDON,, = mO*& + (ml*& * 
(r=l, k=l), (r=5, k=3) 

) , for i = 1, (34) 

SPENDONbW = mOkk + (ml& * DCFON*, ) , for i = 1, 
(r=2, k=2-3), (r=3, k=4), (r=4, k=2), (r=5, k=l), (r=6, k=1-2) 

, SPENDONbh = mOLL + (mlbl, * DCK)N~,.;-, ) + (dug * DUM87,) , for i = 1, 
r = 3 , k = 1  . 

SPENDONkW = m0, + (mlkk * DCK)Nkkt-, ) + pk,*SPENDONbkt-, 
- &* (mob& + (mlbk * DCFONw-2 )) , for i = 1, 
r=4, k=1,3 

SPENDONkW = [mob& + (mlkl * DCK)NkW ) + (m2,, * DUM80,)I * SHARE,, , for i = 1, 
r = 4, k =' 4J,6 (43) 

SPENDON*kt = [mOLk + (rnl*& * DCFON*, ) ] * SHARE* ,  , for i = 1, 
r = 5, k = 4,5,6 

.-- 

Lower 48 Onshore Development Expenditurw by Region and Fuel Type . /  
SPENDONbkt = mob$ + (mlkk * DCFON*h ) + (duk * DUM87,) , for i = 2, 

r=1,3,5 k=l (45) 

- .  
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SPENDON*,, =. [mob& + (mlk, * UG~CFON$~ )] * SHARE,, , for i = 2, 
r = 1, k = 4,5,6 (46) 

(47) 
SPENDON** = mo*& + (mlkk * DCFON~,.~ , for i = 2, 

' 

(r=l, k=2), (r=2, k=l-3), (r=3, k=2), (r=5, k=3),(r=6, 'k=l) 

. SPENDON*& = [mo*& + (ml*& *.-N*~ )I * SW=& , for i = 2, * . 
r=2,4 k=4,5,6 

SPENDON,, = mO*& + (mli,* * DCFONkkt ) + p*&:SPENDONW-, ' 

j - Pi,&* (mOG& + (mli,* .* DC'FON*kt_, )) , for i = 2,.  
(r4, k=l), (r=6, k=2) . 

SPENDON*, = mOk* + (m& * DCFON** ) + (dUk * DUM79J , for i = 2, 
r = 4 , k = 3  ' (53) , 

offshore Exploration Expenditure Forecasting Equations 
SPENDOW*kt A aOi;*+al*k*mFF, for i'= 1, r = 2, k = 1 

SPEND OW,^ = [e d u ~ u M s 2 t a l ~ ~  3 * [ S W u J  fori = 1, r = 3, k = 1 2  

offshde Development Expenditure Forecasting Equations 
'zo , tb i&rao .  SPENDOFkkt = e for i = 2, r =, 2, k = 1 
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. 
SPENDOFFUh = eubk'ulm*-l, for i = 2, r= 6, k = 2 

. .. 
Calculation of total onshore wells 

SPENDON. 
wELIsoNuk$ = . COSTUb "h, for i = 1,2, r = o k o r e  regions, k = 1 thxu 6 

Calculation of successful onshore wells 

SUCWELSONUh = wELLsONUb * SQk, for i = 1,2, r = onshore regions, 
k = l t h r u 6  

CalcuIation of onshore dry holes 

DRYWELON*, = WELLSONU& - SUCWELSONUh, for i = 1,2, 
r = onshore regions, k = 1 thru 6 .' 

Calculation of total offshore wells 

SPENDOFFbh 
COSTUh wELLSOFFUk$ = , for i = 1,2, r = offshore regiok, k = 1,2 

Calculation of successful offshore wells 
SU(3wELsOFFUh = WELLSOFF,, * SRG~. for i = 1, 2, r = offshore regions, k = 1, 2 

- *  

Calculation of offshore dqy holes 

DRYWELDFFUb = WELLSOFFUh - SUCWEUOFF,,, for i = 1,2, 
r = offshore regions, k = 1, 2 

.=- 

Lower 48 Onshore & Offshore Reserve Additions 

New &eri.e discoveries 

FRI, = F R ~ ~ ~ - ~  *e-al&*sw'* (73) 

Energy Information Admlnlstrat?on/Oil and Gas Supply Module Documentation , ' 8-7 



. (81) 

b .  

.. 
(83) 
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Total reserve additions 

1 w*,+, SWZL, wI.t-l 

Rqkt= - ' J? JXlrktd(SWI) + J rnrk$(SW2) + FR3,,.,d(SW) 
xr* 0 0 .  0 

End-of-year reserves - 

Lower 48 Onshore & Offshore Production to Reserves Ratio 
PR,*(l -PRJ) + ( ' P m  * R4> 

R, PRt+I = 

Alaska Supply 

Expected Co+ 

Operating costs 
OPCOST,, = 0PCOST,,ib * (1 - TwsH3)**(t - TJ 

Tariffs 
"RR, = OPERCOST, + DRR, + TOTDEP, + MARGIN, + : 6 m C ,  + TxALLw, 

NONTM?ISREV, + CARRYOVER, 

/ 
TOTDEP, = DEP, * (DEPPROP,_, + ADDS,-, - PROCEEDS,-, - TOTDEP,_,) 

Energy Information AdmInIstrationfOil and Gas Supply Module Documentation . 
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DEFREIREC, = DEP, + INFLADJ,_, + AFuDc,_, - DEFREIRECc_,) 

TxAu;w, = TXRATE * (-GIN, + DEFREIREC,) 

Canadian Gas Trade 

Net cash flow' 
NCF,,  = (REV - ROY - DRILLCOST - EQUIPCOST - 

OPERCOST - DRYCOST - PROWAX.- FEDTAX),, 

t+n 

T=t 
PROIDCFa, =.E 

Expected royalty payments . I 

.ROY;, = ROYRT*REV% . 
- 

Expecten costs 
Successful drilling costs 

DRILLCOST% = DRILL,, * SRlk *: WELLlkT + DQ * S R ,  *.-T 

Dry hole costs 

.. 

I 

(99) 



Calculation of successful Canadian wells 

Reserve additions 

Q = * e+.- 

k, = T=l k % T  

End-of-year reservei 

%a = %-I + RPL, - Qkt 

Production to reserves ratio 

I 

512 , 

’ (120) 
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operating costs . 

Expectedfederal tax base 
ma = (REV-OPERCOST-XJDC -DEPREC~RA-DA-DRYCOS~~, 

Expected expensed costs 

( 1 ) *+'* ( 1 .)  '-1 
+& ' DEP,,,, * - +infl 

T for tsT+m-1 
P = {  t-m+l for t>T+m-l 

. .  

Expected provincial tax base .. 

pnik, = RT&-ROYi*,-'RPL,-DRYCOSTkt 

, 
Expected provincial income taxes 

PROW%( = PII, * PROVRT 

Expected federal income taxes . 

FEDTAX, = RTa * FDRT 

/- 

- .  

. =- 
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1. ModelName 
Oil and Gas Supply Module 

2. Acronym 
. OGSM 

3. Description 
OGSM projects the following aspects of the crude oil and natural gas supply industry: 

0 production 
0 reserves 

0 naturalgasimportsandexports . , 

0 drillingactivity 

4. Purpose 
OGSM is used by the Oil and Gas Analysis Branch iq the Office of Integrated Analysis and 
Forecasting as an analytic aid to supportprepamtion of projections of reserves and production of 
crude oil .and natural gas at the regional and national level. The annual projections and associated 
analyses appear in the Annual Energy Outlosk (DOWEIA-0383) of the Energy Information 
Administration. The projections also are provided as a service to other branches of the U.S. , 

Department of Energy, the Federal Government, and non-Federal public and private institutions 
concerned with the crude oil and natural gas industry. 

5. Date of Last Update 
1995 

6. Part of Another Model 
National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) 

7. Model Interface References 
Coal Module 
Electricity Module 
Industrial Module 
International Module 

Macroeconomic Module 
Petroleum Market Module 

I Natural Gas T&sportation and Distribution Model (NGTDMJ 

8. Official Model Representative 

6: 0 'Office: Integrating Analysis and Foreqsting 
Division: Energy Supply and Conversion 

0 ' Branch: Oil and Gas Analysis 
0 Model Contact: Ted McCallister 
0 Telephone: (202) 586-4820 .=- 

/. 
9. Documentation Reference' 

U.S. Department of Energy. 1'995. Documentation of the Oil and Gas Supply Module (OGSM), 
DOEELA-MM3, Energy Information Administiation, Washington, DC. 

U.S. Department of Energy. 1994. Documentation of the Oil and Gas Supply Module (O&SM), 
Appendix: Model Developers Report, Energy Information Adminhab 'on, Washington, DC. 

' 
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10. Archive Media y d  Installation Manual 
NEMS96 

11. Energy Systems Described 
. The OGSM forecasts oil and natural g b  production activities for six onshore and three offshore 

.regions as well as three AlHskan regions. Exploratory and developmental drilling are treated 
. separately, with exploratory drilling further differentiated as new field wildcats or other exploratory 

wells. New field wild- are those wells drilled for a new field on a Structure or in an environment 
never before productive. Other exploratory wells are those drilled in already productive locations. " ' 

Development wells are primarily within or near proven areas and can result in extensions or 
.revisions. Exploration yields new additions to the stock of reserves and development determines the 
rate of production from the stock of known reserves. . 
The OGSM also projects na,pual gas trade via pipeline.with Canada and Mexico, as well as 
liquefied natural gas @JUG) trade. U.S. natural gas trade with Canada is represented by six 

' entry/exit poi& i d  trade with Mexica by three entry/exit points. Four LNG receiving terminals 
are represented. 

12. Coverage 
0 

0 

0 

0 

Geographic: Six Lower 48 onshore supply regions, three Lower 48 offshore regions, and three 
Alaskanregions. 
Time UnitdFrequency: Annually 1990 through 2015 
Roduct(s): Crude oil and natural gas 
Economic Sector(s): Oil and gas field production activities and foreign natural gas trade 

13. ModelF&s 
0 Model Structure: Madular, containing five major components 

- Lower 48 Onshore Supply Submodule 
- Lower 48 Offshore Supply Submodule - Foreign Natural Gas Supply Submodule 
- Enhanced Oil Recovery Submodule 
- Alaska Oil and Gas Supply Submodule 
Modeling Technique: The OGSM is.a hybrid econometricldiscovery process model. Drilling 
actiiities in the United States and Canada are determined by the discouqted cash flow that 
measures the expected present value profits for the proposed effort and other key economic 
variables. LNG imports are projected on the basis of unit supply costs for gas delivered into 
th& Lower 48 pipeline network. 
Special F&s: Can run stand-alone or within the NEMS. Integrated M S  runs employ 
short tern supply functions fowfficient market equilibration. 

0 

I 

0 

14. Non-DOE Input Data 

r, 

. D-2 

0 

Alaskan Oil and Gas Field Size Dist$mtions - U.S. Geological Survey. 

Alaska Facility Cost By Oil Field Size - U.S. Geological Survey ,. 

0 Alaska operating cost - US. Geological Survey 

0 State Corporate Tax Rate - Commerce Clearing House, Inc. State Tax Guide 
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' 0  

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

State Severance Tax Rate - Commerce Clearing House, Inc. State. Tax Guide . 

Federal Corporate Tax Rate, Royalty Rate - U.S. Tax Code 

Onshore Drilling Costs - American Petroleum Institute. Joint Association Survey of Drilling ' 
Costs (1970-1990), Washington, D.C. 

Offshore Drilling Costs - Department of Interior. Minerals Management Service 
(Correspondence from Gulf of Mexico and Pacific OCS regional offices) : . 

Offshore Platform Costs - Department of Interior. Minerals Management Service 
(Correspondence from Gulf of Mexico and Pacific OCS regional offices) 

Offshore Lease Equipment and Operating Costs - Department of Interior. MneraIs 
Management Service (Correspondence from Gulf of Mexico and Pacific OCS regional offices) 

Offshore Wells Drilled per Project - Department of Interior. Minerals Management Service 
(Correspondence from Gulf of Mexico and Pacific OCS regional offices) 

Offshore Expected Recovery of Oil and Gas - Department of Interior. Minerals Management 
Service (Correspondence from Gulf of Mexico and Pacific OCS regional offices) . .  

Canadian Royalty Rate, Coporate Tax Rate, Provincial Corporate Tax Rate- Energy Mines 
and Resources Canada. Petroleum Riscal Systems in Canada, (Third Edition - 1988). 

Canadian Wells drilled - Canadian Petroleum Association, Statistical Handbook, (1976-1990) 

Canadian Lease Equipment and OperatingCosts - Sproule Associates Limited. The Future 
Natural Gas Supply Capability of the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (Report 
Prepared for Transcanada Pipelines Limited, January 1990) 

Canadian Recoverable Resource Base - National Energy Board. Canadian Energy Supply and 
Demand 1990 - 2010, June 1991 

.Canadian Reserves - Canadian Petroleum Association. Statistical Handbook, (1976-1990) 

15. DOE Input Data 

Onshore Lease Equipment Cost - Energy Information Administration. Costs and Indexes for 
Domestic Oil and Gas Field Equipment and Production Operations (1980 - 199I), 
DOEEIA-0815(80-9 1) 

0 Onshore Operating Cost - Energy Information Administration. Costs and Indexes for Domestic 
Oil and Gas Field Equipment and Pcoduction Operations (1980 - I99I), DOE/EIA-0815(80- 
91) 

0 Emissions Factors - Energy Information Administration. 

0 Canadian Gas hports Border Crossing Point Capacities - Energy Information Administration. 
Capacity and Service on the Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline System 1990, DOEIEIA-0556 I . 
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0 Oil and Gas Well Initial Flow Rates -,Energy Information Administration. Office of Qil and 
GaS 

Weils Drilled - Energy Wormation Administration. Offik of Oil and Gas 

. Expected Recovery of Oil and Gas Per Well - Energy Information Admidistration. Office of Oil 
and Gas 

0 Undiscovered Recoverable Resource Base - Energy Information Administration. The Domestic 
Oil and Gas Recoverable Resource B&e: Supporting Analysis for the National Energy 
strategy, SR/NES/92-05 . L 

Oil and Gas Reserves - Energy Information~Administration. U.S. Crude Oil, Natural Gas, and 
Natural Gas Liquids Reserves, (1977-1994),. DOE/EIA-0216(77-94) 

0 

. 16. ComputingEnvironment . Hardwareused:Rs/m . . 
0 Operating System: .uNM 
0 ’  Language/SoftwaUsed: FORTRAN 

MemoryRequirement: &own 
0 

0 

Storage Requirement: 992 bytes for input data storage; 180,864 bytes for output storage; 1280 
bytes for code storage; and 5736 bytes for compiled code storage 
Estimated Run Time: 9.8 seconds 

’ .  

- ,  

17. Reviews conducted 
Independent Expert Reviews (ongoing) 

18. Status of Evaluation Efforts 
Not Applicable 

19. Bibliography 
See Appendix C of this document. 

. i 
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The major portion of the lower 48 oil and gas supply component of the OGSM consists 0f.a system of 
equations that are used to forecast exploratory and developmental drilling expendjtures. The equations, the 
estimation techniques, and the statistical results are documented below. Documentation is also provided for 
the estimation of the drilling, lease equipment, and operating cost equations as well as the associated- 
dissolyed g+ equations and the Canadian oil and gas wells equations.-FinaUy, the appendix documents the 
estimation of oil and gas supply price elasticities that are passed to the PMM and the NGTDM for (possible) 
use in their shorl run supply functions. The econometric software packages, SAS and TSP, were used for the 
estimations. 

Onshore Expenditure Equations 

Lower 48 Onshore Exploration'Expenditures by Region and Fuel Type 

SPENDQN*- = mO** + (mlLk * DCFON*b-l ) , for i = 1, 
(r=l, k=l), (r=5, k=3) 

SPENDONkJ, = mO** + (mlLk * DCFON3J, ) + (dub * DUM82,) , . fori  = 1, 
r=1,3,5 k=2 

SPENDON*J, =. mob$ + (mli,* * DCFDN*,, ) , for i = 1, 
(r=2, k=2-3),. ( r4 ,  k=2), (r=5, k=l), (r=6, k=l-2) 

SPENDON*& = matk + (ml** * RDCFON*& ) , for i = l? 
r=2, k=UGR 

SPENDONL, = mob& + (mltk * DCFON*h-l ) + (duk * DUM87,) , for i = 1, 
r = 3 , k = 1  (73 

(9) 
SPENDON*< = mO** + (ml** * DCFONkh ) + (euk *'DUM7880,) + (m3, t DUM8286,) , for i = 1, 

r = 3 , k = 4  
.=- 

SPENDONk, = mO** + (mlLk * U G V N b J  ) + (m2,3, * DUM80,) , .for i = 1, 
r = 4, k = UGR 

\ 
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, 

Lower 48 Onshore Development Expenditures by Region and Fuel Type 

. (14) ' SPENDONkkt = mO*+ + (mlw * DCFON*,, ) + (mZ,, * DUhf7579J + (m3, * DUM8388J , for i = 2, 
r = l , k = 2  

(15) ' ' SPEND ON^^^ = mo,,& + (m1*& * * u ~ N : ~  , for i = 2, 
r = 4, k = UGR 

SPENDON,, = mO*& + (mlizJ: * DCFONkkt ) , .for i = 2, (16) 
(r=2, k=1-3), (r&, k=3),(r=6, k=l) 

SPENDON,, =' mob& + (mlbk * DCFON,,, ) + p*k*SPENDONk&-l 
- pbk* (mO*, + (mlk* * DCFON~&-, )) , for i = 2, 
r = 4 , k = 1  

SPENDONbh = mO& +*(ml*& * DCFON*, ) + (mZ,, * DUM76J for i = 2, 
r = 4 , k = 2  i 

. .  
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II braft onshore Drilling Expenditura Equations for the Oil and Qas Supply Module of  the National Energy Modeling Syste4 

N/A 

A', n 

(Northeast) 

Region 2 
(Gulf Coast) 

Exploratory 

(Gulf Coast) 

Developmental 
Expenditure 
Equations 

Expenditure 
Equations 

(Midcont inent 1 

Regressor #I: 
' Name 

(3lDCF)' 

GSXlDCF . 

OSD2DCF No 

GSDZDCF No 

GDDZDCF NO 

-.;I Value, 



i 

Exploratory 
Expenditure 
Equations 

Developmental 

Exploratory 
Expenditure 
Equations 

, 

, 



M o t  Deaonber 8,  1991 ''I 

(202) 586-6018 , 
Ned W. Dearborn 

Region 1 Oil 
(Northeast) 

Equations 

Sh . Gas 
Exploratory Exp. , 

Un , Gas 

Region 1 Oil 
(Northeast) 

Developmental Exp. Sh.Gas 
Equations 

Un . Gas 
Region 2 Oil 
(Gulf Coast') ' i, 

Sh.Gas ' 

Exploratory 
Expenditure Dp . Gas 
Equations 

Vn . Gas 
Region 2 Oil 
(Gulf Coast) 

Sh.Gas. 
Developmental 
Expenditure Dp.Gas 
Equations 

Un . Gas 
Region 3 Oil 
(Midcontinent) 

Exploratory Sh.Gas 
Expencii ture 
Equations 

~p . Gas 
Un.Gas 

Region 3 Oil * 
(Midcon t inent 

Developmental Sh.Gas 
Expenditure 
Equations 

Dp.Gas 

Un.Gas 
, 

kconomstria Statistics and Status 

NO. Lags and Post- Was Final Final ' 
of Other Pre-AR AR Rho . AR * Final DCF Adj . 
Obs. Dummy Vars. . Variables Dw Dw sig. Used? DCF Sign' Sig. R' 

15 Lag 1.858 NfA NfA . NO Positive .0001 .9276 

16 1982-1990 1.714 N/A N f A  No, Positive .0103 .6014 

13 (21DCF) 2.064 NfA NfA No Positive . .0d01 .8800 

16 1987-1990 ' 1.498 1.649 .4028 NO Positive .0001 .E536 

. *  .0004 . , 

-. 0063 
16 1975-1979 1.947 NfA NfA NO . Positive .0632 .7963 

.0022 

.0104 
1983-1988 

13 (31DCF) ' 1.173 1.891 .3159 No Positive .0001 .E272 

16 0.709 1.898 .0123 Yes Positive , .0266 ' .6979 

1.741 NfA , NfA No Positive .0001 .7649 16 

16 2.091 NfA N/A No Positive .OOOl .6332 

13 3 D C F  1.753 . NfA NfA No Positive .0002 .6987 

16 1.178 . 1.551 .3543 No Positive .0001 .E572 

16 1.155 1.587 .1689 No Positive .0001 .6421 

16 2.111 N/A NfA No Positive .0001 .7436 

13 4 2 D C F  1.781 N/A N/A * No Positive .0006 .6378 

15 1987-1990 Lag 1.702 NfA N/A No Positive .0271 . .5053 

16 1982-1990 0.926 1.061 .0006 . NofBCS Positive .0008 . .6475 

9 .  

.OS94 

.0003 

15 1984-1990 Lag 1.591 1.744 .4832 No Positive .0011 .6649 
.0043 

13 1978-1980 GTX3DCF 1.935 NfA NfA No positive .0050 .5215 
1982-1986 .0170 

I .0159 

16 1987-1990 .1.332 * 1.429 .OS32 NofBCS Positive .0036 .5912 

16 1980-1982 1.677 NfA' NfA No Positive .0034 ,8264 

.0275 

' .0001 

15 Lag 1.596 1.969 .5367 NO Positive .0007 .e5715 

13 1980-1990 GTD3DCF 2.024 NfA NfA NO Positive .0084 .4669 
no7 L: 



Draft Obhors Drilling Expenditure Equationm for'tha Oil anU Gam Supply raoduls of the National Energy Xodaling 8ymt.m: 
kconomatric Statistics and Status 

A# of necsmb.r 8. 1995 

(202) 586-6018 
Ned W. Dearborn 

. ,  
Region 4 Oil 
(Southwest) 

Sh.Gas 
Exploratory 
Expendi ture Dp . Gas 
Equations ' 

Un.Gas 

Region 4 Oil 
(Southwest) 

Developmental 
Expenditure 
Equations 

Sh.Gas 

Dp.Gas 

Un,Gas 

Region 5 Oil. 
(Rocky Mountain) 

Exploratory Sh.Gas ' 

Expenditure 
Equations 

Dp.Gas 

Un.Gas 

Region 5 . Oil 
(Rocky Mountain) 

Developmental Sh.Gas 
Expendi ture 
Equations 

Dp.Qas 

Un .Gas 

Region 6 Oil 
(west Coast) 
Exploratory Exp.m. Sh.Gas 

Region 6 Oil 
(West Coast) 
Developmental Exp.Eq. Sh.Gas 

k 

No. Lags and Post- Was , Final Final 
of Other Pre-AR AR Rho AR Final DCF Adj . 
Obs . Dumd Vars . Variables ' m Dw sig. Used? DCF Sign Sig. R' 

15 Lag 1.091 1.913 .0001 Yes Positive .0608 .6938 

16 1.273 -1.698 : 0907 No/BCS Positive .OOll .5140 * 

15 Lag 0.294 1.301 .OOOl Yes Positive .0022 .7917 

12 1980-1990 GUXlDCF 1.181 1.946' .1903 No Positive .0053 .5202 
.'0539 

Positive .0796 .6680 16 0.659 1.685 .OOOl Yes 

16 1976 1.257 1.706 .1901 No Positive .oooi .6717 

16 1979-1990 3.131 . N/A N/A No 

.0218 

Positive .0001 
.0008 

.7049 

13 9 4 D C F  1.851 N/A N/A No Positive .0016 t5757 

.7983 Positive .0001 16 .972 N/A N/A No . .  

16 1982-1990'' 1.483 1.725 .4197 No Positive .0001 .e164 
.0001 

Lag 1.620 N/A N/A No Positive .0008 .5594 15 

13 

16 1987-1990 

1.452 1.653 ,3994 No Positive .0040 .5037' 

. .  2.536 2.057 .2706 No Positive .0001 .9115 

1982-1990 1.071 1.542 .0996 Yes Positive .0123 .7942 

.OOlO 

16 
,0029 

2.073 N/A N/A No Positive .0001 .7835 16 

' 13 

16 

16 

16 

16 

1.152 1.371 .1888 No Positive .0023 .5472 

1.804 ' N/A ' N/A No Positive .0002 .6177 

1.878 N/A N/A' No Positive .0007 .5377 

1.501 1.967 .7622 No Positive .oooi .E129 

,1979-1983 0.950 1.377 .0929 Yes Positive .0037 .6750 
.0167 



Offshore Expenditure Equations 

Parameter estimates for the offshore expenditure forecasting equations were obtained using the SAS system's 
Nonlinear Ordinary Least Squares method. Since all of the final equations were estimated in a linear form, 
this is equivalent to Standard OLS estimation. The results for each offshore region are given below. 

. I  Pacific 

Exploration 
LSPENDOFFbh = aOa&+alb$DCFOFFba, for i = 1, r = 2, k = 1 

' 

(27) 

The SAS System ' 
OLS Estimation Summary 

Nonlinear OLS S- of Residual Errors 

. 

DF, DF Durbin 
Equatiofi Model Error ' .SSE %E Root MSE R-SNare Adj R-Sq Watson 
LSPENDOFF 2 11 8.6282316 7.84382315 ' 88565339 0..4761 ,0.4285 1.162 

. .  
Nonlinear OLS Parameter Estimates 

Approx . T ' Approx . 
Parameter Estimate Std Err Ratio Prob>lTI 

. a0 54475335 34821393 1.56 0.1460 
a1 4.757390 1.50467 3.16 ' 0.0091 

Number of Obse&tions Statistics for System 
Used 13 . Objective 6.6371315 
Missing 0 Objective*N 8 ..6282E16 

Development 

LSPENJ30FFbh = aOw+al~$DCFOFFb,t, for i = 2; r = 2, k = 1 , (28) 

The SAS System 
OLS Estimation Summary 

Nonlinear OLS Summary of Residual Errors 

DF DF Durbin 
Equation Model Error SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

-* 

LSPENDOFF 2. 12 5.44627 0.45386 0.67369 0.4097 - 0.3605 0.516. 

Nodinear ,OLS Parameter Estimates ' .  

Approx. *TI Approx. 
Parameter Estimate -Std Err Ratio Prob>lTI 

. i 

a0 17.759 639 0 -40634 43.71. 0.0001 
1.1922963-7 4.131333-8 2.89 0.0137 a11 

Number of Obsemations Statistics for System 
Used 14 Objective 0-3890 
fissing 1 Obj ective*N 5.4463 
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Western Gulf of Mexico 

Exproration 
.. 

uPEmw2kt F ~tO~+~tl$lDCFWF~+~t2$Uh382 for i = 1, r = 3, k = 12 

The SAS System I 

OLS Estimation Summary 

Nonlinear OLS Summary of Residual Errors 

DF DF Durbin 
Equation Model Error SSE &E Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

LSPENDOFF 3 12 1.93239 0.16103 0.40129 0.4225 0.3263 1.209 

Nonlinear OLS Parameter Estimates 

Approx. ' T ' .Approx . 
Parameter . Estimate Std Err Ratio Prob>lTI 

UO 20.495043 0.17117 119 ;74 0.0001 
a1 2.61594E-8 1.389753-8 1.88 0.0843 
a2 -0.691106 0.23840 -2.90 ' 0.0134 

Number of Observations Statistics for system 
Used 15 Objective 0.1288 
Missing 0 Objective*N 1.9324 

The SAS System 
OLS Estimation Summary 

Nonlinear OLS Summary of Residual Errors 

Equation Model Error SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square' Adj R-Sq Watson 

LSPENDOFF 2 ' 12 1.88804 0.15734 0.39666 0.6058 0.5729 2.376 

DF DF Durbin , 

Nonlinear OLS Parameter Estimates 

Approx. ' T ' Approx . 
Parameter Estimate Std Err Ratio Prob>lTI 

a0 15.167213 0.37875 40.05 0'. 0001 
ul 4.92999E-7 1.148063-7 4.29 0.0010 

Number o f  Obseroations Statistics for System 
Used . ' 14 Ob j ec t ive 0.1349 
Missing ' 1  Objective*N 1:8880 -- 
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Developmenf - Gas 
LSPENDOFFbh = aO*k+alL$,lXXFF~ + a2=pUM82, for i = 2, r = 3, k = 2 

where LDCFOFF = the natural logarittbm of DCFOFF 

The SAS System . . 
OLS Estimation S m " y  

Nonlinear OLS Snmmary of Residual Errors 
- .  

DF DF 
Equation ' Model Pnor SSE . M S E  Root MSE ,R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 
LSPENDOPF 3 10 1.24133 0.12413 0.35233 0.4192 0.3031 2.213 

' Durbin 

. .  
. .  

Nonlinear OLS Parameter Estimates 

* Approx. T ' Approx . 
Parameter Estimate Std E- Ratio, Prob>lTI 

aO. 6.605826 5.14874 1.28 0.2284 
a1 0 ..820449 0.33689 2.44 0.0351 
a2 -0.473098 0.23230 -2.04 0.069 

N h e r  of Observations , Statistics for System 

Missing . 2 'Objective*N . 1.2413 
Used 13 Objective . 0 ..0955 

Central Gulf of Mexico 
Explora fion-. 

LsPENDOFF*~ = aOk+al$DCF0FF&+a2$UM89, for i = 1;r = 5, k = 13 

The SAS System 
OLS Estimation Summary 

Nonlinear OLS Summary of Residual Errors 

DF DF Durbin 
Equation Model Error SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

3 .. 11 3.1741317 2.88555316 169868987 0.4905 0.3979 2.051 
~. LSPENDOFF 

. .  

Nonlinear OLS Parameter Estimites 

Approx. * T Approx . 
Parameter Estimate Std. Err Ratio Prob>ITI 

a0 - 509173587 s 57221859 8.90 0.0001 
a1 17.507119 7.95201 2.20 0.0499 
a2 -244371361 133214299 -1.83 0.0938 

. Number of .Observations Statistics for System 
Used 14 . Objective 2.26753316 
fissing 1 ' Objective*N 3,1741317 . 
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Development - Oil 
LSPENDOITbh.= a O t , + a l * ~ ~ * ~ _ , + a 2 ~ ~ ~ 8 6 ,  for i = 2, r= 5, k = 1 

The SAS System 

Nonlinear OLS Summary of Residual Errors 

, OLS Estimation S u m m a r y  

DF DF . Durbin 
Equation Model Error , SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 
LSPENDOET 3 11 1.16121 0.10556 0.32491 0.6059 Q.5342 1.575 

Nonlinear OLS Parameter Estimates 

Approx . ' T ' Approx . 
Parameter Estimate Std Err Ratio Prob>lTI ,, 

a0 19.988541 0.20332 98.31 0.0.001 
ul 9.1889363-8 4.564333-8 2.01 0.0692 
u2 -0.625602 0.18162 -3.44 0.0055 

Number of Observations Statistics for System 
Used . 14 Objective 0 -0829 
Missing . 1 Objective*N 1.1612 

Development - Gas 
LSPENDOFFbh = a O , , + a l * ~ ~ ~ ~ + a z 8 1 ,  for i = 2, r= 5, k = 2 

The SAS System 
0LS.Estimation Summary 

Nonlinear OLS Summary of Residual Errors 

DF . DF &bin 
Equation Model Error SSE 'MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

LSPENDOFF 3 11 1.06832- 0.09712 0.31164 0.5128 ' 0.4242 1.623 

Nonlinear OLS Parameter Estimates 

' Approx . ' T ' Approx . 
Parameter Estimate Std Err Ratio Prob>lTl 

a0 20.276854 0.20199 100.38 0.0001 
ul 1.534056E-7 6.517233-8 . 2.35. 0.0382 
a2 *-0.786073 0.23240 -3.38 0.0061 . 

Number of Observations 
Used 
Missing 

Statistics for System 
14. Objective 0.0763 
1 Objective*N 1.0683 

.-. 
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S I  

Deep Water Gulf of Mexico 
Exploration 

LSPENDOkukt = a0 ,+a l~W~J- ,+a2u' IREND,  for i = 1,  r = 6, k = 1,2 (35) 

.The SAS System 
OLS Estimation Summary 

Nonlinear OLS Summary of Residual Errors 

Durbin 
'MSE Root &E R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

0.54621 0.73906 0.5039 0.4046 1.773 

DF ,DF 
Equation' Model Error SSE 
LSPENDOFF 3 10 5.46208 

Nonlinear OLS Parameter Estimates. 

'TI Approx. 
Ratio Prob>lTI Parameter Estimate 

Approx . 
Std Err 

a0 
a1 
u2 

. 18.390900 0.37578 
1.3431133-8 7.169713-9 
0.00065724 0.0002200 

48.94 
1.87 
2.99 

0.0001 
0.0905 
0.0136 . 

Number of Observations 
Used 13 
Missing ' .  0 

Statistics for System 
Objective 0.4202 
Objective*N 5.4621 

Development - Oil 

The System 
OLS Estimation Summary 

Nonlinear OLS Summary of Residual Errors 

i Durbin 
MSE Root MSE. R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

Q A8961 0.43544 0.5949 0.5212 2.124 

DF DF 
Equation Model Error 
LSPENDOFF. '3 11 

SSE 
2.08567 

Nonlineqr OLS Parameter Estimates 

Approx . 
Parameter Estimate Std Err 
a0 16.472491 0.38641 
. a1 5.4672183-8 1.9180734 
a2 0.00040475 0.0001239' 

O T , .  Approx. 
Ratio Prob>ITI 
42.63 0.0001 
2,.85 , 0.0158 
3.27 0.0075 

Number of Observations 
Used 14 
Missing 1' 

Statistics for System 
Objective 0.1490 
Objective*N 2.0857 

1 
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Development - Gas 
~ P E N D o F F t k ,  = aO~k+al&CFO~~,-,, for i = 2, r= 6, k = 2 

The SAS System 
OLS Estimation Summary 

Nonlinear OLS Summary of Residual Errors 
. .  

DF DF Durbin 
Equation Model Error SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj-R-Sq Watson 
LSPENDOFF 2 1 2  4.26752 0.35563 0.59634 0.5960 0.5623 1.654 

Nonlinear OLS Pcirameter Estimates 

, 

Approx . 'T' Approx. 
Parameter Estimate Std Err Ratio Prob>ITI 

a0 . 14.906644 0.45146 33.02 0.0001 
a1 1.3085793-7 3.110243-8 4.21 0.0012 

Number of Observations Statistics for system 
Used 1 4  Objective 0.3048 
Missing 1 Objective'N 4.2675 

(37) 

.. 
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Drilling Cost Equations 

successful 

Gas Deep 
GaS 

* Drilling costs were hypothesized to be a €unction of drilling, depth, and a time trend that proxies for the . 
cumulative effect of technological advances on costs. The form of the equation was assumed to be log-linear. 
The equations were estimated in log-linear form using Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR)  technique 
availabIe in SAS. The forms of the equations are: 

oil Gas Deep3 
Gas 

Onshore Regions 2 through 5 

lapping of variable n h e s  from the above equation to the following SAS output . 
I I 

Variable/Para 
meter 

DRILLCOST 

ln(60), . . 

. .  
62 

63' 

P 
P 

E-14 . 

'oil 

LOILC 

0 0  

03 

0 4  

0 5  

1 W-SG 
0 

. 02  

TALL 

ORHO 
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LOWER 48 ONSHORE DRILLING COST - REGIONS 2-5 
MODEL Procedure. 
SUR Estimation 

Nonlinear SUR Sununary of Residual Errors 

DF DF 
Equation Model Error . SSE 

LGASC 6.667 61.33 0.80068 
LOILC 5.667 62.33 0.53702 
LDOSC 6.667 61.33 0.96777 

* LDoLC 4.667 63.33 1.63616 
LDEPC' 7.167 60.83. 2.74803 
LDDPC 5.167 ~62.83 7.56055 

Nonlinear SUR Parameter Estimates 

Parameter 
GO 
62 
63 
G4 
G5 
GRHO 
DO 
D1 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
DRHO 
00 
02 
03 
04 
om0 
DGO 
DG2 
DG3 
DG4 
M;5 
bGRH0 
DDO 
DD1 ' 
DD2 
DD4 
DD5 
Do0 
Do2 
Do3 
WRHO 
W-SGO 
W A X 0  
TALL 

Estimate 
10.325980 
0.00015052 
-0.573811 ~ _ ~ ~ _  
-0.576572 
-0.348722 
, 0.659289 
6.082956 
0.577466 

0.00021102 
-0 -209031 
-0.405231 
0.204136 
0.295817 
8.927733 

0.00035097 
-0.204729 
-0,142748 
0.692312 
7.647188 

0.00023738 
-0.500289 
-0.360355 
-0.197634 
a. 639874 
6.604710 
0.637369 

0.00012392 
-0.199621 
0.551357 ~ _ ~ ~ _  
7.065139 

0.0003.0270 
-0.397469 
0.680692 
0.221945 
0.371348 ' 
-0.026888 

Approx . 
Std Err 
0.74969 

0.00002161 
0.12064 
0.11130 
0.09356 
0.07165 
1.00949 
0.08682 

0.00001917 
0.08785 
0.09946 
0.09896 ~~ ~. ~ 

0.10180 
0.72772 

0.0000187 
0.09331 
0.07752 
0 - 07288 
0.91397 

0.00003051 
0.12829 
0.11178 
0.08996 
0.46755 
1.17839 
0.10632 

0.00002027 
0.10129 
0.10064 
0.91178 

0.00003555 
0.14637 
0.07296 
0.06258 
0.07888 

0.005635l 

Durbin 
MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson , 

0.01305 0.11426 0.9359 . 0.9300 1.307 

0.01578 0.12561 0.9487 q.9440 1.271 . 
0.02583 0.16073 0.9123 0.9072 1.432 
0.04517 0.21254 0.8272 .0.8096 1.895 
0 .I2033 0.34688 0.6843 0.6633 1.855 

0.0086153 0.09282 0.9656 0.9630 1.191 I _ .  

'T' 
Ratio 
13.77 
6.97 
-4.76 
-5.18 
-3.73 
9.20 

' 6.03 
6.65 
11-01 
-2.38 
-4.07 
2.06 
2.91 
12.27 
18.77 
-2.19 
-1.84 
9-50 
8.37 
7.78 
-3.90 
-3.22 
,-2.20 
9.47 
5.60 
6.00 

, 6.11 
-1.97 
5.48 
7.75 
8.51 
-2.72 
9.33 
3.55 
4.71 
-4.77 

Approx . 
Prob> I TI 
0.0001 
0 * 0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0004 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0~.0001 
0.0205 
0.0001 
0.0434 
0.0051 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0320 
0.0703 
0.0001 
0.0001 
OiOOOl 
9.~002 
0.0020 
0.0318 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0 IO001 
0.0531 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0,0085 
0.~0001 
0.0007 
0.0001 
0.0001 

Label 
CONSTANT - s m u o n  GAS 
AVG DEPTH - SHALLOW GAS 
DUMMY REGION 3 - SHALLOW GAS 
DUMMY REGION 4 - SHALLOW GAS 
DUMMY REGION 5 T SHALLOW GAS 
AUTOCORRELATION - SHALLOW GAS 
CONSTANT - DEEP GAS 
LAGGED LOG TOTAL WELLS - DEEP GAS 
AVG DEPTH - DEEP GAS 
DUMMY REGION 3 - DEEP GAS 
DUMMY REGION 4 - DEEP GAS 
DUMMY REGION 5 - DEEP GAS 
AUTOCORRELATION - DEEP GAS 
CONSTANT - OIL 
AVG DEPTH - OIL 
DUMMY REGION 3 - OIL 
DUMMY REGION 4 - OIL 
AUTOCORRELATION - OIL 
CONSTANT - DRY SHALLOW GAS 
AVG DEPTH - DRY SHALLOW GAS 
DUMMY REGION 3 - DRY SHALLOW GAS 
DUMMY REGION 4 - DRY SHALLOW GAS 
DUMMY REGION 5 - DRY SHALLOW GAS 
AUTOCORRELATION - DRY SHAL. GAS 
CONSTANT - DRY DEEP GAS 
LAGGED LOG TOTAL WELLS - DRY DEEP,GAS 
AVG DEPTH - DRY DEEP GAS 
DUMMY REGION 4 - DRY DEEP GAS 
DUHW REGION 5 - DRY DEEP GAS 
CONSTANT - DRY OIL 
AVG DEPTH - DRY OIL 
DUMMY REGION 3 - DRY OIL 
AUTOCORRELATION - DRY OIL 
LAG LOG TOTAL WELLS - SUC. SHAL. GAS & OIL 
LAG LOG TOT? WELLS - DRY SHAL. GAS & OIL 
TIME TREND 

Number of Observations 
Used 68 Objective 5.0727 
Missing 0 Objective*N 344~9429 . 

Statistics fo r  System 

e- 

/ 
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Onshore Reg.ions 1 and 6 

LGASC 

Go 

G6 

W-GA 
S 

.D-ALL 

T-ALL 

GRHO 

Results 

LDOLC LDGS 
C 

DO0 DGO 

DO6 DG6 

W-DR W-DR 
Y Y 

D-ALL D-AL 
L 

T-ALL T-ALL 

DORH DGRH 
0 0 

!lapping of variable names from the above equation to the following SA; 
I I 

Variable/Para 13 
meter 

LDF&LCOST I LOLC 

.=- 
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LOWER 4 8  ONSHORE DRILLING COST - REGIONS 1&6 

MODEL Procedure ' 

SUR Estimation . 
Nonlinear SUR Sununary of Residual Errors 

DF DF Durbin 
Equation Model Error SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

* LGASC. 4 . 5  2 9 . 5  0.23562 0.0079872 0.08937 , 0.9826 0.9805 1 . 5 5 1  
LOILC 4 . 5  29 .5  0.35381 0 * 01199 0.10951 0.6234 0.5788 1 .596  
LDGSC 4 30 0.49474 0.01649 0.12842 0.9423 ' '0.9365 1 . 6 5 1  
LDOLC 3 ,  31 1.72973 0.05580 0.23622 0.7733 0.7586 1.233 

Nonlinear SUR Parameter Estimates 

Approx . 
Parameter Estimate . Std Err 

GO 8.374207 0.80760 
66 0.639338 I 0.13536 
GRHO 
00 
06 
om0 
DGO 
DG6 
DGRHa 
DO0 
DO6 
DALL 
W-GAS 
w-OIL 
WJRY 
TALL 

0:451936 0.12046 
9.712163 0.81072 , 
0 -397184 0.08606 
0 -480526 0.09237 
8.356993 0.89454 
0.331623 0.14184 
0.408926 0.13792 
7.598299 0.87381 
0.867189 0.08098 

0.00021980 0.00004557 
0.279384 .O. 06902 
0.131556 0.07080 
0.261473 0.07808 

-0.021851 0.0058953 

Number of Observations 
Used ' 34 
Missing 0 

'-T' Approx. 
Ratio Prob>ITI 

10.37 0.0001 
4.72 0.0001 
3 .75  '0 .0008 

11.98 0.0001 
4 .62  0.0001 
5.20 0.0001 
9.34 0.0001 
2.34  0.0262 
2 .96  0.0059 
8.70 0.0001 

10.71  0.0001 
4 .82  0.0001 
4 .05  0 . 0 0 0 4 .  
1 . 8 6  0.0733 
3.35 0.0022 

-3.71 0.0008 

Statistics for &stem 
Objective 3 -2443 
Objective*N 110.3054 

Label 

CONSTANT - SHALLOW GAS 
DUMMY REGION 6 - SHALLOW GAS 
AUTOCORRELATION - SHALLOW GAS 
CONSTANT - OIL 
DUMMY REGION 6 - OIL 
AUTOCORRELATION - OIL 
DUMMY REGION 6 - DRY S H A U O W  GAS 
AUTOCORRELATION - DRY SHALLOW GAS 
CONSTANT - DRY OIL 
DUMMY REGION 6 - DRY OIL . 
AVG DEPTH 
LAGGED LOG TOTAL WELLS - S H A U O W  GAS 
LAGGED LOG TOTAL WELLS - OIL 
LAGGED LOG TOTAL WELLS - DRY 
TIME TREND 

CONSTANT - DRY SHAuon GAS 

Energy lnformatlon AdministrationlOil and Gas Supply Mbdule Documentation E-17 
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Yaliable/para 

Offshore Gulf of Mexico 

oil Gas . Dry 

DRILLCOST 

M60) 

61 

LOILC LGASC LDOL 
C 

00 Go DO 

w-AL w_AL W-AL 
' . L .  L .  L 

P DFWO 

E-18 . 

Uowing SAS output 
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' LOWeR 48 OFFSHORE DRILLING COST - GULF 
MODEL Procedure 
SUR Estimation 

Nonlinear SUR Sununary of Residual Errors 

DF DF 
Equation Model Error SSE 

Durbin 
MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

- 1  

LGASC ' 2 9 0.16325 0.01814 0.13468 0.3104 0.6782 2.282' 
LOILC 2 9 0.03517 0.0039083 0.06252 0.9271 0.9190 2.138 
LDRYC 2 9 0.09637 0.01071 0.10348 0.8714 0.8572 2.158 

Nonlinear StiR Parameter Estimates 

Approx. 
Parameter Estimate Std Err 

GO 12.367200 0.75098 
DO ' 12.243413 0.75156 
00 12.203351 0.74653 
D X L  0.000059431 0.00002514 
W X L  0.421795 0.09320 
T A L  -0.042342 0.0065106 

'T' 
Ratio 

16.47 
16.29 
16.35 
2.36 
4.53 
-6.50 

Approx . 
Prob>lTI Label 

0.0001 CONSTANT - GAS 
0.0001 CONSTANT - DRY GAS 
0.0001 CONSTANT - OIL' 
0.0424 DEPTH 
0.0014 LAGGED LOG TOTAL WELLS 
0.0001 TIKE TREND 

Number of Observations 
Used 11 
Missing 0 

Statistics for System 
Objective 2.3169 
Objective*N 25.4863 

. .  
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Onshore, Lease Equipment Cost Equations . 

h(EO), 0 5  SG5 DG5 

€1 wo wo wo 
€2 TO TO TO 

- P  ORHO SGRH DGRH 
- 0  -0 

Lease equipment costs were hypothesized fo be a function of total successful wells and a time trend that 
' proxies for the cumulative effect of technological ativances o i  costs. The form ofthe equation was assumed 

to be log-linear. The equations were estimated in log-linear form'using Seemingly Unrelated Regression 
(SUR) technique availhle in SAS. m e r e  necessary, equations were estimated in generalized difference form 
to correct for first order serial com~ation. The formi of the equations are: 

Onshore Regions 2 through 5 

. %  
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L48 ONSHORE LEASE EQUIPMENT COST DATA, REGIONS 2-5 

MODEL Procedure 
SUR Estimation 

Nonlinear SUR Summary of Residual Errors 

DF .DF 
Equation Model Error SSE 

LSGASC 5.667 70.33 0.76706 
LOILC 4.667 71.33 0.17752 
LDGASC 2.667 73.33 0.48731 

Nonlinear SUR Parameter Estimates 

Approx. 
Parameter Estimate Std Err 

SGO 
SG3 
SG4 
SG5 
SGRHO 
00 
04 
05 
ORHO 
D G O  
DGRHO 
TO 
wo 

9.721436 
-0 -228770 
-0.129545 

0.199034 
0.664950 

1 0  -277236- 
0.281201 
0.463313 
0.646574 

1 0  -483673 
0.698442 

-0.017028 
0.120358 

0.25249 
0.07539 
0.07692 
0.07672 
0.06405 
0.26494 
0.03897 
0.03909 
0.06129 
0.25133 
0.04972 

0 ..0033965 
0.02418 

. Durbin 
MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

, .  

0.01091 0 -10443 0.8441 0.8337 1.953 
0.0024886 0.04989 0.9571 0.9548 1.789 
0.0066451 0.08152 0-6730 -0.6656 2.485 

, .  

’ T Approx. 
Ratio Prob:,ITI Label 

38.50 
-3.03 
-1.68 
2.59 

10.38 
38.79 

7.22 
11.85 
10.55 
41.71 
14.05 
-5.01 

4.98, 

Or0001 CONSTANT - SHALLOW GAS 
0.0034 DuMm REGION 3 - SHALLOW GAS 
0.0966 DUMMY REGION 4 .- SHALLOW GAS 

0.0001 AUTOCORRELATION - SHALLOW GAS 
0.0001 CONSTANT - OIL 
0.0001 DUMMY REGION 4 - OIL 
0.0001 DUMMY REGION 5 - OIL 
0.0001 AUTOCORRELATION - OIL 
0.0001 CONSTANT - DEEP GAS 
0.0001 AUTOCORRELATION - DEEP GAS 
0.0001 LAGGED SUCCESSplJL WELLS 

0.0115 DUMMY REGION 5 - m o w  GAS 

‘0.0001 TIME TREND 

Number of Observations .Statistics for System 
Used 76 Objective 2.8214 
Missing 0 Objective*N 214.4283 

I 

.=- - .  
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Onshore Regions 1 and 6 

on to the following SAS output 

42 

. 

8 
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L48 ONSHORE LEASE EQUIPMENT COST DATA, REGIONS 1&6 

MODEL Procedure . 
SUR Estimation 

Nonlinear SUR Surmnary of Residual Errors 

DF DF Durbin 
Equation Model Error SSE %E. Root MSE R-Square Xdj R-Sq Watson 

LSGASC 4 34 0.33267 0.0097845 0.09892 0.9108 0.9030 2.419 . LOILC ,4 34 0.09134 0.0026864 0.05183 0.9617 0.9583 1.381 

Nonlinear SVR Parameter Estimates 

Parameter Estimate Std Err . Ratio Prob>lTI 'Label 
.Approx. ' T Approx . 

SGO 9.973246 
SG6 0.504009, 
SGRHO 0.714153 
00 11.178442 
06 0 -470496 
ORHO 0.717743 
TO -0.018528 
wo 0.021374 , 

0.45707 21.82 0.0001 INTERCEPT - SHAUOW GAS 
0.11253 4.48 0.0001 DuMm REGION 6 - SHALLOW GAS 
0.47559 23.50 0.0001 INTERCEPT - OIL 
0.06012 7.83 0.0001 DUMMY REGION 6 - OIL 
0.09023 7.95 0.0001 AUTOCORRELATION - OIL 

, 0.08399 8.50 0.0001 AUl'OCORRELATION - SHALLOW GAS 

0.0076118 -2.43 0,.0203 TIME TREND 
0.03987 0.54 0.5953 LAGGED SDCCESSFQL WELLS 

Number of Observations Statistics for'system 
used . 38 Objective 1.7799 
Missing 0 Objective*N 67.6376 

Energy lnformatfon AdminlstratlonlOIl and Gas Supply Module Documentation 
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Onshore Operating Cost Equations 
operating costs were hypothesized to be a function of drilling, depth, and a time trend that proxies for the 
cumulative effect of technoiogicd advanqes on costs. The form of the equation was assumed to be log-linear. 
The equations were estimated in log-linear form using Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) technique 
available in SAS. The forms of the equations are: 

Onshore Regions 2 through 5 

Results 

Ma in ofvariable c 1 meter . 

1 names from the above equation to the 5 

oil Gas k P  

0 0  . SGO DGO 

05’ ‘ I SG5 DG5 

W-SG. W-SG w-SG 
0 0 0 

01 SGl DGl 

T-ALL T-ALL T-ALL 

ORHO SGRH ’ DGRH 
.-- 

0 0 

Uowing SAS output 

, .  
-, 
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L48 ONSHORE OPERATING COST DATA, REGIONS 2-5 

MODEL Procedure 
SUR Estimation 

Nonlinear SUR Summary of Residual Errors 

Durbin 
Equation Model Error ' SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Watson 

LSGASC 5:833 66.17 0.43560 0.0065834 0.08114 0.8329 0.8207 2.272 
LOILC 5.833 66.17 , 0.14784 0.0022343 0.04727 0.9626 0.9599 1.638 
LWASC 5.333 66.67 0.41407 .O. 006211T 0.07881 0.8524 0,8428 2.335 

DF. DF 

Nonlinear SUR Parameter Estimates . 

Parameter Estimate Std Err Ratio Prob>lTI Label 
Approx . * T ' Approx . * .  

SGO 
SG3 
SG4 
SG5 
SGRHO 
00 

9 03 i 

04 
05 
ORHO 

' DGO 

8.777050 0.26775 
-0.202353 0.07997 
-0 .ll'4140 0.06125 
0.123381 0.06115 
0.695104 0.06137 
8.802819 0.28599 
-0.499312 0.05795 
-0.382850 0.05715 
-0 .lo1609 0.05717 
0.726669 0.06864 
8.342671' 0.41984 

0.000010088 4.82678E-6 
-0.251100 0.04557 
0.532580 0.08006 
0.129416 0.02508 
0.238847 0.04179 
-0.012881 0.0037069 

32.78 
-2.53 
-1.86 
2.02 
11.33 
'30.78 
-8.62 
-6.70 
-1.78 
10.59 ~. 
19.87 
2.09 
-5.51 
6.65 
5.16 
5.72 
-3.47 

0.0001 
0.0138 
0.0668 
0.0477 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0801 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0404 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0009 

Number of Observations , Statistics for System 
Used 72 Objective 2.6703 
Missing - 0  Objective*N- 192.2594 

CONSTANT - S k O W  GAS ' 
DUMMY REGION 3 - =OW GAS 
DuMm REGION 4 - SHAUOW GAS 
DUMW REGION 5 - SHAUOW GAS 
AUTQCORRELATION - SEIALLOW GAS . 
CONSTANT - OIL 
DUMMY REGION 3 - OIL 
DUMMY REGION 4 - OIL 
DUMMY REGION 5 - OIL 
AUTOCORRELATION - OIL 
CONSTANT - DEEP GAS 
AVERAGE DEPTH - DEEP GAS 
DlMm REGION 3 - DEEP GAS 
AUTOCORRELATION - DEEP GAS 
LAG SUC. WELLS - SHAUOW GAS & OIL 
LAG SUC. WELLS - DEEP GAS 
TIME TREND 

.. 
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Variable/Para 
meter 

LDRLTXOST 

M @ O ) ,  

hi@O), 

91 

92 

@3 

P 

Onshore Regions 1 and 6 

successful 

oil Gas oil Gas 

LOILC LGASC 'LDOLC LDGS 
c -  

0 0  Go DO0 DGO 

0 6  G6 DO6 DG6 

W-OIL W-GA W-DR W-DR 
S Y Y 

D-ALL D-ALL D-ALL D-AL 
L 

T-ALL T-ALL T-ALL T-ALL 

ORHO GRHO DORH DGRH 
0 0 

Mapping of variable names from the hove  equation to the following SAS output 
1 .  I I 

5 
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L48 ONSHORE OPERATING COST DATA, REGIONS 1&6 

MODEL Procedure 
SUR Estimation . 
Nonlinear SUR Sununary bf Residual Errors 

DF DF 
Equation Model .Error 

LSGASC 3.5 34.5 
LOILC 3.5 34.5 

Durbin 
SSE ~ MSE koot 'MSE R-Square Adj 'R-Sq Watson 

0.33608 0.0097414 . 0.09870 0.9214 0.9157 2.436 
0.34595 0.01003 o.iooi4 0.8729 . 0.8636 2.037 

Nonlinear SUR Parameter Estimates 

Approx . 
Parameter Estimate Std Err 

SGO 
SG6 
SGRHO 
00 
06 
ORHO 
W_pLL 

7.492457 
0.457907 
0.208539 ~ . ~ ~ ~ .  

7.642764 
0 :627746 
0 -708934 
0.176752 

Number of Observations 
Used 38 
Missing 0 

0.38254 
0.04108 
0.15749 
0.41409 
0.11453 
0 .IO370 
0.04126 

' T ' Approx . 
Ratio Prob>lTI Label 

19.59 
11.15 
1.32 
18.46 
5.48 
6.84 
4.28 

o.oo01 CONSTANT - sHAuon GAS 
0.0001 DUMMY REGION 6 - SHALLOW GAS 
0.1943 AUTOCORRELATION - SHAuon GAS 
0.0001 CONSTANT - OIL 
0.0001 DUMMY REGION 6 - OIL 
0.0001 AUTOCORRELATION - OIL 
0.0001 LAGGED SUCCESSE'UL WELbS 

Statistics for System 
Ob j ec t ive 1.8152 
Objective*N 68.9779 
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Canadian Successful Oil and Gas Wells Equations 
A successful oil wells 3uation and a Successf~! gas wells equation were estimated in generalized difference 
foim using SURE. Successful oil (gas) wells were estimated as a function of the expected DCF for an oil 
(gas) well and a dummy variable to control for Canadian oil and gas policy changes in the early to mid 
1980's. 

OIL 

499.230 
(1.33979) 

0.170973E-02 ' 

(4.18866) 

949.572' 
(2:05 196) . 

0.298608 
(1.41467) 

where, 

GAS 

1829.02 I .  ' 

(2.94956) 

0.132393E-02 
(3.23435) 

-1276.28 
(-3.06764) 

0.726749 
(4.50509) 

= . succeisf~l Canadian well completions 
= discounted cash flow for a well 
= 1 if t >1982,0 otherwise 
= econometrically estimated parameters 
= autocorrehtion parameter 
= fueltype 
= year. . 

Pamietei 

PO 

P l  

P2 

P 

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20 . . 

Standard Errors computed fmm quadratic form of analytic first derivatives (Gauss) 

Dependent variable: WELLS (oil) 
Mean of dependent variable = 2235.30 
Std. dev. of dependent var. = 1467.19 

Sum of squared residuals = .976854E+07 
V'ance of residuals = 488427. 

Std. error of regression = 698.876 

D&in-Watson statistic = 2.10944 

.c 

R-Squared = .764132 
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Dependent variable: .WEUS (g&) 
Mean of dependent variable = 2353.75 

Std. dev. of dependent var. = 958.064. 
Sum of squared residuals = .391239E+07 

Variance of residuals = '195619. 
Std. error of regression = 442.289 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.95590 
R-SqUirred = .789470 

Variable 

.a0 

LOILRES . 
r /  

LPOL 

P 

, Price Elasticities of Short Run'Supply 

Estimated Standard Error . t-statistic 
Coefficient 

i - 
-.977125 .680644 -1.43559 

.814563 .114311 7.12584 

-08385 -040682 2.06115 

.33#16 .297765 1.12309 

. As noted in chapter 4, the PMM and NGTDM calculate production levels through the use of short-run supply 
functions that r&pire estimates of the price elasticities of supply. One option is to employ the price elasticity 
estimates that are passed from the OGSM to the PMM ana. NGTDM. The section below documents the 
estimation of these elasticities. 

Onshore Lower 48 States 

Oil 

Price elasticities were estimated using the AR1 technique in TSP which corrects for serial correlation using 
the maximum likelihood iterative technique of Beach and MacKinnon (1978). Equations for onshore regions 
1 and 6 were estimated separately due to the regions' *que characteristics. The functional form is given by: 

where, 

LCRUDE = natural log of crude oil production 
LOILRES = natural log of beginning of year oil reserves 

LPOIL = natural log of the regional wellhead price of oil in 1987 dollars 
p = .mtocorrehtion p k e t e r  
t =  Y W .  

Region 1 

ReSUltS 
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SAMPLE: 1978 to 1990 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 13 . 

Dependent variable: LCRUDE 
(Statistics based on transformed data) 

Mean of dependent variable = 3.03941 
Std. dev. of dependent var. = .365187 
Sum of squared residuals = .015765 

. 

Variance of residuals = ' -157651E-02 
Stderrorofregression = .039705 . 

R-squared F -990477 
Adjusted R:squared = .988573 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.58775 
F-statistic (zero slopes) = ' 502.556 

Log of likelihood function = 25.1414 

Variable 

a0 . 

LOILRES 

mIL 

P 

(Statistics based on original data) 
Mean of dependent v w l e  = 4.43559 
Std. dev. of-dependent var. = . .142410 

Sum of squared residuals = .015832 
. Variance of residuals. = ..158323E-02 
. Std. error of regression = -039790 

Adjusted R-squared = -923242 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.57879 

R-squared = .936035 

Region 6 

Es&ted StandardError t-statistic 
Coefficient 

6.69155 ' . 2.14661 3.1 1727 

-.123763 .255535 -.484329 

.03 1845 -038040 .837163 

333915 .135664 6.1469 1 

Results 

SAMPLE: 1978to1990 . 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 13 

. 

.=- . .. 
Dependent variable; LCRUbE 
(Statistics based on transformed data) 

Mean of dependent varihle = 1.13005 
Std. decof dependent var. = -605103 

Sum of squared residuals = ,013218 

Std. error of regression = .(I36356 
Varianci of residuals = .132176E-02 

Energy hformation AdminlstrationlOil and Gas Supply Module Documentation 
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R-sqUard = .997230 
Adjusted R-squared = .996676 

Dqbin-Watson statistic = .896816 
F-statistic (zero slopes) = 1657.10 

Log of likelihood function = 25.7519 

(Statistics based on original data) 
M&ofdependentvariable ’ = 5.78242 

Std. dev. of dependent var, = .061666 
Sum of squared residuals * = .014455 

’ Variance of residuals = . lg552Ei-02 
Std. error of regression = -038020 

AdjustedR-sqd = -648864 
Dubin-Watson statistic = .892422 

R-squared = .707387 -‘ 

For onshore regions 2 through 5, the data were p l e d ’ k d  regional dummy variables were used to allow the 
estimated production elasticity to vary across.the regions. Region 2 is taken as the base region. The form of 
the equatioqis given by: 

. 

. LCRUDE,.= a0 + al*LOILRES, + a2*LPOlL, + a3*LPDWt + a4*LPDUh4 

a 2 * ~ l L t - ,  t a3*LF’DlJM3,-, + &*LPDUM4t-, + aS*LPDW 
. aS*LPDUMS, + p*LCRUDEt-l - p*(aO +‘al*LOILREs,-, + 

where, 
* .  

LPDW = DWLPOIL, 
DuMr = a dummy variable th$ equals 1 if region=r and 0 otherwise 

r = onshore regions 2 through 5 

t = ,  year. 
. ’ . P  - - , autocorrelationparameter 

I 
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. .  
Regions 2 through 5 , 

Vahable Estimated 
Coefficient 

a0 1.38487 

m m  .549313 

LPOIL -105051 

L3DUM3 ' -.077217 

Standard Error t-statistic 

.a6290 2.14279 

.077877 7.05360 

.03263 1 3.21932 

.034067 -2.26660 
~~ 

=DUM4 

LPDUM5 

P. 

SAMPE. 1978 to 1990 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 52 

Dependent variable: LCRUDE 
(Statistics based on transfomed.data) 

Mean of dependent variable = .936528 ' 
Std. dev. of dependent var. = .(612526 
Sum of squared residuals = .lo9259 

Std. error of regression = -048736 

Adjusted R-squared = .994159 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.42150 
F-statistic (zero slopes) = 1602.00 

Logoflikelihoodfunction = 83.7253 . 

Variance Of residuals = .237519E-02 

R-Squared = .994731 

(Statistics based on original data) 
Mean of dependent variable = 5.93153 
Std. dev. of dependent var. = .428916 
Sum of squared residuals = .110274 

Variance of residuals = .239725E-02 
Std.errorofregression = -048962 . 

Mjusted R-squllred = .987277. 
. Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.40740 

R-Squared = .988524 

-.028657 .034318 -335047 

-.089397 . .032700 -2.73387 

-867072 .080470 10.7751 

.-- 

I '  

I * 
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The estimated coefficient on LPOIL is the price elasticity of crude oil production for region 2. The elasticity 
for region r (r = 3,4,5) is obtained by adding the coefficient on LPDUMr to the coefficient on LPOIL. 

Dry Non-Associated Natural Gas 

The data for onshore regions 1 through 6 were pooled and a &@e regression equation estimated with dummy 
variables used to d o w  the slope coefficients to vary across regions. Region 1 was taken as the base region: 
The equation was estimated using the non-linear two stage least squares procedure in TSP. The form of the 
equation is given by: 

. 

L~ROD = A0 +.(A1 +CAr*DUMr)*IdASRES + (B1 +CBr*RUMr) * 
r r 

WGAS + C*DEDSHR 
. .  (75.3) 

where, c 

LPROD = 
LGASRES = 

LPGAS = 
DEDSHR = 

DUMr = 
r =  

natural log of natural gas production 
natural log of beginning of year natural gas reserves 
natural log of the regional wellhead price of natural gas in 1987 dollars 
natural log of the share of natural gas production that is accounted for by 
pipeline sales(inc1uded to capture the effect of open access on production) 
dummy variable that equals 1,if region = r and 0 otherwise 
onshore regions 2 through 6. 

. e- 

/ 
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Results 

Variable Estimated 
Coefficient - 

Ad -3.02039 

A1 .962078 

A2 .067699 

A3 .049399 

A4 ’ .062093 

A5 . -450603E-02 

A6 .047330 

B1 352276 

B2 -.589608 

B3 -.a5398 

B4 . -.730398 

B5 -.7339 17 

B6 -.388545 

C -.305243 

Standard Error t-statistic 

3.46358 -A72044 

-206360‘ 4 4.66213 

.016754 ’ 4.04076 

.017549 2.81494 

.018170 3.4.1 73 3 

.016987 .265262 

.054670 365738 

.326959 ’ 2.60668 

.33 1977 -1.77605 

306376 - -2.10623 

.341712 -2.13747 

-265693 -2.76228 

.471104 -322833 

-082627 -3.69421 

SAMPLE: 1985 to 1990 
. NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 36 

I 

Dependentvariable: LPROD . 
Mean of dependent variable = 13.7972 
Std. dev. of dependent var. -= 1.08967 
Sum of squared residuals = -08931 1 

Std. error of regression = .063715 

AdjustedR-squared = -996581 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 2.42140 

Variance of residuals . = .405960E-02 

R-Squared = -997851 .. 

.*- 
The price elasticity of natural gas pioduction for onshore region 1 is given by the estimated parameter B1. 
The price elasticity for any other onshore region r (r = 2 through 6) is derived by adding the estimate for Br to 
the value of B1. 
/+ 

i 
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Offshore Gulf of Mexico 

Oil 

Price elasticities were estimated using OLS. The functional form is given by: ' 

m F E  = a0 + al*LOILRES + a2*LPOL + a3*LCRUDE(-l) + 
a4*DuM 

where, 

LCRUDE = natural log of crude oil production 
LOILRES = natural log of beginning of year oil reserves 

LEQL = 
LOE(-l) = 

DUM = 

natural log of the regional wellhead price of oil in 1987 dollars 
natural log of crude oil production in the previous year 
a dummy variable that equals 1 for years after 1986 and 0 otherwise. 

ReSUltS 
. .  

Standard Error ' 

SAMPLE: * 1978 to 1991 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 14 

Dependent variable: LCRUDE 
Mean of dependent variable = 5.65758 

Std. dev. of dependent var. = SO6897 
Sum of squared residuals = -021640 

Std. emor of regression = -049035 

AdjustedR-squared = .789581 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.47269 

Durbin'sh = 1.04017 
Durbin's h alternative = -725714 

F-sdtistic (zero slopes) = 13.1954 
S c h w a  Bayes. Info. Crit. = -5.52974 
Log of likelihood function = 25.4407 

Varianceofresiduh '= .240446E-02 . 

R-sqUakd = .854325 
i 
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Variable 

a0 

LOILRES 

LPOIL . . 

P 

Pacific Offshore 

EstiIilated . Standard Error t-statistic 
Coefficient 

1.34325 A3323 ' 3.02995 

.310216 .067090 . 4.62390 

.181190 .067391 2.68865 

-.355962 .320266 -1.11146 

Oil 

Price elasticities were estimated using the AR1 procedure in TSP which corrects for first order serial 
correlation using a maximum likelihood iterative technique. The regression equation is given by: 

m F E t  = a0 'al*LoILREs, + a2*LFOILt + p*LCRUDEt-, - 
p*(ao + al*LQILREst-, + a2*LpoIL,-,) 

where, 

LCRUDE = natural log of crude oil production . . 
LOILRES = 
LPOIIL = 

natural log of beginning of year crude oil reserves 
n& log of the regional wellhead price of crude oil in 1987 dollars 

. p .= autocornlationparameter 
t = year. . 

(75.5) 

. '  
-SAMPLE 1977 to 1991 
m E R  OF OBSERVATIONS = 15 

Dependent variable: LCRUDE' 
(statistics based on msformed data) ' 

. Mean of dependent variable = 5.31728 
Std. dev. of dependent var. = .646106 
Sum of squared residuals = .209786 

Std. error of regression = A32220 

Adjusted R-squared = .966613 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.61085 
F-statistic (zero slopes) = 161.152 

Log ofFelihood function = 10.6711 

(Statistics based on original data). 
Mean of dependent variable, = 4.001 171 
Std. dev. of dependent var. = .231415 

Varianceofresidkls = .017482 , 

.R-SqUared = .971382 
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. Sum of squared residuals ' = .220359 
Variance of residuals = .018363 

Std. error of 'repssion = .135511 . 

' AdjustedR-squared = .663252' 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.61258 ' 

R-squared = .711359 

. 

, 

Associated Dissolved Gas .Equations 

Associated dissolved gas production was hypothesized to be a function of crude oil production. The form of 
the equation was assumed to be log-linear. The equations were estimated in log-linear form using ordinary. 
least squares (Om) technique available in TSP. The forms of the equations are : 

Onshore Region 1 

Method of estimation = Ordinary Least Squares 

****************** 

Dependent' variable : LADGAS 
Current sample: 11 to 24 
Number of observations: 14 

Me& of dependent variable =. 5.12499 
Std. dev. of dependent var. = ,164729 

Sum of squared residuals = ,038353 
Variance of residuals = .3196093-02 

Std. error of regression = ,056534 
R-squared = .891278 

Adjusted R-squared = .882218 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.75215 

F-statistic (zero slopes) = 98.3730 
Schwarz Bayes. Info. Crit. = -5.52297. 
Log,of likelihood function = 21;4347 

Estimated Standard - 
Variable Coefficient Error .F t-statistic 
ln(ar0). 2.07491 ' . .307892 6.73908 

' P O  :7 0 18 8 5 -070766 9.91832' 

OBS , REGION YEAR /. 
11 . 11.00000 1.00000 1980.00000 , 

24 a 24.00000 1.00000 1993.00000 . 
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Onshore Region 2 

Method of estimation'= Ordinary Least Squares 

****************** 

. Dependent variable: LADGAS 
Current sample: 35 to 48 
'Number of observations: 14 

Mean of dependent variable = 6.49697 
' Std. dev. 'of dependent var. = .266043 

Sum of.squared residuals = .048056 
Variance of,res'iduals.= .400467E-O2 

Std. error of regression 
R-squared 

Adjusted R-squared 
Durbin-Watson statisitic 

F-statistic (zero slopes) 
Schwarz Bayes. Info. Crit. 
Log'of likelihood function 

= .063282 
= .947773 
= :943420 
= 1.22587 
= 217.764 * 

= -5.29744 
= 19.8560 

Estimated. Standard . 
Variable Coefficient Error 
In (010) -3 - 07832 .649092 
PO 1.56944 . I O  63 53 

OBS REGION 

48 . 48.00000 2 .ooooo 
35 35'. 00000 2.00000 

t-statis tic 
-4.74250. 
14.7568 

YEAR 
1980.00000. 
1993.00000 

Method 

Dependent variable : 
Current sample: 45 

I 

. Onshore'Region 3 ****************** 

of.estirnation = Ordinary Least . ,  . Squares . 

- \  

to 72 
Number of observations: . 8' 

Mean of dependent variable = 5.92117 
Std. dev'. of dependent var. = -188982 

Sum of squared residuals .= ,013619 

Std. error of regression = .047643 
R-squared = .945524 

. Adjusted R-squared = .936445 
Durbin4Vatson statistic.= 2.19391 

.F-statistic (zero slopes) = 104.141 
Schwarz Bayes. Info. Crit. = -5.85588 
Log of likelihood .function = 14..$514 . 

Variance of residuals = -2269823-02 

Estimated Standard 
Variable Coefficient Error . t-statistic 

PO 1.42210 .139354 . 10.2050 
b(010); . -1.65468 .742561 -2.22.834 

- .  
OBS REGION - Y E A R  

65 65.00000 3.00000 1986.00000 
I 
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72 72 .,OOOOO 3.00000 ’ 1993.00000 

Onshore Region 4 ****************** 

Method.of estimation = Ordinary Least Squares 

Dependent variable : LADGAS 
Current sample: 82 to 96 
Number of observations: 15 

~ Mean of dependent variable = 6.51049 

Sum of squared residuals = .065307 
Variance of residuals = .502359E- 

Std. error of regression = .070877 
R-squared = .284921 

’ Adjusted R-squared = .229915 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.28517. 

F-statistic (zero slopes) = 5.17980 
Schwarz Bayes. Info. Crit. = -5.07564 
Log of likelihood function = 19.4913 

Std. dev. of dependent var. = .080768. 

802 

Estimated Standard 
Variable Coefficient Error t-statistic 
ln(cx0) 4.49271 ,886765 5.06640 
P O  .315372 -138569 2.27592 

82 
96 

OBS 
* 82.00000 

96.00000 

REGION YEAR 
4.00000 1979.00000 
4.00000 1993.00000 

Onshore Region 5. 
***if************* 

Method. of estimation = Ordinary Least Squares 

Dependent variable: LADGAS 
Current saniple: 107 to 120 
Number of observations: 14 

Mean of dependent variable = 
Std. dev. of dependent var. = 

Sum of squared residuals = 
Variance of residuals = 

Std. error of regression = 
R-squared = 

*Adjusted R-squared = 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 

F-statistic (zero slopes) = 
Schwarz Bayes. Info. Crit. = 
Log of likelihood function = 

5.49207 

-169883 
.014157 
.118.983 
.579402 
.544352 
1.15658 
16.5308 
-4 .&I3469 
11.0168 

.176267 

i 

# Estimated Standard 
Variable Coefficient Error t-statistic 
ln(cx0) 5.34284 -048562 110.021 
P I  ,047917 .011785 4.06581 
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OBS REGION ' YEAR 
107 10.7.00000 ' 5.00000 1980.00000 
12  0 - 120.00000 5.00000 ,1993 a 00000 

Onshore Region 6 ****************** 

Method' of estimation = Ordinary Least Squares 

Dependent variable': LADGAS 

Number of observations: 14  . .  

Std. dev. of dependent var. = .126146 
Sum of squared residuals ='.030218 

Std. error of regression = .054971 
R-squared = .853924 

Adjusted R-squared = -810102 
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.16621 . . 

F-statistic (zero slopes) = 19.i1859 

Log of lLkelihood function =.23.1034 

' Current sample: 131 to 144 

Mean of dependent variable = 5.20320.. 

Variance of residuals = ;3021833-02- 

. .  Schwarz Bayes. Info. Crit. = -5.38435 

Estimated Standard 
Variable coefficient Error t-statistic 
In (ao) -12.1971 2.95896 -4.12210 
In (cil)  10.7230 3.27845 3.27075 

2.99621 .508887 5.88778 PO 
PI -1.83291 .565439 . -3.24157 

OBS * REGION YEAR 
13 1 131.00000 6.00000 1980.00000 

- 144 144.00000 6.00000 1993.00000 

.Offshore California ' .* ******************* 

Method of estimation = Ordinary Least Squares . .  
Dependent variable: LADGAS 
Current sample: 146 to 157 - 

' Number of observations: 12 

. 

.Mean of dependent. variable = 
Std. dev. of dependent var. = 

Sum of'squared residuals = 
. Varihce of residuals = 
Std. error of regression = 

R-squared = 
Adjusted R-squared = 

Durbin-Watson statistic. = 
F-statistic (zero slopes) = 

2chwarz Bayes. Info. Crit. = 
Log of likelihood function = 

3.46459 
.235388 
.130029 
-016254 
.1'27490 
.786657 
.70-6654 
1.46033 
9.83279 
-3.69661 
10.1222 

Estimated Standard 
Variable Coefficient Error , t-statistic 
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ln(a0) 
In (al) 
P O  
Pl 

146 
157 ' 

-42.. 1148 14 1531 -2.97566 
43.1508 14.3122 3.01497 
IO. 7112 3.34207 3.20497 
-10.0929 3.38203 -2.38428 

OBS REGION YEAR 
146.00.000 7.00000 1982.00000 
157.00000 7.00000 1993.00000- 

Off shore Gulf of Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Method of estimation = Ordinary Least Squares 

Dependent variable : LADGAS 
Current sample: 159. to 170 
Number of observations: 12 

. Mean of dependent variable = 6.38670 
Std..dev. of dependent-var. = .0.92892 

Sum of squared residuals = .026872 
. Variance of residuals = .2985743-02 . 
Std. error of regression = .054642 ' 

R-squared = .721601 
Adjusted R-squared = .659735 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 2.45155 
F-statistic (zero slopes) = 11.3951 
Schwarz Bayes. Info. Crit. =,-5.48036 
Log of likelihood function = 19.5823 

'Estimated Standard 
Variable Coefficient Error t-statistic 
In (al) 4.21386 1.49771 2.81354 
P O  1.07834 . .466028E-O2 231.391 
Pl -. 697473 -258646 -2.69663 

OBS REGION YEAR 
159 159.00000. 8.00000 1982.00000 
17 0 170.00000 8.00000 1993.00000 

.= 

b 
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